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ABSTRACT 
 

 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ULTRASENSITIVE ELISA FOR THE DETECTION OF 

MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSIS ANTIGENS: AN IMPOSSIBLE CHALLENGE OR A 

PROMISING FEAT? 

Tuberculosis (TB) has been classically characterized as a two-state disease with active 

and latent phases. Latent TB infection (LTBI) is diagnosed by either the tuberculin skin test 

(TST) or the Interferon Gamma Release Assay (IGRA) test. However, both diagnostic tests are 

unable to differentially diagnose active TB and LTBI and perform poorly in 

immunocompromised patients. The TST is further complicated by cross-reactivity with BCG 

vaccination. Therefore, further diagnostic discovery for LTBI is needed for differential diagnosis 

and to identify those at risk of progression to active TB for subsequent treatment. Extracellular 

vesicles (EVs) are nanovesicles released by eukaryotic cells. EVs from TB patients contain 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) proteins, and these protein biomarkers show promise for TB 

and LTBI diagnostics. Our lab previously identified 31 Mtb peptides in trypsin-treated serum 

EVs isolated from patients with LTBI using multiple reaction monitoring-mass spectrometry 

(MRM-MS) methods. MRM-MS is a highly sensitive technology but is not feasible for 

widespread use as a diagnostic. The goal of this study was to develop an ultrasensitive ELISA 

against Mtb proteins for potential use as a point-of-care diagnostic. 

A sandwich ELISA was initially developed against Mtb proteins DnaK, Mpt32, and 

GroES. Reagent development for the sandwich ELISA included polyclonal antibody production 

using a rabbit model, murine monoclonal antibody purification and biotinylation from an 

existing collection of hybridoma cell lines for each antigen, and detection using a streptavidin-
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HRP system with a chemiluminescent substrate for signal expansion. We observed that the 

sandwich ELISA was complicated by non-specific binding of the DnaK and GroES antigens to 

the BSA block. We hypothesized that the chaperone function of these two proteins influenced 

them to bind to BSA. This non-specific interaction was further characterized using SPR 

technology and demonstrated a concentration dependent binding of DnaK to BSA.  

A direct-biotinylated ELISA was subsequently developed and optimized. Limit of 

detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) of the direct-biotinylated ELISA was 

determined for each antigen: 1) GroES had an LOD of 1.959 ng/mL and an LOQ of 6.531 

ng/mL, 2) Mpt32 had an LOD of 1.884 ng/mL and an LOQ of 6.278 ng/mL, and 3) DnaK had an 

LOD of 6.310 ng/mL and an LOQ of 21.032 ng/mL. This direct-biotinylated ELISA platform 

demonstrated high sensitivity with low background for all three antigens. Thus, we successfully 

developed and optimized an ultrasensitive ELISA for the detection of Mtb antigens.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Tuberculosis 

According to the most recent World Health Organization (WHO) report, approximately 

1.3 million people died in 2020 from Tuberculosis (TB) alone and an additional ~200,000 people 

with an HIV co-infection 1. The same WHO report also estimated that approximately “one-

quarter of the world’s population has been infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb)” 1. 

Mtb is the causative agent of TB 1. TB was the global leader for “deaths by an infectious agent” 

prior to the COVID-19 pandemic 1. However, if and when COVID-19 subsides, TB may well in 

fact resume its role at the top of the podium.  

Mtb is a “facultative intracellular bacteri[um]” and a strict “obligate aerobe” 2. Mtb is a 

member of the MTB complex alongside Mycobacterium canettii, Mycobacterium microti, 

Mycobacterium bovis, and Mycobacterium africanum 3–5,2, all with matching “16s rRNA 

sequences” 6. The mycobacterial species in this complex can infect different mammals 6 but Mtb 

selectively infects humans 2, and is not ubiquitous in the environment 7. Due to this fact, Mtb has 

acquired certain characteristics that allow it to co-exist with humans 7. This is both beneficial and 

troublesome. Since Mtb has acquired adaptations that allow it to evade detection 7, the ability of 

the host to control infection (or clear it completely) and the bacteria to survive host system 

attacks becomes an intricate dance that can make diagnosis and treatment difficult. However, 

since Mtb is a human-specific pathogen, diagnostics and treatment can be highly targeted.  

TB disease can have both pulmonary and extrapulmonary forms 2. Pulmonary TB 

comprises the majority of cases, where aerosolization of Mtb is the most common route of 

infection 2. TB is often depicted as a black and white, two-state disease with active and latent 
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phases 8. In the past, this two-disease state model was used to “simplify classification of TB 

pathogenesis” 9. However, more recent research has suggested that TB disease is more of a 

“spectrum,” by taking into account the fluid state of pathogen and host responses to infection 8. 

1.2 Active Tuberculosis Disease  

Active TB is often characterized by clinical evidence (symptoms), microbiological 

identification 9, and “radiographical abnormalities” 8. Characteristic clinical symptoms of active 

TB disease are a “productive cough” 2 that persists for “ > 3 weeks, coughing up blood, night 

sweats, and weight loss” 10.  During the active phase of disease, Mtb bacteria are in a state of 

replication 10.  

Approximately one-quarter of those that come in close contact with a person with active 

TB will become infected themselves 11,9. From here, a smaller percentage (“5-10%”) of those 

infected will progress to the active phase of disease relatively quickly 11,9. The vast majority of 

infected people will be able to control the infection with a robust immune response 9. However, 

this does not equate to complete elimination of the bacteria 12 and oftentimes, Mtb will simply 

regress into a more quiet state for survival 13. 

1.3 Active Tuberculosis Diagnostics 

Currently, the diagnostic tests used for active TB disease utilize sputum as the clinical 

sample 14. These diagnostic tests include sputum smear microscopy, sputum culturing, and 

nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT) 15.  

Sputum smear microscopy utilizes acid-fast staining 15. The sputum smear microscopy 

test remains the most utilized diagnostic for active TB diagnosis in “resource-limited settings” 16. 

However, sputum smear microscopy has a wide range of sensitivity 16,17 and cannot differentiate 

between Mycobacterium species 15.  
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Sputum culturing is considered to be the “gold standard” for active TB disease 

diagnostics, using both solid and liquid growth media 2. These different media offer variations in 

growth time as well as sensitivity, with the liquid growth media showing superiority for both 16. 

Sputum culturing can be used to test for drug resistance as well 16. However, the ability to 

contain and manipulate these cultures safely can be a challenge in resource-limited areas 18,19.  

NAA tests such as the Xpert MTB/RIF assay have shown promise when compared to 

sputum culturing 20. Helb et al. was the first to develop an Mtb-specific assay with the GeneXpert 

(Cepheid) instrument 20. From sample preparation to detection, this assay was performed in only 

a couple of hours 20.  The sputum samples are added to an assay-specific reagent for pretreatment 

and then added to a cartridge where Mtb DNA is extracted 21. A PCR reaction is performed in the 

GeneXpert instrument 22,20 for amplification of a specific gene sequence (rpoB) that can identify 

“members of the MTB complex” as well as “rifampin resistance mutations” 20. Assay sensitivity 

(detection limit) was comparable to sputum culturing 21,23 and produced a high degree of 

specificity for both detection of Mtb DNA and rifampin resistance in clinical samples 20,21.  

The Tuberculin skin test (TST) and the interferon-gamma release assays (IGRAs) are two 

additional tests 2 but are generally not recommended for active TB due to the inability of both to 

differentially diagnose active TB and LTBI 24,25. 

1.4 The Subclinical Spectrum of Tuberculosis  

The majority of TB cases fall within the latent phase of disease, also known as latent 

tuberculosis infection or LTBI. Immunosuppression from human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 

infection, diabetes, and malnutrition can all disrupt the delicate host immune control of Mtb 

during dormancy 25. Reactivation of primary active TB disease occurs in approximately 10% of 

LTBI cases and often leads to silent transmission 26.  
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Due to the dynamic nature of TB, a “spectrum” of disease has been proposed in an 

attempt to represent the oscillation of pathogen and host control during disease progression 27,28,8. 

During infection, the host will protect itself by creating granulomas, a mass of different immune 

cells surrounding the macrophages that harbor the Mtb bacteria 29. Even though Mtb faces 

survival challenges in these environments, like limited resource accessibility 8, the bacteria have 

evolved mechanisms to take advantage of this host response. Although these trapped bacteria are 

not as active, Mtb can induce host cellular changes within the local granuloma environment to 

sequester nutrients 30–32,29. Therefore, the granuloma is still a source of “viable” bacteria 29 and 

can break down when the host becomes immunocompromised 33. This host-pathogen dynamic 

has been proposed to shift across different subclinical states 8.  

In recent years, researchers have sought to characterize two more subclinical states,  

incipient and subclinical 8. These two substates are classified using clinical, radiographical, and 

microbiological evidence, or lack thereof 8. Characterization is often challenging due to limited 

knowledge of how or when individuals progress through these substates 8. However, these 

subclinical states offer some insight into different “pathways” through TB disease progression 8. 

These pathways may progress directly to active TB disease or may “cycle through” different 

substates 8. After establishment of latency, individuals are proposed to progress from LTBI to 

incipient infection then to subclinical TB disease 8. Each subclinical state has viable bacteria 9. 

The incipient infection stage lacks clinical presentation whilst the subclinical TB disease stage 

may manifest “unidentifiable” symptoms 9 that do not quite match “TB-related symptoms” 8. 

Microbiological and radiographical evidence can be determined for subclinical TB disease 8. 

Transmission events are not likely during the incipient infection stage but are more likely during 

subclinical TB disease due to the increase in bacterial activity 9.  
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Many of the same microbiological and radiographical tests for active TB can be utilized 

for subclinical TB disease 34,8. However, sputum smear microscopy is complicated by a 

decreased bacterial burden in subclinical TB disease 34. Similar to LTBI, incipient infection is 

difficult to diagnose because Mtb is not actively replicating at high enough numbers to detect 

pathogen-specific antigens 35. Therefore, diagnostic tests for LTBI and incipient infection have to 

rely on the host mounting a robust immune response 35.  

1.5 Latent Tuberculosis Infection Diagnostics 

Currently, there is not a standard diagnostic test for LTBI 36,35. However, the TST and 

IGRA tests are used to tentatively diagnose LTBI 35. 

The TST measures an individual’s immune response to purified protein derivative (PPD), 

“a mixture of protein[s] precipitated of mycobacterial culture filtrates” that have been steamed 

37,35. The PPD is “injected intradermally into the forearm” and a delayed-type hypersensitivity 

(DTH) response is measured 48-72 hr post-injection 35. Localized inflammation (“induration” or 

a wheel) created by an immunological memory response is indicative of a DTH response 38. 

Different risk factors like age, HIV status, and working with Mtb influence positivity baselines 39. 

The TST is useful in identifying “past or present infections” 35 and can be used in surveillance for 

LTBI 37.  The TST remains one of the cheaper and lower-tech options for LTBI diagnostics 35. 

However, the TST is complicated by Bacille Calmette–Guérin (BCG) vaccination and infections 

with non-tuberculous mycobacteria (NTM) 35.  

The IGRAs are a type of blood test that measures an individual’s immune response based 

on key host cell inflammatory markers 35. There are different variations of IGRAs, some using 

whole blood or separated blood (peripheral blood mononuclear cells, PBMCs) for assay samples 

35,40. Mtb antigens ESAT-6 and CFP-10 are added to the blood samples for T cell stimulation 35,41. 
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The sensitized T cells then release the interferon-gamma (IFN-g) cytokine 42. The IFN-g response 

is then quantified by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) or enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent spot (ELISPOT) immunoassays 42. The most prominent IGRA assays available 

today are the T-Spot.TB or the QuantiFERON (QFT) and QuantiFERON TB Gold 42.  

The IGRAs hold a few more advantages over the TST. The IGRAs are not complicated 

by BCG vaccination 9 and infections with most NTM species 43,44 due to the specific antigens 

used 9. IGRA quantification allows for “less bias” in results 45. IGRAs also have the added 

benefit of assay controls 45. However, IGRAs are more expensive and a higher-tech diagnostic 25.   

The TST and IGRAs have a few of the same pitfalls. Neither test can differentially 

diagnose active TB disease and LTBI and both tests generally perform poorly in the 

immunocompromised 35. Additionally, both tests have poor positive predictive values for 

progression to active TB and testing in different risk groups is limited 46. 

1.6 TB Diagnostic Challenges 

Many challenges face current TB diagnostics. The diagnosis of active TB relies on 

sputum as the clinical sample 47.  However, the use of sputum presents a challenge for 

immunocompromised individuals as well as children, due to the inability of these groups to 

produce sputum 48–51. Sputum-based diagnostics are complicated by latent infection, as bacillary 

loads tend to be much lower 52,53. Therefore, other types of clinical samples may be needed to 

develop more specific and sensitive diagnostics. 

There are currently no diagnostic tests that can differentially diagnose active TB and 

LTBI, let alone any of the subclinical states 47. As previously mentioned, LTBI cases are only 

tentatively diagnosed with the TST and IGRA tests due to the lack of a gold standard 36,35 and the 

reliance on the host mounting a robust immune response during infection 54. The challenge with 
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relying on the host response is two-fold: 1) immunocompromised individuals, such as those with 

HIV, have too few CD4+ T cells to produce an adequate immune response 55,54 and 2) it is 

difficult to determine if a response is due to a past or present infection 54.   

A final hurdle for TB diagnostics is the ability to implement highly sensitive and high-

tech instrumentation into resource-limited areas at the point-of-care (POC). Currently there are 

no TB diagnostics that have been successfully implemented at the POC 47. The WHO laid out a 

set of priorities for POC TB diagnostics. POC tests should: 1) …identify biomarkers in non-

sputum samples to differentially diagnose TB disease states, 2) be “simple, cost effective”, and 

implemented at the point-of-contact with the healthcare system, 3) utilize sputum as a sample for 

“microscopy replacement”, and 4) be able to test for drug resistance at a lower care setting 56. 

POCs are implemented to decrease the time between results and the start of treatment 57.  

1.7 Pathogen-Based Biomarker Discovery  

Biomarker discovery could help resolve some of the issues facing TB diagnostics. Non-

sputum based clinical samples such as blood, serum, and urine can all be sources of both host 

and pathogen-specific biomarkers 14. Biomarkers from both host and pathogen have been utilized 

for development of potential TB diagnostics 14. Biomarker discovery could not only aid in 

differential diagnosis but also identify those at risk of progression from LTBI to active TB 58.   

One of the most popular and promising pathogen-based biomarkers for active TB is the 

mycobacterial cell wall component LAM (lipoarabinomannan) 47.  A previous study identified 

LAM in urine samples of active TB individuals 59. This research was based off the finding that 

mice, injected with the Mtb cell wall subcellular fraction, were able to process LAM and 

“excrete the intact form” in their urine 59. A lateral flow assay to detect LAM in urine was 

subsequently developed and commercialized as the Alere DetermineTM  TB LAM Ag assay 
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(Abbott Diagnostics, Santa Clara California, USA) that is low-cost and works well in advanced 

HIV positive patients 60–63. This is a true POC test in that it offers a simple collection platform, 

uses a more accessible, safer clinical sample, and has quick turnaround time for results and 

subsequent “treatment initiation” 63. However,  in a study performed on samples from multiple 

African countries, the sensitivity and positive predictive values for this test (when used alone) 

was low (~ 38% and 60%, respectively) in HIV-negative individuals who were suspected of 

having TB disease (clinical symptoms and hospitalization criteria)  63. Both parameters increased 

in HIV-positive samples 63. This LAM lateral flow assay is highly recommended for the use in 

HIV-positive populations 61–63 where a sputum clinical sample is hard to produce 64,65. However, 

specificity was high for the HIV-negative samples but decreased slightly with the HIV-positive 

samples 63 and therefore this test requires additional optimization. Currently, this test remains as 

an active TB diagnostic only. A search in the ClinicalTrials.gov database using key words “LAM 

TB” in the advanced search “condition or disease” resulted in three clinical trials (many others 

with “unknown status” or “withdrawn”), including two using the urine lateral flow assay 

(Determine) 66.  

The Xpert MTB/RIF assay is another popular diagnostic based on pathogen-specific 

biomarkers. As mentioned previously, this assay detects Mtb DNA in sputum samples via a PCR 

reaction 22,20. The original version of this assay had sensitivity levels that fell between sputum 

culturing and sputum smear microscopy 67. However, a newer version of the Xpert MTB/RIF 

(Ultra) lowered the detection limit further, even closer to the range of sputum culturing 67. The 

increased sensitivity was a result of identification of an additional two genetic signatures within 

the same gene sequence used (rpoB) 67. The original studies were performed in “reference labs” 

68 but subsequent studies looked at implementing this technology in resource-limited countries 68. 
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Boehme et al. implemented The Xpert MTB/RIF assay at a point of healthcare contact setting in 

resource-limited countries around the world 68. This group demonstrated that the Xpert MTB/RIF 

assay was able to maintain high sensitivity and specificity and had a quicker turnaround time for 

diagnosis than both sputum culturing and smear microscopy 68. Boehme et al. also found that 

unlike sputum smear microscopy, the Xpert MTB/RIF assay results were not swayed by HIV 

status 68. However, this test has been shown to produce false positive results for rifampicin 

resistance 21 and is not as sensitive for “smear-negative sputum” samples 69. This technology also 

requires a somewhat stable infrastructure to run 68 and is more expensive than sputum smear 

microscopy 21. A search in the ClinicalTrials.gov database using key words “Xpert MTB/RIF” in 

the advanced search “condition or disease” resulted in 16 clinical trials, including one in current 

phase 4 trials 66.  

1.8 Host-Based Biomarker Discovery 

The dynamic relationship between Mtb and the host creates a challenge for developing 

diagnostic tests that are based on the host immune response 70. Serological testing, detection of 

anti-Mtb antigen antibodies in serum, can be complicated by a lack of complete understanding of 

the immune response during Mtb infection 70. A meta-analysis review compiled sensitivity and 

specificity results for different serological assays for pulmonary and extrapulmonary TB 71. This 

analysis demonstrated that serological assays have a wide range of sensitivity and specificity for 

both pulmonary and extrapulmonary TB and therefore, “do not provide an accurate diagnosis of 

tuberculosis” 71. In 2011, the WHO recommended against the use of serological diagnostics for 

TB 72,70.  

IP-10, the interferon-gamma inducible protein-10, has potential as a host-based 

biomarker for active TB and LTBI 73. This chemokine is released from macrophages during 
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times of inflammation 74–77. IP-10 has been shown to participate in stimulating pro-inflammatory 

DTH responses 78,79,77. An in vitro study demonstrated a significant production of IP-10 in IGRA 

(QFT) test supernatants stimulated with Mtb antigens (ESAT-6, CFP-10, and TB7.7) from active 

TB patients (“confirmed or clinically assessed”) when compared to healthy controls 76. This test 

may not offer much improvement for children, compared to an IGRA, and may only be slightly 

better with use in HIV-positive individuals 76. This test also relies on the use of TST and IGRA 

tests as a baseline for LTBI determination 77 due to the lack of a gold standard for LTBI. Many 

clinical studies have been conducted 76 with this assay but no clinical trials. 

The C-Tb skin test is a cross between the TST and the IGRAs. Mtb-specific proteins 

ESAT-6 and CFP10 are used for the intradermal injection 80. The DTH response is then 

measured 80.  There is no cross-reaction with BCG vaccination 81. One clinical trial (phase 3) 

demonstrated that the C-Tb test is comparable to both TST and IGRA sensitivity in children and 

HIV-positive individuals, both in groups with active TB (defined by clinical TB symptoms, 

positive sputum culturing and Xpert MTB/RIF) and non-TB (LTBI suspect defined by clinical 

TB symptoms, negative sputum culturing and Xpert MTB/RIF) 80. However, due to the lack of a 

gold standard diagnostic for LTBI, this clinical trial had to rely on a positivity baseline for LTBI 

based on negative sputum culturing and Xpert MTB/RIF results 80. This trial used samples from a 

high burden 82 setting (South Africa) 80. C-Tb would be a simple, low-cost alternative test 83,80. A 

search in the ClinicalTrials.gov database using key words “C-TB” in the advanced search 

“condition or disease” resulted in six clinical trials, two focusing on comparison of C-Tb to the 

QuantiFERON IGRA 66. 

Gene expression transcriptional profiling has also been utilized to identify host genetic 

biomarkers for active TB and LTBI. One study was able to identify fives genes in PBMCs, 
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stimulated with PPD, cultures from individuals with active TB (clinical symptoms, positive 

sputum smear microscopy and/or sputum culture), LTBI (positive IGRA T-SPOT.TB test, 

household contact, negative chest X-ray), and healthy donor controls (negative IGRA T-

SPOT.TB, negative chest X-ray, no clinical symptoms, household contact) that were able to 

differentiate individuals with active TB and LTBI 84. Three of the genes paired together had high 

predictive performances to classify each individual for active TB vs LTBI 84. Gene expression 

profiling technology shows promise as a means to identify biomarkers for active TB and LTBI. 

However, this type of technologically is advanced, costly, and not practical as a POC 84.   

1.9 Master’s Thesis Background  

As technology has become increasingly more sensitive, the world of “omics” has opened 

a new avenue for TB biomarker discovery 67. “Omics” has shifted science away from 

serodiagnostics and toward “molecular biology-based diagnostics” 67. Both host and pathogen-

specific biomarkers have been discovered using “genomics, proteomics, transcriptomics, and 

metabolomics” 67.  

Detection of Mtb proteins in serum extracellular vesicles (EVs) using multiple reaction 

monitoring-mass spectrometry (MRM-MS) is an example of pathogen-specific biomarker 

discovery using targeted proteomics. EVs are a population of nanovesicles released by most 

eukaryotic cells 51,85. EVs include “exosomes, microvesicles, and apoptotic bodies” 85,86. Due to 

the lack of specific identifying markers for exosomes, the nomenclature was changed to 

“extracellular vesicles” 87. These smaller EVs (“30-100 nm in size”) 51 are produced via external 

cellular release of multivesicular bodies (MVB) and contain host cell components (i.e. “proteins, 

lipids, nucleic acids”) 85. EV composition is a reflection of the state of the cell 88,51. Thus, EVs 

could be a source of Mtb biomarkers due to the intracellular nature of the pathogen 89,51. In fact, 
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Mtb infected macrophages were shown to produce EVs that contained Mtb antigens 90,91. 

Immunization of a naïve murine model using EVs from Mtb culture filtrate treated macrophage 

cultures demonstrated 1) that EVs contained Mtb products and 2) these EVs were able to 

stimulate pathogen-specific T cell responses 91. This study also utilized shotgun proteomic 

analysis to identify 41 Mtb-specific proteins in the EVs isolated from infected macrophage 

cultures 91. These studies highlighted the potential of EVs to act as a reservoir for potential Mtb 

biomarkers. 

As mentioned previously, one hurdle with TB diagnostics is the use of sputum as the 

clinical sample. Serum on the other hand is a more readily available, safer clinical sample 92. A 

couple of studies have sought to use serum as a source of EVs for TB biomarker discovery. 

Purification of serum allows for concentration of these low abundance Mtb biomarkers for a 

higher chance of detection 51. One study sought to use shotgun and targeted proteomics to 

identify a slew of potential protein peptide candidates from serum EVs of individuals with active 

TB either pulmonary or extrapulmonary (symptoms, sputum smear microscopy and sputum 

culture positive), and LTBI (sputum smear microscopy and sputum culture negative) in Uganda 

51. This study created a foundation for Mtb biomarker discovery using purified serum EVs but 

fell short in creating a refined targeted proteomics method where peptides could be quantified 

with a high level of confidence 86.  

Therefore, Mehaffy, et al. built upon these targeted methods by adding “additional 

peptide targets, synthetically labeled peptides for quantification, and healthy donor serum EV 

samples as controls” 92. The refinement of the MRM-MS methods allowed for detection of low 

abundance peptides in serum EV samples from individuals with active pulmonary TB (sputum 

culture positive) and TB negative suspect (possibility of LTBI, no smear microscopy results)  92. 
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The refined targeted proteomic methods were then used on serum EV samples from individuals 

with LTBI (TST positive, household contact, TST conversion from negative to positive in < 2 

years) compared to healthy donor controls (TST and/or IGRA negative) from the United States 

86. Since pathogen-based biomarkers are lacking for LTBI, this study provided support for 

potential use of these MRM-MS methods to detect LTBI-specific Mtb antigens. The MRM-MS 

methods were able to identify 31 peptides in LTBI samples 86. Some of the peptides identified in 

the Mehaffy et al., 2020 study for LTBI were also identified in TB+ samples in the Kruh-Garcia 

et al., 2014 study. This discrepancy could have been due to “unrefined methodologies” and/or 

were a “reflection” of the dynamic TB disease state with differing peptide abundance in active 

TB and LTBI samples 86. Future studies using larger, better characterized cohorts of TB+, LTBI, 

and healthy donor samples from different countries (high burden) are needed for identification of 

additional disease state-specific biomarkers 86. However, these proteomics-based tools identified 

potential biomarkers for LTBI that could aid in creation of more sensitive and specific diagnostic 

tests. 

1.9.1 Master’s Thesis Project Specific Goals 

The targeted proteomics approach in the Mehaffy et al., 2020 study provided 

identification of potential Mtb-specific biomarkers for LTBI. The top six peptides identified in 

LTBI serum EV samples belonged to proteins GlnA, GroES, DnaK, AcpM, GarA, and Mpt32, 

from most to least hits detected, respectively 86. A peptide for GlnA1 was detected in 82% of the 

LTBI serum EV samples 86. Mass spectrometry is a highly sensitive tool. However, POC 

diagnostics are needed so that a sensitive and specific assay can be created in a simple platform 

for implementation in resource-limited settings. For this reason, mass spectrometry is not a 
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feasible diagnostic tool in resource-limited areas due to its high cost and high degree of 

technological difficulty. 

Therefore, for this master’s thesis project, we attempted to use the targeted proteomics 

results to develop an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) as a potential diagnostic tool 

to detect Mtb proteins. For the first leg of this project, the original goal was to develop an 

ultrasensitive sandwich ELISA using purified native GroES, native Mpt32, and recombinant 

DnaK. Development of the ELISA would involve reagent production and qualification, followed 

by extensive assay optimization. The optimized sandwich ELISA would then be tested on 

complex fluids, such as serum and purified serum EVs.  

The overall goal of this project is to provide a proof-of-concept for a potential POC 

diagnostic ELISA for individuals with LTBI. This project and the previous targeted mass 

spectrometry studies could thus satisfy the first two WHO priorities for POC TB diagnostics, that 

they should: “1) …identify biomarkers in non-sputum samples to differentially diagnose TB 

disease states and 2) be “simple, cost effective”, and implemented at the point-of-contact with 

the healthcare system ” 56.  
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CHAPTER 2: ELISA REAGENT DEVELOPMENT AND QUALIFICATION 

2.1 Introduction 

During the early stages of immunoassay development, sample analytes were quantified 

using radioisotope labels 93,94. One of the earliest examples of this radioactive immunoassay 

(RIA) technique was used as a means to detect human insulin 93,94. An RIA assay was developed 

where unlabeled human insulin and radioactively-labeled beef insulin competed for binding to a-

beef insulin guinea pig serum antibodies 93. The ability of the human insulin to out-compete the 

radioactively labeled beef insulin for binding to the beef insulin a-serum allowed for quantitation 

of the antibody-bound human insulin 93. The subsequent enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA) eliminated the need of radioisotope labeling 94 and instead, utilized horseradish 

peroxidase (HRP) 95,94 and alkaline phosphatase (AP) enzyme conjugates 96. Enzyme conjugates 

were regularly used for labeling histological tissue samples 96. However, this concept was 

adapted for the ELISA plate-based platform for the quantification of sample “antigens and 

antibodies” 96. More than 50 years later, the ELISA technique has been improved upon to 

increase both sensitivity and specificity of the assay.  

Four different types of ELISAs have been developed, depending on desired levels of 

sensitivity and specificity 97 as well as availability of reagents. Direct ELISAs offer the lowest 

specificity but are not as laborious and require less reagents 97,98. Antigens (antibodies or other 

protein antigens) are coated on microtiter plates (microplates) that offer different adsorbent 

matrices for specific analytes (i.e. hydrophobic or hydrophilic microplate surfaces) that aid in 

“passive adsorption” or pulldown of the antigens 98. Generally, an enzyme-labeled antibody 

specific for the antigen of interest is then incubated with the microplate-bound antigen and 

developed using an AP or HRP specific substrate.  
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The indirect and sandwich ELISAs offer robust signal expansion but at a cost of non-

specific interactions from the enzyme-labeled secondary/detection antibody 97. The secondary 

antibodies, produced in different species from the primary antibody, can often be “sticky”, 

especially at a concentrated dilution, and can create false positive signals 99. Indirect ELISAs 

differ slightly from the direct ELISAs with the additional layer of the enzyme-labeled secondary 

antibody. Sandwich ELISAs are the most “sensitive and specific” of the four types due to the 

“sandwiching” of the antigen between two antibodies 98. However, sandwich ELISAs are more 

prone to cross-reactivity with multiple reagents 98. Sandwich ELISAs are more expensive as well 

as time consuming 97. Extensive optimization is needed for sandwich ELISAs to find the optimal 

reagent pairings. These three ELISA types can utilize biotinylated antibodies and HRP conjugate 

enzymes (streptavidin or avidin) for signal expansion 100. Streptavidin and avidin proteins both 

form strong interactions with biotin and have four biotin binding sites per streptavidin/avidin 

“tetrameric molecule” 100. Competitive ELISAs are often used for smaller analytes and include a 

labeled and unlabeled analyte that compete for antibody/antigen binding 98. Concentration of the 

unlabeled analyte of interest corresponds with a lower signal output 98. 

There is a variety of commercially available reagents for each different type of ELISA. 

However, many laboratories will resort to making in-house reagents due to lack of availability. 

While many different species can be used for polyclonal antibody (PAB) production, rabbits are 

a popular animal model 101,102. Rabbits offer multiple advantages over other species: 1) the shear 

surface area of their ears allows for quick and almost painless blood collection, 2) they are big 

enough to produce a sufficient amount of PAB serum but are small enough for cheaper housing 

(group housing), 3) they can be easily manipulated for procedures, and 4) a-rabbit reagents are 

readily available 101,102. However, PAB production using a rabbit model is not a renewable 
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resource. Rabbit titers will eventually wane without constant boosting and the cost to keep 

rabbits around for many years is steep. Rabbit PAB serum can vary from lot-to-lot but does offer 

a diverse repertoire of antibodies 103. Rabbit housing may be cheaper than larger animal housing, 

but it is by no means a low-cost expense. Chickens are sometimes used as a PAB production 

animal model due to a more renewable source of PAB antibodies in chicken eggs 102,104. 

However, housing chickens is still costly in the long run.  

Monoclonal antibody (MAB) production is a different story. Whereas many different 

species of animals can be used for PAB production, MAB production is limited to animal models 

that have an immortalized myeloma cell line available 102. Thus, most MAB production studies 

use a murine model 102. B cells taken from the animal are fused with the corresponding species-

specific myeloma cell line 102. The fused cells are then subcloned to monoclonality and upscaled 

for antibody production 102. MABs are produced to recognize a single epitope, are a “renewable 

resource” 105,102, and are more consistent lot-to-lot, but the MAB production process is costly and 

laborious 103.  

After PAB and MAB production, purification of serum and hybridoma cell culture 

supernatant, respectively, can often be a difficult task, requiring multiple reagents and methods. 

The goal behind purification of these complex matrices would be to increase sensitivity and 

lower background noise in assays such as ELISAs. Purification methods such as ammonium 

sulfate (AS) precipitation allow for a crude purification of large molecular weight proteins 106. 

Other purification methods, such as protein A and G beads and columns are more specific for 

pull-down of immunoglobulins as well as purification of different isotypes but often include 

“harsh elution conditions” (buffers) 106. One study tested different purification methods on rabbit 

and human serum, including Protein G and Protein A/G columns as well as polyethylene glycol 
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(PEG) and caprylic acid/ammonium sulfate precipitations 106. The study demonstrated that 

different purification methods may yield a final product with variable purity and quality 

depending on the “species of origin” 106.  This study also alluded to the fact that purification 

method conditions using harsher reagents could possibly affect the “quality, integrity and 

function of the purified antibody molecules” 106.  

Another purification method, the Melon gel column, uses a “proprietary ligand” on the 

resin “to bind serum proteins” and any immunoglobulins other than IgG, according to the 

manufacturer 107. The flow through of the column contains the purified IgG antibodies 107. Melon 

gel purification is quick and has the added benefit of ditching the “harsh low pH elution 

conditions [buffers]” 108. Choosing a purification method, or methods in tandem, is important 

depending on the purpose of purification, whether that is to simply eliminate large contaminating 

proteins (AS or PEG precipitation) 106,109 or to have a purified sample with a single isotype of 

immunoglobulins (Melon gel). 

For this master’s thesis project, the original goal was to create an ultrasensitive sandwich 

ELISA to detect Mtb antigens. This ELISA would utilize polyclonal antibodies (PAB) from 

rabbit serum as the capture antibodies and monoclonal antibodies (MAB) from murine 

hybridoma cell culture supernatant as the detection antibodies. The use of a PAB serum for the 

capture antibody would theoretically allow for greater pull down of the antigen, as multiple 

epitopes would be recognized. The MABs would be purified and biotinylated for use with an 

HRP system alongside a chemiluminescent substrate for detection. MAB purification would 

include: 1) concentration of the antibodies in the cell culture supernatant (growth of hybridoma 

cells until complete cell death), 2) ammonium sulfate precipitation (50% cut), and 3) a Melon gel 
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purification column. Since all the MABs used for this study had IgG isotypes, the Melon gel 

column seemed the most promising and efficient method for purification.  

In order to create an ultrasensitive sandwich ELISA, the first step in this process was 

reagent development and qualification. This chapter highlights the key reagents created for this 

project.  

2.2 Methods 

2.2.1 Polyclonal Antibody Production 

All rabbit work was performed in accordance with the protocol (#1323 Polyclonal 

Antibody Production) established and accepted by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee at Colorado State University. The Principal Investigator of the protocol was notified 

of modifications.  

Two female New Zealand White rabbits were immunized subcutaneously against native 

and/or recombinant Mtb (strain H37Rv) antigens. All mycobacteria-specific reagents were 

provided through BEI resources unless otherwise stated. One rabbit (R1) was immunized against 

purified recombinant GlnA (kindly provided by the Dobos laboratory), and the second rabbit 

(R2) was immunized against four purified antigens: native Mpt32 (NR-14862), native GroES 

(NR-14861), recombinant DnaK (kindly provided by the Dobos laboratory), and recombinant 

GlnA (kindly provided by the Dobos laboratory). DnaK and GlnA recombinant proteins were 

produced from plasmids, NR-13279 and NR-13314, respectively, and followed protocols offered 

through BEI resources. A naïve bleed of ~ 5 mL was performed before the start of 

immunizations to test for non-specific reactivity to culture filtrate protein (CFP, NR-14825) and 

whole cell lysate (WCL, NR-14822) of Mtb strain H37Rv origin (kindly provided by the Dobos 

laboratory). Three immunizations per rabbit were administered. The second immunization was 
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administered ~ 3.5 weeks post first immunization. The third immunization was administered ~ 6 

weeks post second immunization.  For the first and second immunizations, rabbit R1 was 

immunized with 500 µg of recGlnA and rabbit R2 was immunized with a combined mixture of 

125 µg native Mpt32, 125 µg native GroES, 125 µg recombinant DnaK, and 125 µg recombinant 

GlnA. For the third immunization, rabbit R1 was immunized with ~320 μg recGlnA and rabbit 

R2 was immunized with 50 μg recGlnA, 50 μg recDnaK, 200 μg nMpt32, and 200 μg nGroES. 

For the first immunization, the antigens were emulsified with TiterMax Gold (MilliporeSigma) 

at a 1:1 antigen: emulsifier ratio. For the two subsequent immunizations, the antigens were 

emulsified with Incomplete Freund’s Adjuvant (MilliporeSigma) at a 1:1 antigen: emulsifier 

ratio. Significant loss of emulsified antigen product was seen for all immunizations due to loss of 

volume in the emulsifier. Approximately 5 mL of blood were collected from each rabbit after the 

second immunization to check for sufficient reactivity to purified native or recombinant antigens, 

as well as the Mtb crude CFP fraction. Rabbit R2 was bled for a second test bleed after the third 

injection due to insufficient reactivity following the second immunization. Both rabbits were 

subjected to three production bleeds where 1 % of their body weight in blood was collected four 

weeks or more apart. However, for rabbit R2, there was a two-week rest between the second and 

third production bleeds due to lower volumes taken each time. This was still in accordance with 

CSU policy.  Intramuscular injections (IM) of acepromazine (VetOne) at 0.95mg/kg-1mg/kg, 

depending on rabbits’ weight, were given for sedation when needed for larger blood collections. 

All bleeds were performed using either the central artery or the peripheral veins of the ears. 

Different needles and blood collection tubes were used to optimize the blood collection process. 

Wintergreen essential oil (Healing Solutions, LLC) and Lidocaine 2.5% and Prilocaine 2.5% 
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cream (AKORN) were used topically on the rabbits’ ears to aid in vasodilation and comfort 

(respectively) during blood collections. 

Blood processing was as such: briefly, after collection, blood was incubated at 37°C for 

1hr to 1.5 hr. Tubes were flicked to release clots and incubated at 4°C overnight to shrink clots. 

Approximately 24 hr later, the blood was spun down twice at 10,000 x g for 10 min, at 4°C. 

After the first spin, the serum supernatant was collected and transferred to a new tube. After the 

second spin, the serum supernatant was collected, transferred to a new tube, aliquoted, and 

frozen at -70°C for long term storage. Qualification of the unpurified PAB serum aliquots was 

performed at a later time (see section 2.2.3 Qualification of Polyclonal Antibody Reagents).  

Some deviations from the blood processing protocol were carried out: 1) the first test 

bleed had one spin at 3,000 x g, 5 min at 4°C and two subsequent spins at 10,000 x g, 10 min 

each at 4°C and 2) rabbit R1 production bleed #1 and rabbit R2 test bleed #2 included three, 

3,500 x g spins, 5-15 min each at 4°C followed by two, 10,000 x g spins, 10 min each at 4°C 

carried out a day after the first spins. 

2.2.2 Polyclonal Antibody Serum Purification 

Ammonium sulfate (AS) precipitation was carried out on combined aliquots of PAB 

serum (~ 4-5 mL final volume) from the first production bleed of rabbit R2. An appropriate 

amount of AS reagent (MilliporeSigma) was added for a final AS saturation of 50% 

weight/volume 110. The AS reagent was added slowly to the serum sample at room temperature 

and inverted to mix. AS precipitation was carried out overnight at 4°C, rocking. The AS 

precipitation cut was collected the next day and divided into smaller tubes for centrifugation at 

10,000 x g for 30 min, at 4°C. The subsequent AS precipitation cut supernatant was decanted, 

saved, and stored at 4°C. The AS precipitation cut pellets were re-suspended in 1X Melon gel 
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purification buffer, pH 6.7 from the MelonTM Gel IgG Purification Kit (ThermoFisher) and 

combined for a final volume of ~12 mL. Melon gel reagents were pre-mixed according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. The re-suspended AS precipitation cut pellet samples were dialyzed 

against 1X Melon gel purification buffer, pH 6.7 using equilibrated 3500 MWCO dialysis tubing 

(Fisher Scientific). Two buffer exchanges, one after 6-7 hr and one overnight, were performed at 

4°C. After dialysis, the samples were collected and dialysis membranes were washed with 1X 

Melon gel purification buffer, pH 6.7 and added to the samples. 

Subsequent purification of the PAB serum, using the Melon gel column kit, was 

performed following the manufacturer’s protocol, with some modifications for optimization.  

Briefly, all Melon gel reagents were equilibrated to room temperature (~30 min) prior to starting 

column. Plastic columns were rinsed thoroughly with 20% ethanol, followed by ultrapure (Milli-

Q) water, and finally with 1X Melon gel purification buffer, pH 6.7. Next, enough Melon gel 

slurry was used for a final packed column volume (CV) of 5 mL (packed column was 

approximately 20% of the slurry volume). The Melon gel slurry drip packed via gravity flow. If 

needed, pressure from a syringe was used to aid in the drip packing steps when flow slowed. 1X 

Melon gel purification buffer, pH 6.7 was added to wash the packed column at 10 times the 

packed CV. Enough buffer remained at top of column, as to keep the column from drying out. 

The packed, washed column was purposely perturbed by addition of sample. The sample slurry 

was then rocked manually at room temperature for 10 min. Next, the sample slurry was allowed 

to settle before drip packing via gravity flow. The initial flow through was collected separately. 

The packed column was then washed with 50 times the packed CV with 1X Melon gel 

purification buffer, pH 6.7. The washes were collected in batches. The sample flow through and 

wash batches were stored at 4°C until further processing and analysis.  
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Each flow through and wash batches were concentrated separately using equilibrated 

10,000 MWCO ultrafiltration amicons (MilliporeSigma). The sample amicons were centrifuged 

at 3,500 x g, 4°C, ~ 40 min each spin.  The amicons were washed thrice with ~15 mL of 1X PBS 

(Fisher Scientific) with the same centrifugation parameters. The final concentrated, washed 

10,000 MWCO retentate was collected and the amicon membranes were washed thrice with ~1 

mL of 1X PBS (Fisher Scientific). The amicon membrane washes were added to the 

concentrated retentate of the respective sample batch and aliquoted into smaller tubes. The 

diluted retentates were frozen at -70°C and subsequently dried on a speed vacuum concentrator. 

The concentrated samples were combined into a single tube, respective of the specific batch 

(flow through or wash batches). The collection tubes were rinsed with a small volume of 1X PBS 

(Fisher Scientific), vortexed, spun down and added to final respective sample tube. The samples 

were frozen at -70°C until further qualification and analysis (section 2.2.3.3 Purified Polyclonal 

Antibody Protein Concentration and SimplyBlue Staining Protocol). The final purified PAB 

serum product will be denoted as PR2-1 (rabbit R2, second production bleed serum batch).  

2.2.3 Qualification of Polyclonal Antibody Reagents 

The rabbit PAB serum collected from naïve, test, and production bleeds were qualified 

via Western blotting and colorimetric indirect ELISAs against purified Mtb native or 

recombinant proteins, and crude CFP and/or WCL fractions (depending on rabbit), with some 

modifications to the protocols.  

2.2.3.1 Western blotting  

Briefly, 1 µg of purified recombinant and/or native protein(s) and/or 5 µg crude Mtb 

fractions CFP and WCL were mixed with 4X LDS sample buffer (Fisher Scientific) and loaded 

on NuPAGE Novex 4-12% Bis-tris gels (Fisher Scientific). The sample buffer included a 
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reducing agent for a denaturing SDS-PAGE gel. The SDS-PAGE gels were run at 200 V for 35 

min. Protein gels were transferred to nitrocellulose membrane at 50 V for 1 hr in a blotting 

transfer chamber. From here on, all incubation steps were performed continuously shaking on an 

orbital shaker at room temperature, unless otherwise specified. All wash steps involved 5 min 

rocking incubations with TBST or TBS followed by removal of the liquid. Blots were then 

blocked with a blocking solution of 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in TBST (Tris-base with 

0.05% v/v TweenÒ20, pH 7.4) and incubated for 1 hr or overnight at 4°C. Blots were rinsed with 

TBST. Rabbit PAB serum was diluted appropriately in TBST, and blots were incubated for 1 hr. 

Blots were rinsed with TBST. Secondary α-rabbit antibody (Abcam, alkaline phosphatase 

conjugated) was diluted in TBS (Tris-base without TweenÒ20, pH 7.45) and blots were 

incubated for 35 min. Blots were rinsed with TBS. The blots were developed for no more than 5 

min using SigmaFast Tabs (MilliporeSigma) for an alkaline phosphatase system development. 

For the substrate solution, one SigmaFast tablet was dissolved in 10 mL of deionized water. For 

Western blot analysis, a PAB serum dilution of 1:1,000 with a dark band signal indicated 

sufficient immunization. Rabbit serum (unpurified and purified) are denoted as dilutions, as the 

concentrations were determined.  

2.2.3.2 Indirect ELISA  

TBST and TBS recipes can be found in section 2.2.3.1 Western blotting. All ELISA 

incubation steps were performed continuously shaking at 200 rpm using a titer plate shaker (Lab-

Line Instruments, Inc., Model # 4625) at room temperature, unless otherwise specified. All 

liquids were decanted and tapped on a towel 3-4 times to remove excess liquid. All wash steps 

included three, brief washes with 200 µL/well of TBST (or TBS) using a multichannel pipet. 
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Briefly, Immulon 4 HBX clear, flat bottom 96-well microplates were coated with 1 

µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL) purified native or recombinant proteins and 5 µg/100 µL (50,000 

ng/mL) Mtb crude fractions CFP and WCL in a 49 mM sodium carbonate/sodium bicarbonate 

coating buffer (pH 9.60, in ultrapure water) 111. The coating buffer was subsequently filtered and 

stored at room temperature for no more than one month. The coated microplate was sealed with a 

plate sealer and placed at 4°C overnight, rocking. The following day, the liquid was removed, 

and the microplate was washed.  A 3% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in TBST solution was 

plated at 300 µL/well and incubated for 1 hr. The microplate was washed. Rabbit PAB serum 

was diluted appropriately in TBST. The rabbit PAB serum was plated at 100 µL/well an 

incubated for 1 hr or overnight at 4°C. The microplate was washed. Secondary α-rabbit antibody 

(Abcam, alkaline phosphatase conjugated) was diluted appropriately in TBS. The secondary 

antibody was plated at 100 µL/well and incubated for 35 min. The microplates were washed (this 

time using TBS). The colorimetric indirect ELISAs were developed using a solution of PierceTM  

5X Diethanolamine Substrate Buffer (ThermoFisher) and p-Nitrophenyl phosphate (pNpp) 

tablets (Sigma). Briefly, two pNpp tablets were dissolved in 8 mL of distilled water, 2 mL of the 

diethanolamine solution was added, and the substrate solution mixed well. The substrate solution 

was plated at 100 µL/well. The microplate was then read at 405 nm on a microplate reader 

(Synergy HTX) using the Gen5 software. The microplate reader was set to shake continuously at 

365 cpm and performed a kinetic read with three reads total at 15, 30, and 45 min. No stop 

solution was added for development of the colorimetric substrate.  

For data analysis, the 30 min development time was used. An OD405 value of ³ 1.0 

indicated sufficient immunization (for test bleeds) and dilutions (for production bleeds) for the 

corresponding data. An OD405 value  > 4.0 had an output value of “OVRFLW”. A value of 4.01 
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will be given to these data for analysis purposes. Data for ELISAs (samples, positive controls, or 

negative controls) were represented as the average of duplicate values, unless otherwise noted.  

The term “sample” is used to indicate a full ELISA that included all reagents to 

distinguish these signals from the negative control signals. For the negative control, all 

incubation steps remained the same, but instead of the addition of the PAB serum, TBST buffer 

was added and incubated for 1hr, shaking at room temperature. The negative control will be 

denoted as “NO PAB”. 

Standard deviations (SD) for “samples” and NO PAB negative were graphed. The 

positive and negative SD were entered. SD for the OVRFLW values could not be calculated and 

received an asterisk in the data table and above the corresponding column in the graphs. 

2.2.3.3 Purified Polyclonal Antibody Protein Concentration and SimplyBlue Staining  

The purified R2-1 PAB serum was qualified by first determining the total protein 

concentration for each flow through and wash batch using the PierceTM BCA Protein Assay kit 

(ThermoFisher). Aliquots of different steps during purification were taken for analysis but 

protein concentration could not be determined for some of them due to variable buffers and 

possible buffer interference with the BCA kit. For visualization, 5 μg of each purified flow 

through and wash batch, 1 & 5 μg of a separate aliquot of unpurified R2-1 PAB serum, and 7.5 

μL of different purification step aliquots, for which no concentration could be obtained, were run 

on SDS-PAGE gel for SimplyBlue staining. Briefly, samples were mixed with 4X LDS sample 

buffer (Fisher Scientific) and loaded on NuPAGETM Novex 4-12% Bis-tris gels (Fisher 

Scientific). The sample buffer (NuPAGETM LDS Sample Buffer, ThermoFisher) included a 

reducing agent for a denaturing SDS-PAGE.  The SDS-PAGE gels were run at 200 V for 35 min. 

Gels were then washed briefly in water. Gels were incubated for 1 hr, room temperature, rocking 
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in a generous amount of SimplyBlue stain (Fisher Scientific). The gels were destained in water at 

room temperature, rocking until gels could be dried properly. After qualification, purified flow 

through and wash batches were combined, tubes were washed and added to respective samples, 

aliquoted, and stored at -70°C.   

2.2.4 Monoclonal Antibody Purification 

Monoclonal antibody (MAB) producing hybridoma cell lines previously established for 

Mpt32 (Clone B, 3D11-G7, kindly provided by the Dobos laboratory), DnaK (Clone A, NRC-

49679), a-GroES (SA-12, Clone IT-3, NR-49223), and GlnA (both Clone A (NRC-49687) and 

Clone B (NRC-50108)) were thawed, upscaled, and grown to complete cell death. Cell line base 

media (DMEM/F12+ Glutamax (FisherScientific), IMDM (Sigma-Aldrich), or RPMI-1640 

(FisherScientific, ATCC modified)) varied but all contained at least: 10% fetal bovine serum 

(FBS – Sigma), 1X antimycotic/antibiotic (Fisher Scientific), 0.055 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol 

(ThermoFisher Scientific), and 1X HT supplement (Fisher Scientific). Tissue culture 

supernatants from concentrated MAB producing cultures were collected and sterile filtered using 

a 0.22 µm PES membrane filter unit (Fisher Scientific). Filtered supernatants were frozen and 

stored at -20°C if they could not be processed right away.  

The purification for the MAB supernatants follows the same protocols as the PAB serum 

purification (section 2.2.2 Polyclonal Antibody Serum Purification), with some modifications. 

The procedure was adjusted to accommodate larger starting volumes of samples. The conditions 

were optimized using Mpt32 MAB. This section will address these modifications. After AS 

precipitation, the supernatant was decanted (saved) and the pellet re-suspended in 25-32 mL of 

1X Melon gel purification buffer, pH 6.7 from the MelonTM Gel IgG Purification Kit 

(ThermoFisher) for dialysis.  Two buffer exchanges, one after 3-5 hr and the second overnight, 
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were carried out at 4°C. The samples were then collected, the dialysis membrane washed and 

added to sample, and sample was processed immediately after or stored at 4°C until Melon gel 

purification column could be performed. 

The Melon gel purification column followed the same procedure as section 2.2.2 

Polyclonal Antibody Serum Purification, with some modifications. The following address these 

modifications. The procedure was adjusted to accommodate larger starting volumes. For Mpt32, 

a regenerated column from a previous antigen was used and an additional 10 mL of the Melon 

gel slurry was added. Enough Melon gel slurry was used for a final packed column volume (CV) 

of 5-6 mL (packed column was approximately 20% of the slurry volume). The sample slurry was 

rocked manually at room temperature for 5 min. If the sample volume was more than the column 

could hold (as was the case for a-GroES MAB), the sample was allowed to flow through 

(collected) and another incubation of the sample with the slurry was repeated. The initial sample 

flow through(s) and subsequent washes were collected into the same container. It is important to 

note that when we began optimizing the Melon gel protocol, we did not know how many washes 

were needed to extract all the IgG antibodies nor which washes were pure. Therefore, Mpt32 was 

collected in three separate fractions: flow through (FT), washes 1+2, and wash 3. Mpt32 column 

wash steps were also less extensive (3 x 30 mL washes) than DnaK and GroES column wash 

steps (10 x 25 mL). The diluted purified flow through(s)/washes were concentrated using 

equilibrated 10,000 MWCO ultrafiltration amicons (MilliporeSigma). The sample amicons were 

centrifuged at 3,500 x g, 4°C, ~15-40 min each spin. The concentrated sample amicons were 

washed thrice with ~15 mL of 1X PBS (Fisher Scientific) with the same centrifugation 

parameters. The final, concentrated, washed 10,000 MWCO retentate was collected and the 

amicon membranes were washed thoroughly with 1X PBS (Fisher Scientific). Some MABs 
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remained in wash buffer in the amicons overnight (DnaK and GroES) or over the weekend 

(Mpt32). The membrane washes were added to the concentrated retentate and aliquoted into 

smaller tubes. Samples were dried on a speed vacuum concentrator and stored at -70°C until 

MAB biotinylation.   

2.2.5 Monoclonal Antibody Biotinylation 

Dried, purified MABs were re-suspended in ~1 mL of 1X PBS (Fisher Scientific) and 

subsequently biotinylated using an EZ-LinkTM NHS-Biotin reagent (ThermoFisher) 112. 

Biotinylation followed the manufacturer’s instruction manual, under section “Procedure for 

Biotinylating Proteins” 112. Briefly, volume of biotinylation reagent needed was calculated for an 

excess molarity of biotin molecules. The biotin molar excess for each MAB biotinylation was as 

follows: 1) DnaK MAB was at 15mmol biotin /1 mmol protein (IgG, 15-fold excess), SA-12 (a-

GroES) was at 20mmol biotin/1mmol protein (IgG, 20-fold excess), and both Mpt32 MAB 

fractions (both FT/washes 1+2 and wash 3, kept separate) were at 20mmol biotin/1mmol protein 

(IgG, 20-fold excess). The biotin molar excess for each antigen was chosen by the guidelines 

found in the manufacturer’s instruction manual under section “Procedure for Biotinylating 

Proteins”: proteins at a "10 mg/mL concentration should have a ³ 12-fold molar excess and 

proteins at a 2 mg/mL concentration should have a ³ 20-fold molar excess” 112. Concentrations of 

purified MABs were determined using the PierceTM BCA Protein Assay kit (ThermoFisher). The 

purified DnaK MAB had a final purified protein concentration of 9.292 mg/mL. The purified a-

GroES (SA-12) MAB fraction had a final purified protein concentration of 2.672 mg/mL. For 

purified Mpt32 MABs, the “FT/washes 1+2” fraction had a final purified protein concentration 

of 1.469 mg/mL and the “wash 3” fraction had a final purified protein concentration of 1.232 

mg/mL.  
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A 10 mM biotin reagent solution was made by dissolving 2 mg of EZ-LinkTM NHS-

Biotin reagent in 590 µL of dimethyl sulfoxide (MilliporeSigma). The 10 mM biotin reagent 

solution was made fresh for each MAB biotinylation. The corresponding amount of 10 mM 

biotin reagent solution calculated was added to the 1 mL MAB samples, using manufacturer’s 

protocol (user guide) equation section “Procedure for Biotinylating Proteins” 112. The MAB 

samples were incubated at room temperature for 30 min, rocking. The Mpt32 biotinylated MAB 

samples remained at 4°C (~30-45 min) after biotinylation but the DnaK and a-GroES MAB 

samples were processed immediately after biotinylation. The biotinylated MAB samples were 

concentrated using equilibrated 50,000 MWCO ultrafiltration amicons (MilliporeSigma). The 

concentrated samples were washed five times with ~4.5-5 mL of 1X PBS (Fisher Scientific). 

Mpt32 MAB samples remained in wash steps in the amicons overnight at 4°C. DnaK and a-

GroES MAB samples were concentrated and washed in the same day. The sample amicons were 

centrifuged at 3,500 x g at 4°C, ~ 15 min each spin. The concentrated, washed retentate was 

collected for each sample and the amicon membranes were washed five times with 0.5 mL of 1X 

PBS (Fisher Scientific) and added to respective samples. The diluted samples were then 

aliquoted and frozen at -70°C. The final washed, Mpt32 MAB retentate samples remained at 4°C 

overnight until they could be aliquoted and frozen at -70°C. The frozen samples were then 

concentrated on a speed vacuum concentrator and immediately re-suspended for qualification 

purposes or stored dry at -70°C until further qualification. The EZ-LinkTM NHS-Biotin reagent 

(dry) was appropriately stored at room temperature for repeated use of all purified MABs.  

2.2.6 Qualification of Monoclonal Antibody Reagents 

2.2.6.1 Purified Monoclonal Antibodies 
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The dilutions and reactivity of the purified MABs were qualified via Western blotting 

(see section 2.2.3.1 Western blotting) and colorimetric indirect ELISAs (see section 2.2.3.2 

Indirect ELISA), with some modifications. Both immunoassays were performed using purified 

Mtb native or recombinant proteins, and crude CFP and/or WCL fractions. An a-mouse 

secondary antibody (Abcam) was used at a 1:2,500 dilution in TBS. For both immunoassay 

analyses, purified MABs will be compared to the unpurified MAB positive controls against the 

respective antigens. These unpurified MAB positive controls were filtered hybridoma cell 

culture supernatants (kindly provided by Dobos laboratory). The unpurified MABs had been 

previously qualified for appropriate Western blot and ELISA dilutions. The term “sample” is 

used to indicate a full ELISA that included all reagents to distinguish these signals from the 

negative control signals. All incubation steps remained the same, but instead of the addition of 

the MAB, TBST buffer was added and incubate for 1 hr, shaking at room temperature. The 

negative control will be denoted as “NO MAB”. 

Standard deviations (SD) for “samples”, positive control, and NO MAB were graphed. 

The positive and negative SD were entered. SD for the OVRFLW values could not be calculated 

and received an asterisk in the data table and above the corresponding column in the graphs. 

 For visualization of the purified MABs using Western blotting, 1 & 5 μg of each purified 

MAB and 4 µL (or 7.5 µL) of aliquots taken from different purification steps during the entire 

purification process were quantified and run on an SDS-PAGE gel (Fisher Scientific) for 

SimplyBlue staining (Fisher Scientific) (see section 2.2.3.3 Purified Polyclonal Antibody Protein 

Concentration and SimplyBlue Staining). 

2.2.6.2 Biotinylated Monoclonal Antibodies 
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For qualification, the dried biotinylated MABs were re-suspended in 1 mL ultrapure 

(Milli-Q) water. Re-suspended biotinylated MABs were subsequently aliquoted and re-frozen at 

-70°C for ease of future use. The biotinylated MABs were qualified via Western blotting (see 

section 2.2.3.1 Western blotting) against purified Mtb native or recombinant proteins, and crude 

fractions CFP and/or WCL, with some modifications to the Western blotting protocol. One 

modification included the use of a streptavidin-HRP conjugate (Sigma, denoted as “strep-HRP”) 

in lieu of a secondary a-mouse antibody. The streptavidin-HRP conjugate was incubated for 1 

hr, room temperature, rocking. After incubation, the blots were washed once with TBS for 5 min. 

A second modification included the use of a TMB substrate (Sigma) for blot development 

(according to manufacturer’s protocol) 113. Briefly, enough TMB substrate was added to cover 

the entire blot. The blots were allowed to develop until sufficient reactivity was observed. The 

manufacturer called for development for 5-15 min, but the blots developed in < 1 min (blew out 

blots quickly). The substrate was then discarded, and the blots were rinsed quickly then washed 

for 4 min in ultrapure (Milli-Q) water (1 min rocking). Scans of the blots were taken once blots 

were dry enough to ensure no loss of signal. Mpt32 MABs (both fractions) were qualified twice, 

second time with a more dilute biotinylated MAB dilution. These second-round Mpt32 blots are 

shown in Figure 20.  

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Polyclonal Antibody Production: Naïve Bleeds (R1 & R2)  

Western blot analysis indicated that the naïve rabbit serum, from both rabbits, was 

reactive against a slew of Mtb antigens in crude CFP and WCL = fractions at dilutions of 1:500 

and 1:1,000 (Figure 1). However, we observed low to no reactivity via ELISA against purified 

antigens or crude fractions for both rabbits’ serum (Figure 2, A & B). Rabbit R1 may have 
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shown some non-specific reactivity against recombinant DnaK more so than the other antigens 

on the ELISA. It is important to note that we were not able to compare the “samples” to the 

negative control due to the use of an incorrect secondary antibody (a-mouse instead of a-rabbit 

used). Rabbit serum for a positive control was not available, so reactivity was solely based on the 

“sample” OD405 signal for the ELISAs.  

One hypothesis for this reactivity, although not tested, was that the rabbits could have 

been exposed to NTM species in their water or housing units and thus, showed cross-reactivity to 

Mtb antigens. Laboratory animals are potentially exposed to different microbes whether airborne 

in the rabbit caging areas 114 or in their water 115. The rabbits were allowed to free drink from a 

bowl of water (source unknown). We cannot be certain that this was what created the cross-

reactivity of their naïve serum to the crude Mtb fractions.  
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FIGURE 1: Rabbit R1 & R2 Naïve Bleed Western blots 
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Western blot analysis of rabbits’ R1 and R2 naïve serum. Description of antigens loaded on 
blots: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 5 µg CFP, and (lane 2) 5 µg WCL. Naïve rabbit 
serum was tested at dilutions of 1:500 and 1:1,000 as indicated above the corresponding blots.  
 
A. Rabbit R1 Naïve Bleed ELISA 

  
 

B. Rabbit R2 Naïve Bleed Sera ELISA 

 
FIGURE 2: Rabbit R1 & R2 Naïve Bleed ELISA 

ELISA analysis of rabbits’ R1 & R2 naïve serum. Graph A) data from naïve bleed ELISA for 
rabbit R1. Graph B) data from naïve bleed ELISA for rabbit R2. Averaged triplicate OD405 
output signals are graphed on the Y-axis. PAB serum dilutions are graphed on X-axis. The colors 
correspond to the different antigens. The purified antigens (nMpt32, nGroES, recGlnA, 
recDnaK) were plated at a concentration of 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The crude Mtb 
fractions CFP and WCL were plated at a concentration of 5 µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL). The 
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naïve PAB serum was tested at dilutions of 1:1,000 and 1:5,000 for the purified antigens. Crude 
fractions were only tested against a naïve PAB serum dilution of 1:5,000.  
 
2.3.2 Polyclonal Antibody Production: Test Bleeds (R1 & R2) 

 Western blot analysis for the first test bleed demonstrated successful immunization of 

rabbit R1. Rabbit R1 showed reactivity to both native GlnA (CFP) and recGlnA at a dilution of 

1:1,000 (Figure 3). These results mirrored the ELISA data which showed sufficient reactivity to 

recGlnA as well as both crude CFP and WCL fractions (Figure 4). A third immunization for 

rabbit R1 was not necessary, but we decided to move forward with one last boost with the 

remaining antigen. Instead of performing a second test bleed post third immunization, rabbit R1 

was deemed ready to start production bleeds (~ 2 weeks post third immunization). 
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FIGURE 3: Rabbit R1 Test Bleed #1 Serum Western blot 

Western blot analysis of rabbit R1 test bleed #1 serum. Description of antigens loaded on blot: 
(lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 5 µg CFP, and (lane 2) 1 µg recGlnA. The PAB serum 
was tested at a dilution of 1:1,000. GlnA protein band (~53 kDa) is indicated by red arrow.  
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FIGURE 4: Rabbit R1 Test Bleed #1 Serum ELISA  

ELISA analysis of rabbit R1 test bleed #1 sera. Averaged duplicate OD405 output signals are 
graphed on the Y-axis. The “samples” (blue) and NO PAB negative control (orange) are grouped 
according to the different antigens tested and are graphed on X-axis. The purified recGlnA 
antigen was plated at a concentration of 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The crude Mtb fractions 
CFP and WCL were plated at a concentration of 5 µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL). A PAB serum 
dilution of 1:1,000 was tested for the “samples”. A dashed-yellow line indicates an OD405 signal 
of 1. 
 

Western blot data for the first test bleed for rabbit R2 demonstrated decent reactivity to 

both recombinant proteins (DnaK and GlnA) at a dilution of 1:1,000. However, rabbit R2 

demonstrated poor reactivity to both native proteins (GroES and Mpt32) at a dilution of 1:1,000 

(Figure 5). ELISA results demonstrated that all but nMpt32 were at an OD405 of ³ 1 at 30 min 

development (Figure 6), which was reflected in the raw data OD405 readings (data not shown). 

However, the SD negative value would put nGroES under this cut off. Both immunoassay 

analyses indicated that rabbit R2 was not sufficiently immunized against the two native proteins. 

This was surprising as both nMpt32 and nGroES are highly immunogenic 17,116,117. Therefore, for 

the third immunization, we decided to increase the concentration of both native proteins from 

125 µg to 200 µg each antigen and decrease the concentration of both recombinant proteins from 

125 µg to 50 µg each antigen.  

Western blot (Figure 5) and ELISA (Figure 6) data for the second test bleed of rabbit R2 

demonstrated an increase in reactivity for both nGroES and nMpt32 antigens at a dilution of 

1:1,000. Western blots showed a darkening of the band signal for nGroES (10 kDa) and a slight 

darkening of the band signal for nMpt32 (45kDa, typical “hamburger bun” pattern) when 

comparing test bleed #1 to test bleed #2 (Figure 5). For nGroES, ELISA data demonstrated an 

increase to an OVRFLW signal for test bleed #2 (Figure 6). For nMpt32, ELISA data 

demonstrated an increase of OD405 reading from < 1 for test bleed #1 to an OD405 reading of ~ 

3.3 for test bleed #2 (Figure 6).  Recombinant proteins DnaK and GlnA showed an increase in 
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reactivity as well in both Western blot and ELISA analyses (Figures 5 & 6, respectively). Crude 

CFP and WCL fractions had an increase in reactivity on ELISA from test bleed #1 to test bleed 

#2 as well (Figure 6). An OD405 of ³ 1 at 30 min development on ELISA and a darker signal on 

the Western blots, both immunoassays with a PAB serum dilution of 1:1,000, for all four 

antigens indicated successful immunization and rabbit R2 was deemed ready to start production 

bleeds (2 weeks post third immunization). 

 The lack of sufficient immunization after the second injection (first test bleed) could have 

been due to the loss of emulsified antigen product. A significant amount of product was lost in 

the emulsifier and the volume was greatly decreased from the intended final injection volume of 

1 mL. However, a loss of product would mean equal loss among all four antigens. Increasing the 

concentration of the two native proteins in the final third immunization greatly increased 

reactivity in test bleed #2 for rabbit R2, even with loss of antigen product during antigen 

preparations. It seems that rabbit R2 mounted a more robust immune response against the 

recombinant proteins after the first two immunizations and was able to mount a more robust 

immune response against the native proteins only after the native protein concentrations 

increased. 
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FIGURE 5: Rabbit R2 Test Bleeds #1 & #2 Serum Western blots  

Western blot analysis of rabbit R2 test bleeds #1 & #2 serum. Description of antigens loaded on 
blots: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 5 µg CFP, (lane 2) 1 µg recGlnA, (lane 3) 1 µg 
recDnaK, (lane 4) 1 µg nMpt32, (lane 5) 1 µg nGroES, and (lane 6) 5 µg WCL. PAB sera for 
test bleeds #1 & #2 were tested at a dilution of 1:1,000 (for both blots). The test bleed #2 blot 

lanes were run in a different order and is represented in the description.  Mpt32 (45 kDa, typical 
“hamburger bun” pattern), GroES (10 kDa), DnaK (~67 kDa), and GlnA (~53 kDa) protein 
bands are indicated by red arrows.  
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FIGURE 6: Rabbit R2 Test Bleeds #1 & #2 Serum ELISA 

ELISA analysis of rabbit R2 test bleeds #1 &#2 serum. Averaged duplicate OD405 output 
signals (for “samples” and NO PAB negative control) are graphed on Y-axis. Antigens are 
graphed on X-axis and are grouped according to test bleed #1 or #2 as well as NO PAB negative 
control (same for both bleeds). The different colors correspond to the different antigens. The 
purified antigens (nMpt32, nGroES, recGlnA, recDnaK) were plated at a concentration of 1 
µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The crude Mtb fractions CFP and WCL were plated at a 
concentration of 5 µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL). A PAB serum dilution of 1:1,000 was tested for 
both test bleeds #1 & #2. A double asterisk indicates nGroES with only one signal value (no 
duplicates). A dashed-yellow line indicates an OD405 signal of 1.  
 
2.3.3 Polyclonal Antibody Production: Production Bleeds (R1) 

 For the first and second production bleeds of rabbit R1, the Western blot analysis (Figure 

7) demonstrated sufficient reactivity at a PAB serum dilution of 1:40,000 against recGlnA. There 

could be some slight decrease in reactivity for both crude fractions at the 1:40,000 dilution, but 

both remained highly reactive. The third production bleed demonstrated a waning of PAB serum 

dilution to 1:20,000 against recGlnA. However, band signal intensity did not seem to wane for 

the crude CFP and WCL fractions for any of the dilutions. The Western blots also demonstrated 

that the PAB serum was reactive to only a couple of protein bands for the crude fractions. Only 
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data for production bleeds #1 and #3 are shown due to production bleed #2 looking similar in 

dilution and signal strength (Appendix: Figure 36). 

Figure 8 demonstrates nicely a decreasing signal trend as dilutions decreased for each 

antigen (for each production bleed) for the ELISAs. The NO PAB negative control signals 

remained very low for each antigen (for each production bleed). We observed that the signals for 

the corresponding dilution for recGlnA were above the dashed-yellow line. However, the signals 

for the crude CFP and WCL fractions fell below this line for almost all the dilutions.  The crude 

fractions would have needed more testing to find the correct dilutions for the ELISA. However, 

this indicated that PAB serum was less reactive against the native GlnA in these crude fractions. 

The reactivity for these crude fractions waned from production bleed to production bleed. ELISA 

data also demonstrated a PAB serum dilution of 1:40,000 against recGlnA for the first and 

second production bleeds.  
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FIGURE 7: Rabbit R1 Production Bleeds #1 & #3 serum Western blots 

Western blot analysis of rabbit R1 production bleeds #1 & #3 serum. Description of antigens 
loaded on blots: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 1 µg recGlnA, (lane 2) 5 µg CFP, and 
(lane 3) 5 µg WCL. PAB serum for production bleed #1 was tested at dilutions of 1:10,000, 
1:20,000, and 1:40,000. PAB serum for production bleed #2 was tested at dilutions of 1,5000, 
1:10,000, and 1:20,000. Dilutions tested are labeled above the corresponding blots. GlnA protein 
band (~53 kDa) is indicated by red arrows.  
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FIGURE 8: Rabbit R1 Production Bleeds #1-3 Serum ELISA 

ELISA analysis of rabbit R1 production bleeds #1-3 serum. Production bleeds #1 & #2 were run 
on the same microplate using the same NO PAB negative controls (“NO PAB R1 Production 

Bleeds #1 & #2” on graph). Production bleed #3 was run on a separate microplate with its own 
NO PAB negative controls (“NO PAB R1 Production Bleed #3” on graph). Averaged duplicate 
OD405 output signals (for “samples” and NO PAB negative controls) are graphed on Y-axis. 
PAB sera dilutions are graphed on the X-axis. The colors correspond to the different antigens. 
The recGlnA antigen (blue) was plated at a concentration of 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The 
crude Mtb fractions CFP (orange) and WCL (grey) were plated at a concentration of 5 µg/100 µL 
(50,000 ng/mL). PAB serum was tested at dilutions of 1:10,000, 20,000, and 40,000 for 
production bleeds #1 and #2 and at dilutions of 1:5,000, 1:10,000, and 1:20,000 for production 
bleed #3. A dashed-yellow line indicates an OD405 signal of 1. 
 
2.3.4 Polyclonal Antibody Production: Production Bleeds (R2) 

 For the first production bleed of rabbit R2, Western blot analysis demonstrated a PAB 

serum dilution of < 1:5,000 for nMpt32 (more concentrated dilutions not tested) and a dilution of 

1:10,000 for nGroES, recDnaK, and recGlnA (Figure 9). We saw waning in band signal 

intensities for both recombinant proteins and nGroES when tested at a dilution of 1:20,000 

(Figure 9). 
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For the second production bleed of rabbit R2, Western blot analysis demonstrated an 

increase in reactivity to nMpt32, with a dilution of 1:10,000 with an argument for 1:20,000. Both 

recombinant proteins’ reactivity increased to a dilution of 1:20,000 as well. The second 

production bleed demonstrated a decrease in reactivity against nGroES with a more concentrated 

dilution of 1:5,000 (Figure 9). 

By the third production bleed of rabbit R2, we observed waning in band signal intensity 

on the Western blots for all four antigens. RecDnaK, recGlnA, and nMpt32 all demonstrated a 

dilution of 1:5,000 and nGroES a dilution of 1:2,500 (Figure 9). For the crude CFP and WCL 

fractions, the reactivity seemed generally lower, but it was difficult to distinguish all four antigen 

bands. DnaK and GlnA seemed to have the most intense band signals for both crude fractions. 

GroES bands were better visualized in the CFP fraction for production bleed #3. However, it is 

difficult to discern the typical Mpt32 “hamburger bun” pattern for any of the crude fractions.  

Figure 10 demonstrates nicely a decreasing signal trend as dilutions decreased for each 

antigen, for each production bleed for the ELISAs. The NO PAB negative control signals 

remained very low for each antigen (for each production bleed). The yellow-dashed line 

demonstrated that recDnaK was the only antigen that remained at an OD405 ³ 1 for all dilutions, 

for all production bleeds.  

By the third production bleed of rabbit R2, ELISA data demonstrated a dramatic increase 

in reactivity for all antigens. At this point, all antigens increased above the OD405 ³ 1 yellow-

dashed line. This was interesting because the third production bleed was performed ~ 3 months 

post third immunization. This could have been the result of repeated exposure to Mtb antigens as 

mentioned in section 2.3.1 Polyclonal Antibody Production: Naïve Bleeds (R1 & R2).  
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FIGURE 9: Rabbit R2 Production Bleeds #1-3 Serum Western blots 

Western blot analysis of rabbit R2 production bleeds #1-3 sera. Description of antigens loaded 
on blots: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 1 µg nMpt32, (lane 2) 1 µg nGroES, (lane 3) 1 
µg recDnaK, (lane 4) 1 µg recGlnA, (lane 5) 5 µg CFP, and (lane 6) 5 µg WCL. PAB serum for 
production bleeds #1 & #2 was tested at dilutions of 1:5,000, 1:10,000, and 1:20,000. PAB 
serum for production bleed #3 was tested at dilutions of 1:2,500, 1:5,000, and 1:10,000. 
Dilutions tested are labeled above the corresponding blots. Mpt32 (45 kDa, “hamburger bun” 
pattern), GroES (10 kDa), DnaK (~67 kDa), and GlnA (~53 kDa) protein bands are indicated by 
red arrows.  
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FIGURE 10: Rabbit R2 Production Bleeds #1-3 Serum ELISA 

ELISA analysis of rabbit R2 production bleeds #1-3 sera. Production bleeds #1 & #2 were run on 
the same microplate using the same NO PAB negative controls (“NO PAB R2 Production Bleeds 

#1 & #2” on graph). Production bleed #3 was run on a separate microplate with its own NO PAB 
negative controls (“NO PAB R2 Production Bleed #3” on graph). Averaged duplicate OD405 
output signals (for “samples” and NO PAB negative controls) are graphed on Y-axis. PAB serum 
dilutions are graphed on the X-axis. The colors correspond to the different antigens. The purified 
antigens (nMpt32, nGroES, recGlnA, recDnaK) were plated at a concentration of 1 µg/100 µL 
(10,000 ng/mL). The crude Mtb fractions CFP and WCL were plated at a concentration of 5 
µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL). PAB serum was tested at dilutions of 1:5,000, 10,000, and 20,000 
for production bleeds #1 and #2, but was tested at dilutions of 1:2,500, 1:5,000, and 1:10,000 for 
production bleed #3. A dashed-yellow line indicates an OD405 signal of 1. 
 
2.3.5 Polyclonal Antibody Purification 

 During purification of the R2-1 PAB serum, different aliquots were taken from each step 

of the process. This sample is now denoted as PR2-1 for differentiation of the purified PAB 

serum. The denaturing SimplyBlue-stained gel (Figure 11) demonstrates these different 

purification steps. Lanes 1 and 2 in Figure 11 show a large protein band ~66 kDa (black arrow) 

that was most likely albumin. This high molecular weight protein seemed to be purified out of 

the sample in the final PR2-1 product (lanes 6-8). The final PR2-1 product had defined 50 kDa 
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and 25 kDa bands, representing the heavy and light chains of the antibodies, respectively. There 

may have been some higher molecular weight bands above 50 kDa. PR2-1 final products were 

kept in separate fractions until final qualification with SimplyBlue-stained gel (lanes 6-8) and 

then combined. This qualification gel demonstrated successful purification of a very complex 

sample such as PAB serum using the purification methods chosen. 
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FIGURE 11: Rabbit R2 Production Bleed #1 PAB Serum Purification 

Purification of PAB serum from first production bleed of rabbit R2 (indicated as PR2-1) via 
Melon gel column. Purified PAB serum was subjected to analysis via a denaturing SDS-PAGE 
gel stained with SimplyBlue stain. SimplyBlue-stained gel is comparing unpurified R2-1 PAB 
serum from the first production bleed, aliquots of different stages of the purification process 
(ammonium sulfate (AS) precipitation), and the final purified product. Description of different 
aliquots loaded on gel: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 1 µg unpurified R2-1 PAB serum, 
(lane 2) 5 µg unpurified R2-1 PAB serum, (lane 3) 7.5 µL AS precipitation fraction (after AS 
precipitation and before centrifugation), (lane 4) 7.5 µL 50% AS precipitation (supernatant 
fraction), (lane 5) 7.5 µL 50% AS precipitation (dialyzed pellet fraction), (lane 6) 5 µg Melon 
gel flow through (FT), (lane 7) 5 µg Melon gel washes #1-5 (w1-5), (lane 8) 5 µg Melon gel 
washes #6-10 (w6-10). Lanes #6-8 are the final product from Melon gel column. Unpurified 
PAB serum for the gel was from a different aliquot than the combined ones used for purification. 
Antibody heavy and light chains are indicated by red and yellow arrows, respectively, for last 
three purified Melon gel fractions. Bands that appear to be albumin (~66 kDa) are indicated by a 
black arrow. SimplyBlue gel image brightened 40% for ease of visualizing bands.  
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2.3.6 Monoclonal Antibody Purification  

The denaturing SimplyBlue-stained gel (Figure 12) demonstrates the different 

purification steps for the DnaK MAB.  Lanes 1-3 in Figure 12 showed a large protein band ~65 

kDa. This high molecular weight band most likely corresponded to albumin. This high molecular 

weight protein seemed to be purified out of the sample in the final purified MAB product (lanes 

4 and 5). The final purified DnaK MAB product has defined 50 kDa and 25 kDa protein bands, 

representing heavy and light chains of the antibody, respectively. There may be some higher 

molecular weight bands above 50 kDa, but this sample was deemed pure enough for 

biotinylation.  

Western blot analysis for the purified DnaK MAB demonstrated a dilution of 1:20,000 

(Figure 12). More concentrated dilutions of the purified DnaK MAB were performed but the 

MAB remained incredibly reactive to the recDnaK and crude WCL fraction antigens at a dilution 

of 1:20,000. The positive control (unpurified MAB cell culture supernatant) was performed at a 

dilution of 1:5,000 only and showed a very faint band signal for the recDnaK and crude WCL 

fraction antigens.  Thus, the purification process seemed to not only successfully purify the 

MAB, but also concentrate the MAB to the point of using a 4-fold less concentrated MAB 

dilution when compared to the cell culture supernatant control.   

Figure 13 demonstrates the ELISA data for the purified DnaK MAB. The purified DnaK 

MAB was highly reactive at a dilution of 1:5,000 for recDnaK. Reactivity to both crude fractions 

remained low with signals well below an OD405 of 1. The unpurified cell culture supernatant 

positive control was not reactive on ELISA at a dilution of 1:5,000 (more concentrated dilutions 

were not tested). This could have been, in part, due to antibody integrity issues created by storing 

the diluted positive control at -70°C for a couple months. The positive control and the crude 
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fractions were almost indistinguishable from the NO MAB negative control. The data indicated 

that the purified DnaK MAB was unable to detect the native DnaK antigen in either crude 

fraction at any of the dilutions tested. More concentrated dilutions of the purified DnaK MAB 

would have to be tested against both crude fractions to determine their adequate dilutions for 

ELISA. Because the desired antigen only makes up a small percentage of the crude sample, an 

increase in MAB concentration could be needed for detection. However, we still were able to 

demonstrate that the purified MAB had increased reactivity (with a less concentrated dilution) 

when compared to the unpurified cell culture supernatant (with a more concentrated dilution).  

Thus, it seems that the DnaK MAB is able to recognize the linearized recDnaK antigen 

better than the folded DnaK antigen. This is demonstrated by the fact that the purified MAB is 

more reactive at a lower dilution via Western blotting than ELISA, respectively. 
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FIGURE 12: DnaK MAB Purification SimplyBlue Gel & Western blot 

Purification of DnaK MAB via Melon gel. Purified DnaK MAB was subjected to analysis via 
Western blotting and a denaturing SDS-PAGE gel stained with SimplyBlue stain. Aliquots of 
each step in the purification process were saved and loaded on gels. These aliquots were taken 
from cell culture supernatant, ammonium sulfate (AS) precipitation on the cell culture 
supernatant (AS supernatant and dialyzed pellet fractions), along with the Melon gel purified 
products. Description of different aliquots loaded on gel: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 4 
µL cell culture supernatant (before AS precipitation), (lane 2) 4 µL AS precipitation (supernatant 
fraction), (lane 3) 4 µL AS precipitation (dialyzed pellet fraction), (lane 4) 1 µg purified MAB, 
and (lane 5) 5 µg purified MAB. Description of different aliquots loaded on blots: (lane L) 
protein ladder, (lane 6) 5 µg WCL, (lane 7) 5 µg CFP, and (lane 8) 1 µg recDnaK. The purified 
DnaK MAB was tested at dilutions of 1:5,000, 1:10,000, and 1:20,000, but only the 1:20,000 
dilution blot is shown here. The positive (+) control (DnaK Clone A, unpurified cell culture 
supernatant) was tested at a dilution of 1:5,000. Antibody heavy and light chains are indicated by 
red and yellow arrows, respectively, on the SimplyBlue-stained gel. DnaK (~67 kDa) protein 
bands are indicated by black arrows on Western blot. SimplyBlue gel image brightened 40% for 
visualization of bands. 
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FIGURE 13: DnaK MAB Purification ELISA 

Purification of DnaK MAB via Melon gel. Purified DnaK MAB was subjected to analysis via 
ELISA. Averaged duplicate OD405 output signals (for “samples” and positive control) as well as 
averaged quadruplicate OD405 output signals (for NO MAB negative control) are graphed on Y-

axis. Purified MAB dilutions (for “samples) are graphed on the X-axis. The positive control and 
negative control are also graphed on X-axis (in green box). The antigens are graphed according 
to different colors: recDnaK (blue), CFP (orange), and WCL (grey). RecDnaK antigen was 
plated at a concentration of 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The crude Mtb fractions CFP and 
WCL were plated at a concentration of 5 µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL). Purified MAB was tested 
at dilutions of 1:2,500, 1:5,000, and 1:10,000. The positive control (Clone A, unpurified cell 
culture supernatant) was tested at a dilution of 1:5,000. A yellow dotted line is graphed to show 
OD405 of 1. 
 

The denaturing SimplyBlue-stained gel (Figure 14) demonstrates the different 

purification steps for the a-GroES (SA-12) MAB.  Lanes 1-3 in Figure 14 showed a large protein 

band ~65 kDa, similar to what was observed for DnaK MAB (Figure 12). This high molecular 

weight protein seemed to be purified out of the sample in the final purified MAB product (Figure 
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14: lanes 4 and 5). The final purified MAB product had defined 50 kDa and 25 kDa protein 

bands, representing heavy and light chains of the antibody, respectively. There were some higher 

molecular weight bands above 50 kDa, but this sample was deemed pure enough for 

biotinylation.  

 Western blot analysis for the purified a-GroES MAB demonstrated a dilution of 1:500 

and was reactive against both the nGroES and crude CFP fraction antigens (Figure 14). A less 

concentrated dilution (1:1,000) could have been performed, as the band signals were dark at a 

1:500. This dilution is much more concentrated than the DnaK MAB Western blot dilutions. This 

could be indicative of the a-GroES MAB having a lower affinity to its protein antigen. The 

positive control (unpurified MAB cell culture supernatant) was performed at a dilution of 1:20 

only and showed similar reactivity to the purified MAB dilution of 1:500.  Thus, the purification 

process seemed to not only successfully purify but also concentrate the a-GroES MAB to the 

point of using a 25-fold less concentrated MAB dilution when compared to the cell culture 

supernatant control.  

Figure 15 demonstrates the ELISA data for the purified a-GroES MAB. The purified 

MAB was reactive at a dilution of 1:100 for nGroES. Less concentrated dilutions were not tested 

but seeing as though the OD405 signal is close to 1 for the 1:100 dilution, a less concentrated 

dilution of the MAB may put the signal under the yellow-dashed line (Figure 15). As mentioned 

previously, these less concentrated dilutions could indicate poor affinity to the protein antigen. 

The purified a-GroES MAB was less reactive to both crude fractions. More concentrated 

dilutions would have to be tested to find the optimal dilution for each crude fraction. The 

positive control (unpurified MAB cell culture supernatant) was performed at a dilution of 1:20 

only and showed poor reactivity compared to the purified a-GroES MAB against all antigens 
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(nGroES and both crude fractions). It is important to note that the unpurified MAB cell culture 

supernatant was never previously qualified on ELISA and may have a more concentrated 

dilution. The NO MAB negative control remained low for all antigens. 

 Thus, it seems that the a-GroES (SA-12) MAB is able to recognize the linearized 

nGroES antigen better than the folded nGroES antigen. This is demonstrated by the fact that the 

purified a-GroES MAB is more reactive at a less concentrated dilution via Western blotting than 

ELISA. 
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FIGURE 14: a-GroES MAB Purification SimplyBlue Gel & Western blot 

Purification of a-GroES MAB via Melon gel. Purified a-GroES MAB was subjected to analysis 
via Western blotting and a denaturing SDS-PAGE gel stained with SimplyBlue stain. Aliquots of 
each step in the purification process were saved and loaded on gels. These aliquots were taken 
from cell culture supernatant, ammonium sulfate (AS) precipitation on the cell culture 
supernatant (AS supernatant and dialyzed pellet), along with the Melon gel purified products. 
Description of different aliquots loaded on gel: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 4 µL cell 
culture supernatant (before AS precipitation), (lane 2) 4 µL AS precipitation (supernatant), (lane 

3) 7.5 µL AS precipitation (dialyzed pellet from diluted wash of sample in tube), (lane 4) 1 µg 
purified MAB, and (lane 5) 5 µg purified MAB. Description of different aliquots loaded on 
blots: (lane L) protein ladder, (lane 6) 5 µg CFP, and (lane 7) 1 µg nGroES. The purified MAB 
was tested at a dilution of 1:50, 1:100, and 1:500, but only the 1:500 dilution blot is shown here. 
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The positive (+) control (SA-12, unpurified cell culture supernatant) was tested at a dilution of 
1:20. Antibody heavy and light chains are indicated by red and yellow arrows, respectively, on 
the SimplyBlue-stained gel. GroES (10 kDa) protein bands are indicated by a black arrow on 
Western blot. SimplyBlue image brightened 20% for visualization of bands.   
 

 
FIGURE 15: a-GroES MAB Purification ELISA 

Purification of a-GroES (SA-12) MAB via Melon gel. Purified  a-GroES MAB was subjected to 
analysis via ELISA. Averaged duplicate OD405 output signals (for “samples” and positive 
control) as well as averaged quadruplicate OD405 output signals (for NO MAB negative 
control) are graphed on Y-axis. Purified MAB dilutions (for “samples) are graphed on the X-axis. 
The positive control and negative control are also graphed on X-axis (in green box). The antigens 
are graphed according to different colors: nGroES (blue), CFP (orange), and WCL (grey). 
nGroES antigen was plated at a concentration of 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The crude Mtb 
fractions CFP and WCL were plated at a concentration of 5 µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL). Purified 
MAB was tested at dilutions of 1:50 and 1:100. The positive control (SA-12, unpurified cell 
culture supernatant) was tested at a dilution of 1:20. A yellow dotted line is graphed to show 
OD405 of 1. 
 

The denaturing SimplyBlue-stained gel (Figure 16) demonstrates the different 

purification steps for the Mpt32 MAB.  Lanes 1-3 in Figure 16 showed, once again, a large 

protein band ~65 kDa, possibly albumin. This high molecular weight protein seemed to be 

purified out of the sample in the final purified Mpt32 MAB products (lanes 4-6). The final 
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purified Mpt32 MAB products had defined 50 kDa and 25 kDa protein bands, representing 

heavy and light chains of the antibody, respectively. The Mpt32 MAB was one of the first MABs 

we attempted to purify. Due to this, more optimization of the purification protocol was needed. 

The Mpt32 MAB was not as extensively washed as the subsequent DnaK and a-GroES MABs 

were. Lane 4 was loaded with the initial flow through (FT) and lane 5 was loaded with the 

washes 1 + 2 fraction (Figure 16). The FT and washes 1+2 were later combined (denoted as 

“FT/washes 1+2”). However, a third wash (lane 6) was collected separately (denoted as “wash 

3”). The purpose of a third wash was to see if any residual antibody remained on the column. 

The denaturing SimplyBlue-stained gel showed that the “FT/washes 1+2 fraction” (lanes 4 and 

5) had more contaminating proteins than the “wash 3” fraction (lane 6). The contaminating bands 

were anything other than the antibody heavy (50 kDa) and light (25 kDa) chains. We made the 

decision to keep the “FT/washes 1+2” and “wash 3” fractions separated for downstream 

qualification and biotinylation. 

Western blot analysis for the purified Mpt32 MAB demonstrated a dilution of 1:5,000 for 

the “FT/washes 1+2” fraction and a dilution of 1:10,000 for the “wash 3” fraction (Figure 16) for 

both nMp32 and crude CFP fraction. The purified Mpt32 MAB “FT/washes 1+2” fraction blots 

were not run with a positive control (for no specific reason). The positive control (unpurified 

MAB cell culture supernatant) for the purified Mpt32 MAB “wash 3” fraction blots was 

performed at a dilution of 1:10,000 for both nMpt32 and crude CFP fraction. However, the band 

signal intensity for this positive control was very faint in comparison to the same dilution 

performed for the purified MAB. More concentrated dilutions of the positive control would need 

to be performed for a better comparison to the purified MAB signal (i.e., fold-increase in 

reactivity of the purified MAB).  
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Figure 17 demonstrates the ELISA data for the purified Mpt32 MAB (both fractions). 

Graph A depicts the data for the “FT/washes 1+2” fraction and Graph B depicts the data for the 

“wash 3” fraction. The purified MAB was reactive at a dilution of 1:1,000 for the “wash 3” 

fraction against nMpt32. An argument could be made for even less concentrated dilutions (not 

tested). However, we observed that for the “FT/washes 1+2” fraction, none of the dilutions tested 

were sufficient for an OD405 signal of 1 for nMpt32. Therefore, more concentrated dilutions 

would have to be tested. Both Mpt32 MAB fractions performed poorly against the crude CFP 

fraction. The signal for CFP depicted in Graph A was close to that of the positive control. The 

signal for CFP depicted in Graph B was ~1/2 that of the nMpt32 antigen. Again, more 

concentrated dilutions would have to be tested for the crude CFP fraction.  

The positive controls for both MAB fractions were tested at a dilution of 1:1,000 only. 

However, more concentrated dilutions would need to be tested for optimal dilution for the 

ELISA. The NO MAB negative control was low.  Thus, it seems that both Mpt32 MAB fractions 

were able to recognize the linearized nMpt32 antigen better than the folded nMpt32 antigen. This 

was demonstrated by the fact that the purified MAB fractions were more reactive at a less 

concentrated dilution for Western blotting than ELISA. 
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FIGURE 16: Mpt32 MAB Purification SimplyBlue Gel & Western blots 

Purification of Mpt32 MAB via Melon gel. Purified Mpt32 MAB was subjected to analysis via 
Western blotting and a denaturing SDS-PAGE gel stained with SimplyBlue stain. Aliquots of 
each step in the purification process were saved and loaded onto gels. These aliquots were taken 
from cell culture supernatant, ammonium sulfate (AS) precipitation on the cell culture 
supernatant (AS supernatant and dialyzed pellet fractions), along with the Melon gel purified 
products. Description of different aliquots loaded on gel: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 4 
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µL cell culture supernatant (before AS precipitation), (lane 2) 4 µL AS precipitation (supernatant 
fraction), (lane 3) 4 µL AS precipitation (dialyzed pellet fraction), (lane 4) 4 µL Melon gel FT1 
(no washes), (lane 5) 4 µL Melon gel washes 1 + 2, (lane 6), 4 µL Melon gel wash 3, (lane 7) 1 
μg purified combined “FT1/washes 1+2” MAB, (lane 8) 5 μg purified combined “FT1/washes 
1+2” MAB, (lane 9) 1 μg purified “wash 3” MAB, and (lane 10) 5 μg purified “wash 3” MAB. 
Description of different aliquots loaded on blots: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 11) 1 µg 
nMpt32, (lane 12) 4 µg CFP, and (lane 13) 5 µg CFP. The purified MAB FT/washes 1+2 sample 
were tested at dilutions of 1:5,000, 1:10,000, and 1:20,000, but only the 1:5,000 dilution blot is 
shown here.  The purified MAB Wash 3 sample was tested at dilutions of 1:5,000, 1:10,000, and 
1:20,000, but only the 1:10,000 dilution blot is shown here. The Mpt32 FT/washes 1+2 blot did 
not have a positive control. The positive (+) control (Clone B, unpurified cell culture 
supernatant) was tested at a dilution of 1:10,000 for the Mpt32 wash 3 blots.  Antibody heavy 
and light chains are indicated by red and yellow arrows, respectively, on the SimplyBlue-stained 
gel. Mpt32 (45 kDa) protein bands are indicated by a black arrow on Western blots (typical 
“hamburger patty” pattern). SimplyBlue image brightened 20% for ease of seeing bands. 
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A. Purified Mpt32 MAB “FT/washes 1+2” ELISA   

 
 

B. Purified Mpt32 MAB “wash 3” ELISA 

 
FIGURE 17: Mpt32 MAB Purification ELISA 

Purification of Mpt32 MAB via Melon gel. Purified Mpt32 MABs (both Graph A “FT/washes 
1+2” and Graph B “wash 3” fractions) were subjected to analysis via ELISA. Averaged 
duplicate OD405 output signals (for “samples” and controls) are graphed on Y-axis. Purified 
MAB dilutions (for “samples) are graphed on the X-axis. The positive control and negative 
control are also graphed on X-axis (in green box). The antigens are graphed according to 
different colors: nMpt32 (blue) and CFP (orange). nMpt32 antigen was plated at a concentration 
of 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The crude Mtb fraction CFP was plated at a concentration of 5 
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µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL). Purified MAB was tested at dilutions of 1:250, 1:500, and 1:1,000. 
The positive control (Clone B, unpurified cell culture supernatant) was tested at a dilution of 
1:1,000. A yellow dotted line is graphed to show OD405 of 1. 
 

2.3.7 Monoclonal Antibody Biotinylation 

 Western blot analysis demonstrated successful biotinylation of DnaK, a-GroES (SA-12), 

and Mpt32 (both fractions) purified MABs (Figures 18-20). Each purified, biotinylated MAB 

was tested at the same dilution as the purified, unbiotinylated MABs. The biotinylated MABs 

were used with a streptavidin-HRP system instead of an alkaline phosphatase system. More 

dilutions would need to be tested to determine adequate dilutions for each MAB. However, we 

wanted to solely demonstrate successful biotinylation and therefore, the dilutions tested were 

sufficient for our purposes.  

For the purified, biotinylated DnaK MAB, we observed strong reactivity to recDnaK at a 

dilution of 1:20,000 (Figure 18) but weaker to no reactivity to both the crude CFP and WCL 

fractions. For the purified, biotinylated a-GroES (SA-12) MAB we observed strong reactivity to 

nGroES at a dilution of 1:500 (Figure 19) and somewhat weaker reactivity to the crude CFP 

fraction for the same dilution. For the purified, biotinylated Mpt32 MAB we observed strong 

reactivity to both “FT/washes 1+2” and “wash 3” fractions against nMpt32 (Figure 20) at 

dilutions of 1:5,000 and 1:10,000, respectively. However, for both Mpt32 MAB fractions, we 

observed a somewhat weaker reactivity to the crude CFP fraction. It is important to note that the 

“wash 3” fraction remained more reactive (at least surmised from the Western blot dilutions 

tested) than the “FT/washes 1+2” fraction for Mpt32. Therefore, we carried forward with using 

the “wash 3” fraction only for the development and optimization of the sandwich ELISAs.  

A negative control (denoted as (-) control with dilution) of purified, unbiotinylated MAB 

was used for the biotinylated Western blots. This negative control for each MAB was carried out 
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with the same dilution as the corresponding purified, biotinylated MABs. This allowed us to 

visualize any non-specific binding of the purified, unbiotinylated MAB with the strep-HRP 

conjugate reagent. For each MAB, a high molecular weight band (not characterized) can be seen 

in the crude CFP and WCL fractions in Figures 18-20.   

A TBST negative control (denoted as (-) control TBST in Figure 18 only) was also used. 

Instead of incubating with the corresponding MAB, TBST was added to the blot for this 

incubation step. This allowed us to visualize any non-specific binding of the strep-HRP 

conjugate reagent to the antigen or to the blot. Figure 18 demonstrates that there was some non-

specific binding of the strep-HRP reagent to the WCL crude fraction (lane 2).  

The Western blots for the purified, biotinylated MABs started developing quickly after 

the addition of the TMB substrate and were blown out. These blots were a quick checkpoint for 

successful biotinylation. Since our goal was to use the purified, biotinylated MABs on ELISAs, 

we did not see a reason to test less concentrated dilutions for these Western blots. The 

biotinylation reagent that we used, the EZ-LinkTM NHS-Biotin, is a “N-Hydroxysuccinimide 

(NHS) ester” connected to a biotin molecule via a linker arm 112. This reagent specifically targets 

“primary amino groups” on proteins, usually “lysines or a polypeptide’s N-terminus” region112. 

Antibodies contain many of these target groups for biotinylation 112. The manufacturer states that 

~8-12 biotin moieties are added to one single IgG molecule, this number depended on the 

amount of excess biotin reagent added112. For this project, we chose to biotinylate the MABs on 

the higher end of molar excess of biotin reagent used. 

MAB protein concentrations decreased for all purified, biotinylated MABs when 

compared to the concentrations of the purified, unbiotinylated MABs (see section 2.2.5 

Monoclonal Antibody Biotinylation for purified, unbiotinylated concentrations).  For the 
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purified, biotinylated MABs, the protein concentration was determined after biotinylated MABs 

were run through 50,000 MWCO amicons. The purified, biotinylated DnaK MAB had a protein 

concentration of 6.637 mg/mL. The purified, biotinylated a-GroES (SA-12) MAB had a protein 

concentration of 1.560 mg/mL. The purified, biotinylated Mpt32 MAB fraction “FT/washes 

1+2” had a protein concentration of 0.966 mg/mL. The purified, biotinylated Mpt32 MAB 

fraction “wash 3” had a concentration of 0.907 mg/mL. All samples were in ~1 mL of solution. 

This demonstrated a loss of product most likely after 50,000 MWCO amicon concentration of 

the purified, biotinylated MABs. 
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FIGURE 18: Purified DnaK MAB Biotinylation Qualification Western blot 

Purified DnaK MAB was subjected to Western blot analysis after biotinylation. Description of 
antigens loaded on blot: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 5 µg CFP, (lane 2) 5 µg WCL, 
(lane 3) 1 µg recDnaK, (lane 4) 1 µg nMpt32, and (lane 5) 1 µg nGroES. The purified, 
biotinylated MAB was tested at a dilution of 1:20,000. A negative control of purified, 
unbiotinylated DnaK MAB was tested at a dilution of 1:20,000. A negative control of TBST in 
lieu of the MAB was used as well. DnaK protein band (~67 kDa) is indicated by a black arrow. 
The blots were brightened 20% for ease of seeing bands.  
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FIGURE 19: Purified a-GroES MAB Biotinylation Qualification Western blot 

Purified a-GroES (SA-12) MAB was subjected to Western blot analysis after biotinylation. 
Description of antigens loaded on blot: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 5 µg CFP, and 
(lane 2) 1 µg nGroES. The purified, biotinylated MAB was tested at a dilution of 1:500. A 
negative control of purified, unbiotinylated a-GroES MAB was tested at a dilution of 1:500. A 
negative control of TBST in lieu of the MAB was used as well (see Figure 18, (-) Control 

TBST). GroES protein band (10 kDa) is indicated by black arrow. The blots were brightened 
20% for ease of seeing bands.  
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FIGURE 20: Purified Mpt32 MAB Biotinylation Qualification Western blots 

Purified Mpt32 MAB was subjected to Western blot analysis after biotinylation. Description of 
antigens loaded on blots: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 5 µg CFP, and (lane 2) 1 µg 
nMpt32. The purified, biotinylated MAB was tested at a dilution of 1:5,000 for “FT/washes 1+2” 
MAB fraction and a dilution of 1:10,000 for “wash 3” MAB fraction. A negative control of 
purified, unbiotinylated Mpt32 MAB fractions were tested at dilutions of 1:5,000 (“FT/washes 
1+2”) and 1:10,000 (“wash 3”). A negative control of TBST in lieu of the MAB was used as well 
(see Figure 18, (-) Control TBST). Mpt32 protein band (45 kDa) is indicated by black arrows 
(typical “hamburger patty” pattern). The blots were brightened 20% for ease of seeing bands.  
 

2.4 Conclusions  

The data presented in this chapter demonstrated the successful creation and qualification 

of the reagents necessary for the development of a sandwich ELISA against Mtb proteins. 

2.4.1 Polyclonal Antibody Production & Purification  

We were able to produce highly reactive PAB serum to all four antigens. The PAB serum 

(from both rabbits) was reactive for both Western blotting and ELISA immunoassays. In general, 

the PAB serum seemed to recognize the linearized proteins (Western blotting) better than the 
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folded proteins (ELISA). This was demonstrated by less concentrated dilutions used with higher 

reactivity for most of the Western blots compared to ELISA dilutions.  

It was also incredible that the rabbits maintained such high reactivity to the purified 

antigens ~ 3 months post final immunization. Thus, we were able to collect a plethora of serum, 

a non-renewable reagent, to run experiments for this project and other future projects. 

2.4.1.1 Rabbit R1 

Due to the inability of the a-GlnA MAB to recognize the folded GlnA protein, rabbit R1 

was immunized solely with the recombinant GlnA protein for an abundant production of a-GlnA 

PAB serum. The goal being that the a-GlnA PAB serum would be used to develop a sandwich 

ELISA in the future when a new hybridoma cell line could be created that would recognize 

epitopes on the native GlnA protein or used for an indirect ELISA as a proof of principle. 

Therefore, GlnA purification data was not presented here and biotinylation was not attempted.  

2.4.1.2 Rabbit R2 

 Rabbit R2 was immunized against native Mpt32, native GroES, recombinant DnaK, and 

recombinant GlnA. The goal being that this PAB serum would be used to develop the 

ultrasensitive sandwich ELISA against Mpt32, GroES, DnaK, and GlnA when a MAB is 

available. The unpurified PAB serum from rabbit R2 will be used to develop and optimize the 

sandwich ELISA. We have successfully purified a sample of the PAB serum from the first 

production bleed of rabbit R2 (Figure 11). This purified PAB serum from rabbit R2 could be 

used in the future for comparison with the unpurified PAB serum on the sandwich ELISA. 

2.4.2 Monoclonal Antibody Purification & Biotinylation 

We successfully purified the MABs from a very crude hybridoma cell culture supernatant 

sample. These cultures contained contaminating serum proteins (FBS) that are generally difficult 
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to remove. The ammonium sulfate precipitation aided in removal of some of these contaminating 

proteins. However, we demonstrated that the Melon gel column was able to generate an 

incredibly pure product. The use of amicon ultrafiltration units helped concentrate the final 

purified products.  

We also demonstrated successful biotinylation of the purified MABs. The biotinylation 

procedure was simple, quick, and efficient. Even though we had product loss after the 50,000 

MWCO amicons post-biotinylation, the purified, biotinylated MABs retained high specificity 

and sensitivity, as demonstrated by the Western blots (Figures 18-20). The dilutions were also 

low enough that a smaller amount of product could be used for a given assay.  After confirmation 

of biotinylation, we were ready to start optimization trials of the sandwich ELISA using the 

reagents we had produced. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE ROLE OF MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULSIS ANTIGENS IN 

ELISA DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned previously in Chapter 1 section 1.9.1 Project Specific Goals, the study 

Mehaffy et al., 2020 identified 31 Mtb protein peptides in purified serum EVs of individuals with 

LTBI. The top six peptides identified in this study corresponded to the Mtb proteins GlnA, 

GroES, DnaK, AcpM, GarA, and Mpt32 86. For this master’s thesis project, GroES, DnaK and 

Mpt32 proteins will be used to develop an ultrasensitive ELISA.  

GroES and DnaK are both crucial heat shock chaperone proteins for Mtb 118. Heat shock 

proteins are utilized in both times of stress as well as cellular growth 119–122 by both prokaryotes 

and eukaryotes 123. Prokaryotes can increase their heat shock protein abundance from “5 to 15%” 

when they are exposed to stressful environments 117. One of the main chaperone functions of 

these heat shock proteins includes folding of cellular proteins, whether in times of stress or no 

stress 117. The fact that DnaK and GroES were amongst the top six proteins identified in the 

Mehaffy et al., 2020 study indicates their function as chaperone proteins could be important to 

Mtb survival during times of latent infection86.   

GroES (10 kDa protein, Rv3418c, protein CPN10) is a secreted chaperonin 124,125 that 

complexes with another chaperone protein, GroEL 117. This chaperone complex aids in refolding 

of denatured proteins 126 as well as “prevent[s] aggregation of polypeptides” that enter this 

complex 117. GroES has been identified in both the Mtb cytoplasmic space as well as in the 

culture media 127. However, GroES is “one of the most abundant proteins found in short-term 

culture filtrates of logarithmically growing M. tuberculosis” 127 and therefore, is generally more 

recognizable in its secreted form. Like other prokaryotes, GroES is expressed in Mtb during 
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times of stress 128–131,86  and cellular growth 132,86. GroES is also highly immunogenic and an 

inducer of T cell activation 117,133.  

DnaK (~67 kDa, Rv0350) is another chaperone protein that works closely with a co-

chaperone called ClpB 134. Together, this complex shuttles aggregated and disaggregated proteins 

back and forth to each other and ultimately, the DnaK chaperone will fold the disaggregated 

proteins properly 135–138,134.  DnaK has also been found to be a key player for “native protein 

folding” in Mycobacterium smegmatis (M. smeg) 139. One study demonstrated that when DnaK 

was depleted in M. smeg in times of cellular growth, protein aggregates began to form in the 

cytoplasm  139. However, in times of stress, DnaK was shown to “re-localize” to aggregated 

proteins in the cytoplasm for aggregate degradation 139. This same study also indicated that DnaK 

depletion could influence cell “membrane integrity” 139. Literature on the DnaK system in Mtb is 

not as well characterized as in M. smeg. However, M. smeg plays an important role as a “model 

organism” for Mtb 134. Therefore, DnaK could play key, if not essential roles in Mtb as well 134.  

Mpt32 (“Apa – alanine-and proline-rich antigen, 45/47 kDa, Rv1860”) is a secreted 

glycoprotein 140,141. The native Mpt32 glycoprotein is heavily glycosylated with mannose sugar 

moieties which serve as strong T lymphocyte stimulators 142,143. Specifically, amino acid residues 

within the “proline-rich domains” of the native protein contain these glycosylation sites 141,144. It 

has been observed that recombinant Mpt32 proteins produced in M. smeg and Escherichia coli 

(E. coli) have altered “mannosylation patterns” and amount of “sugar residues” compared to the 

native proteins (from Mtb, Mycobacterium bovis, and BCG strains) and lose their ability to 

promote strong T cell responses 143.  Horn et al., 1999 demonstrated that delayed-type 

hypersensitivity responses in BCG vaccinated guinea pigs differed with immunization against 

native (strong response) or recombinant (lower or absent responses) versions of the Mpt32 
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protein 143. Horn et al., 1999 also observed a decrease in sensitization in vitro when stimulating T 

cells with the guinea pig serum from the group immunized with the recombinant Mpt32 proteins 

143. Thus, the native Mpt32 glycosylation pattern and amount of “sugar residues” plays a key role 

in immunogenicity of the antigen143. Mpt32 also functions as an adhesin for Mtb within the lungs 

145,146. The glycosylated sites of the Mpt32 protein have been shown to influence binding 

interactions as part of the adhesion action 145,146. Mpt32 has been shown to bind to the “cell-

binding domain” of fibronectin 144. Fibronectin is an intricate part of the extracellular matrix 

147,148,144 that allows Mtb to attach to host cells for internalization 149,150,144.  

A peptide of GlnA1 was the top peptide identified in the Mehaffy et al., 2020 study. 

Mehaffy et al., 2020 identified the SVF peptide in 82% of LTBI samples 86. This peptide showed 

promise as a biomarker of LTBI, as the response of this peptide in TB-positive patient samples 

was very low 86. Mtb encodes for multiple glnA genes 128. GlnA1 protein is the most abundantly 

produced and detectable in “Mtb cultures” 128. GlnA is a glutamine synthetase that utilizes 

ammonium sources from the environment to produce L-glutamine 86,151. GlnA is therefore tightly 

involved in cell-wall synthesis of Mtb with the production of “extracellular L-glutamine” 152. 

GlnA can also block phagosome-lysosome fusion via increasing the phagosome nitrogen content 

152,153. These functions highlight the indispensable role of GlnA for Mtb.  

These proteins are important in Mtb pathogenesis and survival 86. These proteins could be 

potential biomarkers for LTBI diagnosis 86. The ability to identify these proteins in complex 

samples (such as serum) could allow for differential diagnosis of LTBI. However, to be able to 

establish and optimize potential diagnostics, the purified recombinant or native forms of these 

proteins must be used before complex fluids can be tested. Here, purified native GroES, native 

Mpt32, and recombinant DnaK will be used to create an ultrasensitive ELISA for the detection of 
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Mtb antigens as a potential point-of-care diagnostic. Chapter 2 (2.4.1.1: Rabbit R1) emphasizes 

the reasons for the omission of GlnA protein for this master’s project.  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Sandwich ELISA  

The following sandwich ELISA protocol followed the ThermoFisher ELISA Technical 

Guide and Protocols, Tech Tip #65, with some modifications  154. 

PierceTM white opaque 96-well polystyrene microplates were used for all 

chemiluminescent sandwich ELISAs (Fisher Scientific). Seal plate microplate adhesive film was 

used for all incubations, excluding washes, and changed when wet (Daigger Scientific). PBST 

buffer was used as a wash buffer as well as the base diluent. Briefly, PBS at a 1X (Corning) or 

10X (Invitrogen) stock concentration were used to make a 1X PBST buffer (1X PBS, 0.05% 

TWEENÒ20, pH 7.20) (Fisher Scientific). PBST was stored at 4°C. For all washing steps, 200 

µL/well of PBST was added using a multichannel pipetman. Three washes were performed, 5 

min each, shaking at room temperature for all incubation steps excluding the strep-HRP 

conjugate (6 x 5 min washes). All liquids were decanted, and the microplate was tapped 3-4 

times on a towel to remove excess liquid. For all incubation steps, an acceptable range for the 

incubation times was between 1 hr and 1 hr + 10 min. All ELISA incubation steps were 

performed shaking continuously at 200 rpm using a titer plate shaker (Lab-Line Instruments, 

Inc., Model #4625) at room temperature, unless otherwise specified. A 49 mM sodium 

carbonate/sodium bicarbonate coating buffer (pH 9.6, in ultrapure water) was used for PAB 

serum dilutions for plating 111. The coating buffer was subsequently filtered and stored at room 

temperature for no more than one month.  
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 Total unpurified PAB serum protein concentration was determined via Pierce™ BCA 

Protein Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific). For the development and optimization of the 

sandwich ELISA, unpurified R2-1 PAB serum was used.  

Checkerboard titration assays were used to find the optimal antibody pairing of the PAB 

sera and the purified, biotinylated monoclonal antibody (MAB). The final plated concentration of 

PAB serum (in µg/mL) was specific for each antigen (from optimal pairing). The appropriate 

PAB serum concentration was diluted in coating buffer. The negative control wells (without 

PAB serum) were coated with 100 µL/well of coating buffer only. The coated microplate was 

sealed with a plate sealer and placed at 4°C overnight, rocking. The following day, the coated 

PAB serum was removed, and the microplate was washed. Blocking solution was plated at 300 

µL/well and incubated for 1 hr. The microplate was then washed. Some trials differed in wash 

steps between blocking and antigen incubations. Some trials had 3 x 5 min and some trials had 

one brief wash. However, per the original ThermoFisher protocol, a wash in between these steps 

is not necessary but not harmful 154. The antigen (purified recDnaK, nMpt32, or nGroES) was 

diluted in trial specific diluent (all in PBST buffer) for a final concentration of 1 µg/100 µL 

(10,000 ng/mL), unless otherwise stated for a specific trial. The antigen was incubated for 1 hr. 

The microplate was then washed. The antigen-specific purified, biotinylated MAB was diluted in 

trial specific diluent (in PBST) to the appropriate dilution and plated at 100 µL/well. The MAB 

was incubated for 1 hr. The microplate was then washed. A streptavidin-horseradish peroxidase 

(streptavidin-HRP) enzyme conjugate (Sigma-Aldrich) was then added at a 2 µg/mL (0.2 µg/100 

µL) concentration in the trial specific diluent (in PBST), unless otherwise stated. The diluent for 

the strep-HRP conjugate was 1/5 of the original dilution (i.e., 0.4%BSA/PBST instead of 

2%BSA/PBST for standard diluent), excluding PBST diluent. The strep-HRP conjugate was 
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incubated for 1 hr. The enzyme conjugate solution was then removed for hazardous waste 

disposal (along with the first wash). The microplate was washed six times in total. A 

SuperSignalTM ELISA Pico chemiluminescent substrate (Fisher Scientific) was used for 

development. This substrate was chosen because it can “detect picogram levels of antigen” in 

ELISA assays 155. The sandwich ELISA was developed using the manufacturer’s protocol for the 

substrate 155. Briefly, a 1:1 solution of the Pico luminol/enhancer and the Pico stable peroxide 

solution was made and mixed well. The substrate was plated at 100 µL/well. Wells were 

inspected for bubbles prior to reading. The microplate was immediately placed in a microplate 

reader (BioTek Multi-Mode Synergy HTX) with the ability to read luminescence (luminometer). 

The microplate reader was set at ~25°C (room temperature) each run. The plate was agitated for 

1 min at 365 cpm (orbital shake) in the microplate reader and three subsequent luminescent reads 

were taken. Depending on how full the microplate was, some reads took longer than others. 

Luminescence was measured in relative light units (RLUs). The microplate reader read each well 

for 1 s. An OVFRLW signal was given for signals >99,999 RLUs (standard dynamic range of 0 

to 99,999 RLUs).  

3.2.2 Sandwich ELISA Data Analysis 

Most data analyses for the sandwich ELISA trials were performed using Microsoft Excel.  

The two duplicate signal output values were averaged and graphed on the Y-axis. To determine 

the sample: NO PAB ratios, the averaged duplicate RLU values for the “sample” were divided by 

the averaged duplicate RLU values for the corresponding NO PAB negative control. To 

determine the sample: NO AG ratios, the averaged duplicate RLU values for the “sample” were 

divided by the averaged duplicate RLU values for the corresponding NO AG negative control. 

These ratios allowed us to determine if the “sample” was more than just background noise and to 
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what extent. A ratio of 1 indicated that the sample was just background noise. A higher ratio 

indicated that there was lower background noise. Any OVRFLW values were given a numerical 

value of 100,000 RLUs for data analysis purposes only.  

Standard deviation (SD) for “samples” and negative controls were graphed. Positive and 

negative SD values were entered. Any signals that received an OVRFLW value could not be 

calculated, and an asterisk was placed in the table and above the corresponding columns in the 

graphs.  

3.2.3 Direct-Biotinylated ELISA  

The following direct-biotinylated ELISA protocol followed the ThermoFisher ELISA 

Technical Guide and Protocols, Tech Tip #65, with some modifications  154. 

 Much of the protocol for the direct-biotinylated ELISAs remained similar to the protocol 

for the sandwich ELISAs. The modifications will be briefly mentioned here. One of the main 

differences was that the purified recombinant or native antigens were coated on the plate instead 

of the PAB serum. Briefly, the antigens were coated at 1 µg/ 100µL (10,000 ng/mL), unless 

otherwise stated for a specific trial, in the same coating buffer mentioned in section 3.2.1 

Sandwich ELISA. Another difference was that all wash steps performed were three, 5 min 

washes, shaking at room temperature (did not change). The last difference was in the duration of 

the reads in the microplate reader. For the direct-biotinylated ELISAs, the microplate reader read 

each well for 20 ms (millisecond), 50 ms, and 1 s, unless stated otherwise. The signal output was 

also changed to extended dynamic range to read signals 0 to 5,800,000 RLUs, unless otherwise 

stated. An OVRFLW signal was given for signals >5,800,000 RLUs.  

3.2.4 Direct-Biotinylated ELISA Data Analysis 

Data analyses for the direct-biotinylated ELISAs were similar to those for the sandwich  
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ELISAs (section 3.2.2 Sandwich ELISA Data Analysis). One difference was that any OVRFLW 

values (using extended dynamic range) were given a numerical value of 5,800,001 RLUs for data 

analysis purposes only.  

Limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) of the direct-biotinylated 

ELISAs were calculated using linear regression analysis (in Microsoft Excel). In Excel, each step 

was selected in order: “Data” tab à Data analysis à Regression à Y (averaged duplicate RLU 

signal output values) & X (antigen concentrations) values entered à 95% confidence level 

selected à Standard Error calculated (“summary output”). The standard error calculated from 

this regression analysis was the “standard deviation of the error” 156. The slope was found when 

the “equation” was added to the graph. The linear regression analysis was only performed on the 

graphs with linear trendlines. A polynomial trendline was added to graphs for a better fit 

comparison when applicable (stated explicitly). LODs and LOQs were calculated using the linear 

regression analysis for graphs with linear trendlines. For LOD, a 3:1 signal: background noise 

was used. For LOQ, a 10:1 signal: background noise was used 157. 

LOD Equation = (Standard Error/Slope) x 3 

LOQ Equation = (Standard Error/Slope) x 10 

A “blank” control was added to the LOD graphs to determine the level of background 

noise in the assay.  The NO AG negative control does not include any antigen, which can be used 

as a true “blank” for the LOD 157. The NO AG accounts for any background noise caused by non-

specific interactions of other reagents in the system. Therefore, the NO AG average duplicate 

RLU signal outputs (for MAB of 1:1,000 dilution only) were graphed on the LOD graphs for 

each antigen. Any “sample” signals that fell below this “blank” signal were considered 
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background noise. Any “sample” signals that were above this “blank” signal were considered 

true signals.  

3.2.5 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Using the Biacore System 

A T100 Biacore system with T200 sensitivity enhanced was used for all SPR 

experiments. A Cytiva Series S CM5 chip (Fisher Scientific) was used for all Biacore 

experiments. A Cytiva amine coupling kit (Fisher Scientific) was used for immobilization of 

ligand to the CM5 chip. Non-treated, 96-well, U-shaped polystyrene microplates (Greiner Bio-

One, VWR) were used for the single-cycle kinetics run. Microplates were sealed with aluminum 

foil seal plates (provided by previous users).  

For the CM5 chip layout, flow cell #1 (Fc-1) was used as the reference channel (blank) 

and flow cell #2 (Fc-2) was used to immobilize the BSA ligand.  

Wizard methods on the Biacore T200 Control Software, version 3.2.1 were used for the 

entirety of the experiments.  

All experiments were performed at 25 °C. PBST was used as the running buffer (1X PBS 

with 0.05% TWEENÒ 20, pH 7.20) and was connected to the “tube A” inlet. Ultrapure (Milli-Q) 

water was connected to the “water” inlet. All buffers were 0.2 µm filtered and degassed prior to 

using. TWEENÒ 20 was added post-degassing of 1X PBS (pH 7.20) to avoid frothing.  

3.2.5.1 pH Scouting for BSA Ligand  

10 mM sodium acetate buffers were made at a pH of 4, 4.5, 5, or 5.5. Buffers were stored 

at room temperature. The day of the pH scouting run, fresh PBST and ultrapure (Milli-Q) water 

buffers were made (3.2.5 Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) Using the Biacore System). 
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A 1 mg/mL BSA in PBST stock solution was made for pH scouting and immobilization. 

Here, 100 mg of BSA (Gold BiotechnologyÒ) was dissolved in and brought up to 100 mL total 

volume in PBST.  

The Wizard template method used was “Immobilization pH Scouting”. For this method, 

the different 10 mM acetate buffers were tested for pre-concentration. The BSA solution was run 

at 10 µg/mL. All other parameters were run according to the Wizard method. 

3.2.5.2 Immobilization of BSA Ligand  

The Biacore machine was left in standby mode overnight from pH scouting. The next 

day, immobilization of the BSA ligand was performed using an amine coupling kit for the S 

Series CM5 chip.  

The BSA ligand was immobilized in Fc-2. Amine coupling occurred in both Fc-1 

(reference channel) and Fc-2 (ligand channel) and a 10 mM sodium acetate pH 4.5 was chosen 

for this immobilization run. The Fc-1 channel went through the activation and inactivation steps 

of amine immobilization without any ligand. This created the same surface as the Fc-2 but was 

used as the “blank” or negative control channel. 

The Wizard template method used was “Immobilization”. For this method, the T200 

Amine immobilization run was selected and a 25 µg/mL BSA (in PBST) solution was used.  

3.2.5.3 Single-Cycle Kinetics with BSA Ligand and Purified Protein (nMpt32 & recDnaK) 

Analytes 

A single-cycle kinetics run was performed using purified proteins, native Mpt32 

(nMpt32) and recombinant DnaK (recDnaK). For this single-cycle kinetics method, buffer was 

first injected to create a baseline, nMpt32 was then injected (at five different concentrations), and 

recDnaK was injected last (at five different concentrations). 
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Concentration of the purified proteins was determined prior to the single-cycle kinetics 

run via Pierce™ BCA Protein Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific). Both purified proteins were 

re-suspended in 1X PBS.  

The Wizard template method used was “Method Builder” using the option for single-

cycle kinetics. RecDnaK and nMpt32 were run at concentrations of 31.25 nM, 62.5 nM, 125 nM, 

250 nM, and 500 nM. 

3.2.5.4 Data Analysis for Biacore Methods 

 The results from the Biacore T200 Control Software, version 3.2.1 were exported for 

evaluation using the Biacore T200 Evaluation Software 3.2.1. These results were depicted as 

sensorgrams, with response (in RU – resonance units - values) graphed on the Y-axis and time (in 

seconds) graphed on the X-axis.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

The type of ELISA we wanted to utilize was the sandwich ELISA. This is due to the fact 

that the sandwich ELISA is generally thought to be the most sensitive and specific of the ELISA 

types 98. However, the sandwich ELISA incorporates the use of more reagents than any other 

ELISA type. Therefore, extensive optimization was needed to ensure that non-specific 

interactions were minimized. We performed many optimization trials to increase the signal: 

background noise ratio. Some steps in the sandwich ELISA protocol described in section 3.2.1 

Sandwich ELISA were altered and were noted appropriately for the specific trial. The sandwich 

ELISAs were optimized using the purified recombinant or native proteins only, instead of using 

Mtb crude CFP or WCL fractions. However, a handful of trials did include these crude antigens 

and will be explicitly stated when used.  

To begin the optimization process of the sandwich ELISA, we first found the optimal  
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pairing of the PAB serum and the purified, biotinylated MABs for each antigen. To do this, we 

used a checkerboard titration assay (Appendix: Figure 37). From left to right, one reagent 

(unpurified PAB serum) was diluted and from top to bottom, the other reagent (purified, 

biotinylated MAB) was diluted. The optimal pairing of the PAB serum and the MAB gave the 

highest readable output signal. This pairing was then used for subsequent sandwich ELISA 

optimization trials. After the optimal PAB serum and MAB pairings were found, we were able to 

look at optimizing other reagents within the sandwich ELISA.  

Each trial had a “positive control” as well as multiple negative controls, which are 

described in detail below. The “positive control” will be denoted as the “sample” which includes 

the full sandwich (PAB serum, blocking solution, antigen, MAB, strep-HRP conjugate, and 

chemiluminescent substrate). The negative controls were created by taking out one “piece” of the 

sandwich at a time. We relied on the negative controls to tell us if there were any possible non-

specific interactions occurring with any of the reagents. Table 1 depicts the most common 

negative controls used in the trials. The setup of the table (from left to right) depicts the order of 

reagent addition during the sandwich ELISA protocol. The NO AG (NO Antigen) negative 

control is the true negative control. However, other negative controls, like NO PAB, were 

important in identifying problems within the sandwich ELISAs.  
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Table 1: Negative Controls for Sandwich ELISA 

Y indicates that a particular reagent was added. N (Diluent) indicates that a particular reagent 
was NOT added and instead, the diluent (specific for trial) was incubated in lieu of that reagent. 
Yellow filled “Negative Control” boxes indicate most frequently used negative controls. All 

negative controls received the chemiluminescent substrate. 
*Note: CB = coating buffer 

Negative 

Control 
CB* 

PAB 

serum 
Block Antigen MAB 

Strep-HRP 

Conjugate 

NO AG Y Y Y N (Diluent) Y Y 

NO PAB Y 
N (only 

CB) 
Y Y Y Y 

NO MAB Y Y Y Y N (Diluent) Y 

NO PAB/NO 

AG 
Y 

N (only 

CB) 
Y N (Diluent) Y Y 

Block (only) Y 
N (only 

CB) 
Y N (Diluent) N (Diluent) Y 

PBST (only) Y 
N (only 

CB) 

N 

(PBST 

only) 

N (PBST 

only) 

N (PBST 

only) 

N (PBST 

only) 

PAB + Strep-

HRP 
Y Y Y N (Diluent) N (Diluent) Y 

NO Strep-HRP 

Conjugate 
Y Y Y Y Y 

N (1/5th 

concentration 

of diluent) 

   
 

In this results section, the key results for each antigen are described. Although there were 

many optimization trials, not all trials were successful. The specific blocking and diluent types 

will be indicated for each trial (for antigens, MABs, and strep-HRP conjugate). The data 

presented in the graphs are taken from the first luminescence read only, unless otherwise stated. 

This is because the earliest sandwich ELISA trial we performed showed that there was not a 

stark difference between the three luminescence reads (Appendix: Figure 38).  

3.3.1 Sandwich ELISA Trials 

3.3.1.1 Checkerboard Titration Assays  

A checkerboard titration assay was used to find the optimal PAB serum and MAB  
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Pairing for each antigen (recDnaK, nMpt32, & nGroES). For recDnaK, two checkerboard 

titration assays were performed, months apart. The checkerboard titration assay indicated the 

optimal PAB serum concentration was 0.5 µg/mL and the optimal MAB dilution was 1:2,500 

(Appendix: Figure 39). However, when this checkerboard titration assay was repeated later on 

for recDnaK, the optimal PAB serum concentration was 0.5 µg/mL with an optimal MAB 

dilution of 1:10,000 (Figure 21). Some DnaK trials were carried out with the 1:2,500 or the 

1:10,000 MAB dilution due to when the ELISAs were performed (before or after reproduction of 

the original checkerboard trial). The MAB dilution for each trial will be explicitly stated.  

For nMpt32, the optimal PAB serum concentration was 10 µg/mL and the optimal MAB 

dilution was 1:500 (Figure 22).  For this checkerboard, there were deviations from the original 

protocol as noted: 200 µL/well of blocking solution was plated, blocking incubation was ~1 hr + 

30 min, the blocking solution may have contained thimerosal and TBST, and the antigen 

incubation was ~48 min. This checkerboard was not repeated because we focused all our efforts 

on DnaK optimization for reasons that will be discussed in the following sections.  

For nGroES, the optimal PAB serum concentration was 0.5 µg/mL and the optimal MAB 

dilution was 1:40,000 (Figure 23). There were a couple other checkerboard trials prior to this 

trial (data not shown) with more concentrated dilutions. Only a MAB dilution of 1:20,000 was 

used for all negative controls. All PAB serum concentrations were accounted for in the negative 

controls (indicated by colors).  
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Figure 21: DnaK Blocking Trial #9 (Checkerboard) 

Checkerboard titration assay for recDnaK. The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted from 
left to right (indicated by the black arrow at the top of the graph) at concentrations of 0.1, 0.25, 
0.5, and 1 µg/mL. The purified, biotinylated MAB (DnaK Clone A) was diluted from top to 
bottom (indicated by the black arrow on the left side of the graph) at dilutions of 1:1,000, 
1:2,500, 1:5,000, and 1:10,000. The colors coordinate with the MAB dilutions. Negative controls 
are indicated in columns #5-12 (with PAB serum concentrations indicated in wells of MAB and 
PAB + Strep-HRP negative controls). The entire microplate was blocked with a 3% BSA (in 
PBST) blocking solution. The antigen and MAB were both diluted in a 2%BSA/PBST “standard 
diluent”. The final concentration of the recDnaK antigen for the entire microplate was 1 
µg/100µL (10,000 ng/mL). The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at 2 µg/mL in a 
0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Red boxes indicate optimal PAB serum and MAB pairing. 
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Figure 22: Mpt32 Checkerboard Trial #1 

Checkerboard titration assay for nMpt32. The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted from left 
to right (indicated by the black arrow at the top of the graph) at concentrations of 1, 5, and 10 
µg/mL. The purified, biotinylated MAB (Mpt32 Clone B, “wash 3”) was diluted from top to 
bottom (indicated by the black arrow on the left side of the graph) at dilutions of 1:500, 1:1,000, 
1:2,500, and 1:5,000. The colors (in layout) coordinate with the different antigens used in this 
specific trial. Negative controls are indicated in columns #10-12, all with PAB serum at a 
concentration of 10 µg/mL. The negative controls used for this trial (different than most trials) 
are labeled appropriately to the right of column #12. The entire plate was blocked with a 3% 
BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. The antigen and MAB were both diluted in a 2%BSA/PBST 
“standard diluent”. The final concentration of nMpt32 antigen for the entire microplate was 1 
µg/100µL (10,000 ng/mL). The final concentration of crude Mtb fractions, CFP (culture filtrate 
protein) and WCL (whole cell lysate), for the entire microplate was 5 µg/100µL (50,000 ng/mL).  
The strep-HRP was diluted at 2 µg/mL in a 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Red boxes indicate optimal 
PAB serum and MAB pairing.  
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Figure 23: GroES Checkerboard Trial #3 

Checkerboard titration assay for nGroES. The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted from left 
to right (indicated by the black arrow at the top of the graph) at concentrations of 0.1, 0.25, and 
0.5 µg/mL. The purified, biotinylated MAB (a-GroES, SA-12) was diluted from top to bottom 
(indicated by the black arrow on the left side of the graph) at dilutions of 1:10,000, 1:20,000, 
1:40,000, and 1:80,000. The colors (in layout) coordinate with the different PAB serum 
concentrations used. Negative controls are indicated in columns #4-8. The negative controls 
reflect all PAB serum concentrations (colors), but all had a single MAB dilution of 1:20,000. The 
entire plate was blocked with a 3% BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. The antigen, MAB, and 
strep-HRP conjugate were all diluted in a PBST “standard diluent”. The final concentration of 
nGroES antigen for the entire plate was 1 µg/100µL (10,000 ng/mL). The strep-HRP was diluted 
at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in PBST diluent. Red boxes indicate optimal PAB serum and 
MAB pairing. Data presented in graph are from the first luminescence read only. 

 
3.3.1.2 DnaK Preliminary Limit of Detection Trials  

Prior to performing any optimization trials for the sandwich ELISA, we decided to 

attempt a limit of detection trial using recDnaK (Figure 24). We also added in the two crude Mtb 

fractions, CFP and WCL. This trial was to preliminarily see how sensitive the sandwich ELISA 
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was with the optimal PAB serum and MAB pairing. In the first LOD trial, we observed a 

decrease in the signal output as the recDnaK antigen concentration decreased (Figure 24). 

However, curiously the CFP and WCL signal outputs plateaued at lower antigen concentrations 

(Figure 24). This could have been the result of reaching the detection limit for DnaK for these 

crude samples. We observed poor linearity for all antigens (Figure 24).  

It is also important to note that this trial had a couple of inconsistencies. The MAB 

dilutions were different for the crude fractions and the recDnaK protein. These original MAB 

dilutions were determined from an earlier checkerboard trial for DnaK (Appendix: Figure 39). It 

would have been better to have kept the same parameters for all proteins, especially when we 

could not determine how much of the DnaK protein was in the crude fractions. The MAB 

incubation parameters were also changed: the MAB was incubated normally for 1 hr, shaking at 

room temperature and then placed at 4°C for ~3 hr due to extraneous circumstances. The 

sandwich ELISA was then finished normally.  

We attempted a second LOD trial with recDnaK (Figure 25). For this trial, we eliminated 

some of the problems from the first attempt. First, we performed a 1:2 serial dilution for all 

antigens (recDnaK, CFP, and WCL). Second, we used the same concentration of PAB serum 

(0.5 µg/mL) and MAB dilution (1:2,500) for all three antigens. Third, the incubation parameters 

for the MAB were carried out as described in section 3.2.1 Sandwich ELISA. Lastly, we 

increased the concentration of both the crude samples from 50,000 ng/mL to 200,000 ng/mL to 

see if we could observe a decreasing trend instead of a plateau. Since DnaK makes up such a 

small percentage of the crude samples, increasing the crude samples could allow for better 

detection. However, sometimes this can offer the opposite affect where too much crude sample 

hinders detection.   
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For this LOD trial, we still observed a plateauing of the two crude fractions at lower 

concentrations of antigens (Figure 25). Again, this indicated that maybe the limit of detection for 

DnaK was reached in the crude fractions. What concerned us more was that the recDnaK 

demonstrated a plateauing as well at the lower antigen concentrations (Figure 25). We still 

observed poor linearity for all antigens (Figure 25), similar to what we saw in the first LOD trial 

(Figure 24). The recDnaK antigen R-squared value decreased in this second LOD trial as well. 

We also added in the NO PAB negative control for the first time in this trial. This 

negative control for recDnaK was very high, with an average duplicate signal output value of 

64,973.5 RLUs. However, the same negative control for the crude fractions was very low at 

5,789 RLUs for CFP and 7,808.5 RLUs for WCL (raw data not shown). Therefore, this trial 

demonstrated to us that the sandwich ELISA needed further extensive optimization before we 

could accurately run an LOD and suggested that the recDnaK antigen may be binding non-

specifically to the plate or to other reagents. 
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Figure 24: DnaK LOD Trial #1  

Limit of detection trial (#1) for recDnaK. The “sample” average duplicate signal output (RLUs) 
was graphed on the Y-axis. The antigen concentrations were graphed on the X-axis. The X-axis 
was converted to logarithmic scale (base 10). The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted at 0.5 
µg/mL for recDnaK and at 1 µg/mL for crude Mtb fractions, CFP (culture filtrate protein) and 
WCL (whole cell lysate). The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) was diluted at 
1:2,500 for recDnaK and 1:1000 for CFP and WCL fractions. The entire plate was blocked with 
a 3% BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. The blocking solution may have contained thimerosal 
and TBST. 2%BSA/PBST diluent was used as the “standard diluent”. The antigen and MAB 
were both diluted in the “standard diluent”. The final concentrations of recDnaK antigen were 
50, 100, 500, 1,000, 5,000, and 10,000 ng/mL (not a serial dilution). The final concentrations of 
CFP and WCL crude fractions were 500, 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, and 50,000 ng/mL (not a 
serial dilution). The strep-HRP was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in 
0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. An asterisk is placed at the very top blue dot, corresponding to the 
recDnaK antigen concentration of 10,000 ng/mL with an OVRFLW “sample” value (100,000 
RLUs). Linear trendlines were added for each antigen data plots and the R-squared and line 
equation are displayed (color coordinated). 
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Figure 25: DnaK LOD Trial #2 Graph 

Limit of detection trial (#2) for recDnaK. The “sample” average duplicate signal output (RLUs) 
was graphed on the Y-axis. The antigen concentrations were graphed on the X-axis. The X-axis 
was converted to logarithmic scale (base 10).  The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted at 
0.5 µg/mL for all antigens (recDnaK, CFP, and WCL fractions). The purified, biotinylated DnaK 
MAB (Clone A) was diluted at 1:2500 for all three antigens. The entire plate was blocked with a 
3% BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. The blocking solution may have contained thimerosal and 
TBST. The antigen and MAB were both diluted in 2%BSA/PBST standard diluent. The final 
concentrations of recDnaK antigen were 312.5, 625, 1,250, 2,500, 5,000, and 10,000 ng/mL (1:2 
serial dilution). The final concentrations of CFP and WCL crude fractions were 6,250, 12,500, 
25,000, 50,000, 100,000, and 20,0000 ng/mL (1:2 serial dilution). The strep-HRP was diluted at 
a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Linear trendlines were added for 
each antigen data plots and the R-squared and line equation are displayed (color coordinated). 

 
3.3.1.3 DnaK Blocking Trials (BSA & Milk) 

To rule out binding of the recDnaK antigen to the plate, we performed several trials using 

different blocking buffers, different concentrations of blocking solutions, and other parameters 

relating to blocking. The first couple of trials were comparing blocking incubation parameters (1 

hr, shaking at room temperature versus overnight, rocking at 4°C) as well as comparing bovine 
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serum albumin (BSA) and milk as blocking types (Figure 26). The BSA was a purified reagent 

(Gold Biotechnology), and the milk was a non-fat dry milk powder (Walmart). 10% solutions (in 

PBST) of each blocking type were made as stock solutions. The NO PAB and NO AG negative 

control signals were added for comparison in Figure 26.  

Figure 26 demonstrates that there was not a stark difference between the % blocking 

solution (1, 3, or 5%) for either block type. Although, for BSA, an argument could be made that 

the 1%BSA blocking solution had slightly better “sample” signals (for either incubation 

parameter). We also observed a severe decrease in signal overall when looking at milk as the 

block (“sample” and negative controls). We cannot definitively say that incubation of the block 

overnight, rocking at 4°C was better than the 1 hr, shaking at room temperature incubation. 

Therefore, we decided to stick with 1 hr, shaking at room temperature incubation parameters for 

future trials.  

We found it curious that the NO PAB negative control signal in these trials (Figure 26) 

was ~3/4 of the “sample” signal. This concerned us because it indicated that there were non-

specific interactions occurring within the sandwich ELISA which could have created a false 

positive signal. When we tried milk as the blocking solution, we did generally see a decrease 

overall for the NO PAB negative control when compared to the “sample” signal. We did observe 

that the NO AG negative control signal was relatively quite low throughout these trials.   
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Figure 26: DnaK BSA & Milk Blocking (Incubation) Trials #1 and #2 Comparing Signal 

RLUs 

Blocking trials for recDnaK looking at BSA and Milk as blocking solutions with different 
incubation parameters. The signal outputs in RLUs from averaged duplicate RLU values 
(corresponding to each sample or negative control) are graphed on the Y-axis. The %BSA or 
%Milk blocking solutions (1, 3, and 5%) as well as the incubation parameters, either overnight, 
rocking at 4°C or 1 hr, shaking at RT are graphed on the X-axis. The “sample” (blue), the NO 
PAB (orange), and the NO AG (grey) negative controls are graphed. 2%BSA/PBST (for BSA 
blocking solution) and 2%Milk/PBST (for milk blocking solution) were used as the “standard 
diluents”. The antigen and MAB were diluted in the “standard diluents”. The unpurified, R2-1 
PAB serum was diluted to a final concentration of 0.5 µg/mL in coating buffer for both trials. 
The final concentration of the recDnaK antigen was 1 µg/100µL (10,000 ng/mL) for both trials. 
The MAB dilution was at 1:2,500 for both trials. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at 2 
µg/mL in 0.4%BSA/PBST or 0.4%Milk/PBST diluents, respective of their blocking solutions.  
  

 Because the milk obliterated the “sample” signal, we focused on optimizing BSA as the 

blocking reagent. Since it appeared that there was high background from the NO PAB negative 

control using BSA as the blocking solution, we decided to carry out different trials looking at 

different diluents, still with BSA as the block. It is important to note that the graph presented in 
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Figure 27, Graph A is made up of multiple BSA blocking trials. These data were put together for 

comparison purposes, even if not performed on the same ELISA plate. Combining the data from 

all the trials allowed us to look for general trends for each of the antigens.  

It is important to note that there were reproducibility issues between ELISA plates 

(Appendix: Figure 39). As noted previously, the original checkerboard (Appendix: Figure 39) for 

recDnaK had a more concentrated MAB dilution than the second checkerboard carried out 

(Figure 21). This difference could be attributed to different batches of strep-HRP conjugate used. 

Another source of error could have been that a 10%BSA + thimerosal stock solution was used 

for dilution of the blocking solution (for checkerboard trial #2 only). The only stock solution in 

the lab with thimerosal was a 10%BSA in TBST solution. The tris-based solution could have 

changed the interactions within the sandwich ELISA reagents when compared to using PBST.   

 For these BSA blocking trials, PBST, 2%BSA/PBST, and 2%Milk/PBST were tested as 

“standard diluents”. Figure 27, Graph A demonstrates a high NO PAB negative control 

background for BSA block with both PBST and 2%BSA/PBST as the diluents. The 

2%Milk/PBST diluent aided in decreasing the NO PAB negative control background, but there 

was still a severe decrease in overall “sample” signal. The PBST diluent also increased the NO 

AG negative control signal for that group. Looking at the RLU signal output values allowed us to 

compare the different diluent signals overall but to directly compare the background noise from 

the NO PAB negative control to the sample signal, we had to look at the sample: NO PAB ratios. 

Calculations for finding the ratios can be found in section 3.2.2 Sandwich ELISA Data Analysis.   

Figure 27, Graph B demonstrates the sample: NO PAB ratios. PBST and 2%BSA/PBST 

diluents both had poor ratios at values of 1 or close to 1, respectively. This indicated to us that 

the “sample” was not much more than just background noise coming from non-specific 
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interactions occurring within the sandwich ELISA. Even though the 2%Milk/PBST diluent 

decreased the signal overall, the ratios were much higher than the PBST and 2%BSA/PBST 

diluents.  

A. Comparing Signal RLUs 

 
 

B. Comparing Sample: NO PAB Ratios 
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Figure 27: DnaK BSA Blocking Trials (#2 & #11) 

Blocking trials for recDnaK looking at BSA as sole blocking solution with different diluents. 
Graph A) The signal output in RLUs from averaged duplicate RLU values (corresponding to 
each sample or negative control) are graphed on the Y-axis. The %BSA blocking solutions (1, 3, 
and 5%) are graphed on the X-axis and are grouped according to the corresponding diluents. The 
diluents are labeled appropriately under each group. The “sample” (blue), the NO PAB (orange), 
and the NO AG (grey) negative controls are graphed. Graph B) Ratios of the “sample” signals 
divided by the NO PAB negative control signals. Ratio values are graphed on the Y-axis. The 
different %BSA blocking solutions in PBST (1, 3, 5%) are graphed on the X-axis and are 
grouped according to the corresponding diluents. The diluents are depicted in different colors. 
Data from the group with 2%BSA/PBST diluent originated from BSA blocking trial #2. Data 
from groups with PBST and 2%Milk/PBST diluents originated from BSA blocking trial #11. The 
unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted for a final concentration of 0.5 µg/mL in coating buffer 
for both trials. The antigen and MAB were diluted in the “standard diluents” (PBST, 
2%BSA/PBST, or 2%Milk/PBST) corresponding to the respective group in the graph. The 
recDnaK antigen was diluted at 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL) for both trials. Trial #2 had a MAB 
(purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) dilution of 1:2,500 and trial #11 had a MAB dilution of 
1:10,000. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a concentration of 2 µg/mL in PBST, 
0.4%BSA/PBST, or 0.4%Milk/PBST diluents, corresponding to the respective group in the 
graph.  
  

Since the 2%Milk/PBST diluent from the BSA blocking trials (Figures 26 & 27) showed 

promise in lowering the NO PAB background noise, we decided to perform trials with milk as 

the blocking solution. We also included PBST and 2%BSA/PBST diluents for comparison. 

Figure 40, Graph A (Appendix) as expected, demonstrates that all “sample” signals, for all 

diluents, are lower for milk block than those of the BSA blocking trials (Figure 27, Graph A). 

Figure 40, Graph A (Appendix) also demonstrates the lowering of the NO PAB negative control 

background noise using milk as a blocking solution with 2%BSA/PBST and 2%Milk/PBST as 

the diluents. The NO PAB background is ~ 2/3 the “sample” signal for PBST diluent and ~1/3-

1/2 the “sample” signal for 2%BSA/PBST diluent (Appendix: Figure 40, Graph A). This is 

compared to BSA blocking solution with a 2%BSA/PBST diluent where was observed the NO 

PAB signal to be ~3/4 of the “sample” signal (Figure 27, Graph A). Since the PBST signals 

(“sample” and NO PAB) were in OVRFLW for the BSA blocking trials, we could not accurately 

compare these signals with the milk blocking trials. Figure 40, Graph B (Appendix) demonstrates 
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that milk as a blocking solution and diluent produced the best sample: NO PAB ratio. Since the 

overall sample: NO PAB ratios improved with milk as a blocking solution (for all three diluents) 

when compared to BSA as a blocking solution, these data also suggest that a reagent in the 

sandwich ELISA was binding non-specifically to the BSA block.  

3.3.1.4 Identification of Non-Specific Binding Interactions in the DnaK Sandwich ELISA 

To determine which reagents were binding non-specifically to the BSA block, we looked 

at previous negative controls used across multiple DnaK sandwich ELISA trials to try to 

eliminate possible interactions within the NO PAB negative control. Figure 28 depicts a pseudo 

sandwich ELISA layout. A negative control that would eliminate a specific reagent is labeled 

under each reagent.  

Refer to Table 1 for a description of each negative control mentioned. If we are looking 

at the NO PAB negative control specifically, the PAB serum was never plated so we could 

eliminate the PAB serum as the culprit.  We have had a NO PAB/NO AG negative control and it 

was relatively low (demonstrated in Figure 21). Therefore, if the MAB was binding to the plate 

directly (insufficient blocking) or binding to the BSA block, there would be an increase in signal 

for this negative control. We observed some increase in the signal with the MAB at a too 

concentrated of a dilution (1:1,000) (demonstrated in Figure 21). We also had different %BSA 

blocking solutions (1, 3, 5%) for multiple trials (demonstrated in Figures 26, Graph A and 27, 

Graph A) and there was not a stark difference between the NO PAB signals for different %BSA 

blocking solutions. Therefore, if there was insufficient blocking of the plate, an increase in the 

%BSA blocking solution should have decreased the NO PAB negative control background noise. 

This was not the case and insufficient blocking of the plate could be eliminated as the culprit. In 

one of the earliest trials, we used a NO Strep-HRP Conjugate negative control and the averaged 
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duplicate values (for recDnaK) were ~150 RLUs (data not shown). The chemiluminescent 

substrate does not produce a light response without the HRP enzyme present. Therefore, we 

could eliminate the substrate as the culprit. We also had a “block only” negative control for 

multiple trials which had been relatively low (demonstrated in Figure 21). Therefore, we could 

eliminate the strep-HRP conjugate as the culprit because the block only negative control 

included blocking solution, strep-HRP conjugate, and the chemiluminescent substrate. This left 

us with a hypothesis that the non-specific interaction was occurring between the BSA block and 

the recDnaK antigen (indicated by a purple box in Figure 28).   

 
Figure 28: The NO PAB Negative Control Dilemma 

Pseudo sandwich ELISA layout depicting possible non-specific interactions within the DnaK 
sandwich ELISA using BSA as the block. The “standard diluent” in this scenario is 
2%BSA/PBST. The negative controls eliminating each reagent as the culprit are labeled under 
the corresponding reagent. The purple box indicates the identified possible non-specific 
interaction between the BSA block and the recDnaK antigen.  
 
 To support this possible non-specific binding interaction, Figure 29 depicts the 

relationship between the NO PAB negative control signal and recDnaK antigen concentration. 

This trial was originally looking at different strep-HRP conjugate dilutions but demonstrated an 

interesting trend. For this comparison, the same strep-HRP conjugate dilution was 1:2,500 only. 

Figure 29 demonstrates that an increase in antigen resulted in a higher NO PAB signal, even 

though there was not any PAB serum plated.  This indicated that the background signal was 
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coming from a non-specific interaction of one reagent with the recDnaK antigen. As mentioned 

previously (Figure 28), the non-specific interaction was hypothesized to be occurring between 

the recDnaK antigen and the BSA block.    

 
Figure 29: DnaK (BSA) LOD Trial #4 (Checkerboard) – Comparing NO PAB Signals & 

recDnaK Antigen Concentrations 

Depiction of the relationship between the NO PAB negative background signal and the recDnaK 
antigen concentration. The NO PAB average duplicate RLU values (signal output) are graphed 
on the Y-axis. The recDnaK antigen concentrations are graphed on the X-axis in ng/mL. The 
entire microplate was blocked with a 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. The unpurified R2-1 
PAB serum was diluted to a final concentration of 0.5 µg/mL in coating buffer. 2%BSA/PBST 
was used as the “standard diluent”. The antigen and MAB were diluted in the “standard diluent”. 
The recDnaK antigen was diluted using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 10,000 ng/mL (1 
µg/100 µL). The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) had a dilution of 1:2,500. The 
strep-HRP conjugate (for these data) was at a dilution of 1:2,500 in a 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent.  
 
3.3.1.5 DnaK Blocking Trials Continued (Addition of Other Blocking Solutions) 

 To try and alleviate the problem of the non-specific binding occurring between recDnaK 

and BSA blocking solution, we performed other blocking trials using different blocking types. 

Because milk lowered the “sample” signal drastically, we were hoping different blocking 
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solutions would help increase this signal but also maintain a low background noise level. The 

different blocks included ovalbumin, casein buffer, and a protein-free block. For each of these 

blocking trials, different diluents were tested: PBST, 2%BSA/PBST, and/or the block specific 

protein in PBST. The only exclusion to this was the protein-free blocking trial which only 

utilized 2%BSA/PBST as the diluent. Generally, 1, 3, and 5% protein block solutions in PBST 

were tested. However, for the casein buffer trials, 1X, 3X, and 5X solutions were tested 

(prepared from stock solution). The casein buffer came ready to use in a stock solution 

(SurModics, Inc.). The protein-free block was used undiluted as a block (neat) per the 

manufacturer’s directions 158 

 First, we looked at using ovalbumin (OVA) as another protein block (Appendix: Figure 

41). The OVA protein came as a crude reagent of albumin from chicken egg whites (Sigma). 

According to the manufacturer, “ovalbumin make[s] 75% of the total egg white protein” 

(Albumin from Chicken Egg White (A5253), n.d.). A 10%OVA (in PBST) stock solution was 

prepared for the blocking trials. This reagent was difficult to dissolve completely into solution. 

Stirring overnight at 4°C (trial #2) aided in dissolving the crude OVA into solution (although 

chunks remained). When PBST or 2%BSA/PBST diluents were used, the NO PAB signal was in 

OVRFLW along with the “sample” signals (Appendix: Figure 41, Graph A). When looking at 

the sample: NO PAB ratios (Appendix: Figure 41, Graph B), we saw that the OVA block 

performed poorly for all diluent types. The 3%OVA (in PBST) blocking solution with a 

2%OVA/PBST diluent sample: NO PAB ratio was deceiving because although the ratio was 

high, the “sample” signals were incredibly low (Appendix: Figure 41, Graphs A and B). 

 We were given a sample of casein buffer from SurModics, Inc. to try as a blocking buffer 

(Appendix: Figure 42, Graph A). For this trial, it was recommended by the manufacturer to 
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dilute the casein buffer in ultrapure water (as a blocking solution and as a diluent) and use a 1X 

casein buffer solution for a diluent 160. We noticed a similar trend with this protein block as with 

the OVA. However, the casein buffer solution as a block and diluent increased all signals slightly 

when compared to OVA as both a block and a diluent. There was no improvement to background 

signal of the NO PAB negative control as demonstrated by the signal: NO PAB ratios (Appendix: 

Figure 42, Graph B).  

 One final blocking solution we tried was the PierceTM Protein-Free T20 blocking buffer in 

PBS (Fisher Scientific). This buffer was made in PBS, pH 7.4 with TweenÒ20 added to a final 

concentration of 0.05% 158. The protein-free buffer “contain[s] a protein-free compound” but the 

manufacturer did not provide details on the composition of the compound 158. For this trial, 

3%BSA/PBST block was compared on the same microplate as the protein-free block (Appendix: 

Figure 43). We had hoped that using a protein-free block would eliminate the non-specific 

interactions occurring between the BSA protein block and the recDnaK protein antigen. 

However, as demonstrated in Appendix: Figure 43, the protein-free buffer still maintained a high 

NO PAB negative control background noise.  

PBST as a diluent increased the NO PAB background noise (and in some instances, the 

NO AG background noise) for multiple blocking trials. However, even with different blocking 

solutions, the NO PAB background noise was still high with the use of the 2%BSA/PBST 

diluent. This could mean that the recDnaK could have been binding to the BSA in the diluent to 

some extent. However, for the milk blocking trials, there was a decrease in NO PAB background 

noise for the 3% and 5% milk blocking solutions with a 2%BSA/PBST diluent (Appendix: 

Figure 40, Graph A). This indicated that an increase in %Milk block could alleviate this 

interaction with BSA in the diluent. For the OVA, casein buffer, and the protein-free blocking 
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trials, since the NO PAB signals were all OVRFLW for the 2%BSA/PBST diluent, we could not 

explicitly make this comparison. The addition of the different proteins (specific for the blocking 

type) to the diluent tended to lower the “sample” signal along with the NO PAB background 

signal overall. 2%Milk/PBST as the diluent produced the highest sample: NO PAB ratios, when 

used in tandem with milk (Appendix: Figure 40, Graph B) or BSA (Figure 27, Graph B) as the 

block. This could be due to the fact that milk is made up of a slew of different proteins 161 that 

could aid in blocking the recDnaK antigen from binding non-specifically to the blocking 

solution.  

These blocking trials demonstrated to us that there could be something in the function of 

the DnaK protein antigen that could aid in its ability to bind non-specifically to BSA as well as 

other protein (and protein-free) blocks. Since chaperone proteins tend to be sticky, we 

hypothesized that the chaperone function of DnaK allowed the protein to bind non-specifically to 

the BSA block and in turn, created high background in the sandwich ELISA system. To support 

this hypothesis, we decided to look at another antigen, Mpt32, which is not a chaperone protein, 

to see if this high NO PAB background trend continued.  

3.3.1.6 Mpt32 Sandwich ELISA Trials 

Even though we did not attempt as many blocking trials with nMpt32, we performed one 

with 1, 3, and 5% BSA (in PBST) blocking solutions and the protein-free block. What we 

observed with Mpt32 sandwich ELISA was the opposite of the DnaK sandwich ELISA. The 

Mpt32 blocking trial (Figure 30, Graph A) showed a near depletion of the NO PAB negative 

control background signal. Therefore, this demonstrated that the nMpt32 antigen was not binding 

to the BSA block like recDnaK was. 
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However, The NO AG negative control background noise increased, and the NO AG 

signal was ~2/3 that of the “sample” signal. We also observed that there was not a noticeable 

difference between block type or 1, 3, 5% BSA blocking solutions for the “sample” signals or the 

NO AG negative control signals. This was also reflected in the sample: NO AG ratios (Figure 30, 

Graph B). Therefore, another problem was occurring within the Mpt32 sandwich ELISA.   
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A. Comparing Signal RLUs 

 
 

B. Comparing Sample: NO PAB Ratios 

 
Figure 30: Mpt32 BSA & Protein-Free Blocking Trial (#1)  
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Blocking trial (#1) for nMpt32 looking at BSA and protein-free block as blocking solutions. 
Graph A) The signal output in RLUs from averaged duplicate RLU values (corresponding to 
each sample or negative control) are graphed on the Y-axis. The %BSA in PBST (1, 3, and 5%) 
and undiluted (neat) protein-free blocking solutions are graphed on the X-axis. The “sample” 
(blue), the NO PAB (orange), and the NO AG (grey) negative controls are graphed. Graph B) 
Ratios of the “sample” signals divided by the NO AG negative control signals. Ratio values are 
graphed on the Y-axis. The different %BSA in PBST (1, 3, 5%) and undiluted protein-free (neat) 
blocking solutions are graphed on the X-axis. 2%BSA/PBST diluent was used for this trial as the 
“standard diluent”. The antigen and MAB were diluted in the “standard diluent”. The final 
concentration for the nMpt32 antigen was 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The MAB (purified, 
biotinylated Mpt32 Clone B, “wash 3”) had a dilution of 1:500. The strep-HRP conjugate was 
diluted at a concentration of 2 µg/mL in 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent.  
 

3.3.1.7 GroES Sandwich ELISA Trials 

 Because the Mpt32 blocking trial showed a different trend than the DnaK blocking trials, 

we decided to look at the last antigen, nGroES, another chaperone protein. If GroES trials 

produced a high NO PAB negative control background signal, and a low NO AG negative 

control background (like we observed for DnaK), then this would help support our hypothesis 

further, that the chaperone function of DnaK (and GroES) protein was influencing the protein to 

bind to the BSA block. Indeed, the trend for nGroES mirrored that of recDnaK (Figure 23). The 

GroES checkerboard titration assay included a checkboard of the PAB serum and the MAB 

dilutions, but we also added in the corresponding negative controls (all PAB serum 

concentrations, only a MAB dilution of 1:20,000). Because we did not include all MAB dilutions 

for the negative controls, another checkerboard would need to be performed with the additional 

MAB dilutions to confirm optimal pairing.  

 Even though we do not have the data for the negative controls at a 1:40,000 MAB 

dilution (from optimal pairing), Figure 23 demonstrates clearly a very high NO PAB background 

signal (in OVRFLW) (Column #4, Rows A-F) and a low NO AG background signal (Column 

#6, Rows A-F) at a 1:20,000 MAB dilution. Multiple NO PAB negative controls were plated, 

even though they were all the same, only one duplicate was needed. The “sample” signal for the 
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MAB dilution of 1:20,000 was also in OVRFLW for all PAB serum concentrations. The other 

negative controls (NO MAB, NO PAB/NO AG, and PBST) remained low. Therefore, this GroES 

trial helped further support our hypothesis that the non-specific binding to the BSA block was 

chaperone specific.  

3.3.2 Optimization and Use of Surface Plasmon Resonance Technology 

 Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology using the Biacore system was utilized to 

look at protein-protein interactions on a more sensitive platform. This technology was used to 

support the hypothesis that the chaperone proteins were binding to the BSA block. For the 

Biacore, BSA (in PBST) was used as the ligand. pH scouting and immobilization using an amine 

coupling kit were used to determine best immobilization buffer/conditions and to permanently 

fix the BSA ligand to the Series S CM5 chip, respectively. A single-cycle kinetics method was 

used to look at binding and interactions between the analytes (nMpt32 and recDnaK) with the  

BSA ligand. Refer to footnote [1] on page 119 for more information on the Biacore instrument 

and SPR technology. 

3.3.2.1 pH Scouting for BSA Ligand  

For the pH scouting method, 10 mM sodium acetate solutions with a pH of 4, 4.5, 5, or 

5.5 were chosen as the pre-concentration buffer. Figure 44 (Appendix) depicts the results for this 

pH scouting method. The different colors correspond to each buffer pH. The buffer with a pH of 

4.5 had the highest response (indicated by the black arrow on the sensorgram) and was chosen 

for future experiments. This means that the BSA protein ligand had the strongest “attraction” 

(positive charge) to the dextran matrix (negative charge) at this pH 162. 

3.3.2.2 Immobilization of BSA Ligand 
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For immobilization, Both Fc-1 and Fc-2 were exposed to the amine coupling reagents, 

but Fc-2 was immobilized with the BSA protein ligand. Figure 45 (Appendix) depicts the 

sensorgram results for the immobilization of BSA for the trial that worked (with a BSA 

concentration of 25 µg/mL used). The immobilized amount of BSA is the baseline level (blue 

arrow) subtracted from the immobilization level (red arrow). Figure 46 (Appendix) depicts the 

response values given for Fc-1 reference channel and the Fc-2 BSA ligand channel. The final 

response value for Fc-1 was 61.9 RU and for Fc-2 was 8,266.4 RU. This indicated how much 

BSA ligand was successfully bound to Fc-2. The Fc-1 reference channel final response value 

acts as a background noise reference.  

Because the final response value was so high, it was unlikely we could extrapolate 

kinetics data from this ligand channel. The T100 manual suggested that a lower Rmax is better for 

kinetics while a higher Rmax can be used for concentration determination 162. The fact that we 

immobilized a large amount of BSA protein to the chip surface was advantageous for us as we 

wanted to visualize binding of the recDnaK analyte to the BSA ligand. Kinetics data could allow 

us to understand how strong the non-specific binding interactions were, but they were not as 

crucial as qualitatively confirming the non-specific binding interactions.  

3.3.2.3 Single Cycle Kinetics with BSA Ligand and Purified Protein (nMpt32 & recDnaK) 

Analytes 

After immobilization of the BSA ligand, we tried a single-cycle kinetics method. For this 

method we injected five “blank concentrations” of buffer (PBST), then five concentrations of 

nMpt32 analyte (45,000 Da), and lastly, five concentrations (same as nMpt32) of recDnaK 

(67,000 Da) analyte. The single-cycle kinetics method injected the lowest concentration first, and 

then increasing concentrations (method specific). The five concentrations (nM) of the analytes 
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(in PBST buffer) we used were made as a 1:2 serial dilution series: 31.25, 62.5, 125, 250, and 

500.  

Figure 31 depicts the results of this single-cycle kinetics run as overlayed sensorgrams of 

all the cycles: startup injections of buffer (cycles 1-3), five buffer injections (cycle 4), five 

nMpt32 injections (cycle 5), and five recDnaK injections (cycle 6). The overlayed sensorgrams 

were zoomed in to show the classic single-cycle kinetics binding shape. The data presented on 

the sensorgrams are normalized to the Fc-1 reference channel: Fc2-1, the reference channel data 

(Fc-1) subtracted from the BSA ligand channel data (Fc-2).   

Here we saw that we could qualitatively determine that the recDnaK protein bound BSA 

and it did so in a concentration dependent manner. The concentrations are indicated on the 

sensorgram. As the concentration increased, so did the response of the binding between analyte 

(recDnaK) and ligand (BSA). We also observed that the nMpt32 response stayed stagnant and at 

baseline (with buffer only injections). This indicated that the nMpt32 analyte did not bind to the 

BSA ligand. This analyte was injected prior to the recDnaK analyte to act as an internal negative 

control. Therefore, these results helped support our hypothesis that the chaperone protein 

recDnaK was binding non-specifically to the BSA block.  

This reflected the trend we saw in the sandwich ELISAs. nMpt32 antigen did not bind to 

the BSA block and did not give a high background signal for the NO PAB negative control. 

Whereas recDnaK antigen did bind the BSA block and thus, increased the background signal of 

the NO PAB negative control. 
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Figure 31: Sensorgrams from Single-Cycle Kinetics Run (Overlay of all 6 cycles – startup, 

buffer, nMpt32, and recDnaK) 

Single-cycle kinetics sensorgram results data. All cycle sensorgrams (including startup, (PBST) 
buffer only injections, nMpt32 injections, and recDnaK injections) are overlayed. Blue arrows 
indicate injection of the different analyte concentrations. The corresponding analyte 
concentration (nanomolar, nM) are indicated in the blue boxes under the appropriate arrows 
(31.25, 62.5, 125, 250, & 500). The green arrow and corresponding box indicate the baseline 
(PBST buffer only) and the nMpt32 response lines. The orange arrow and corresponding box 
indicate the recDnaK response line.  
 
3.3.3 Direct-Biotinylated ELISA Trials 

3.3.3.1 Optimization of the Direct-Biotinylated ELISA Using DnaK 

The sandwich ELISA trials for all three antigens demonstrated that the sandwich ELISA 

type was not ideal for the chaperone proteins, due their binding to BSA. Therefore, a direct 

ELISA, using the purified, biotinylated MABs (from here recognized as “direct-biotinylated 

ELISA”) was attempted.  Coating the antigen would allow for more adsorption of the antigen 

directly onto the microplate. Therefore, more antigen would be “captured” and we should see an 
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increase in “sample” signal and a decrease in background noise. Even though there still could be 

non-specific binding interactions between the chaperone protein antigens and the BSA protein 

block, the increase in successful antigen bound may help increase the sample: background noise 

ratios. Finally, less reagents used in an ELISA assay means less opportunities for non-specific 

interactions to occur between multiple reagents.  

The direct-biotinylated ELISA utilized similar negative controls as those for the 

sandwich ELISA. Table 2 includes the different negative controls used for the direct-biotinylated 

ELISA. The direct-biotinylated ELISAs were all performed with a 3%BSA/PBST blocking 

solution only. However, for the blocking trials, we tested three different diluents: PBST, 

2%BSA/PBST, and 2%Milk/PBST. The blocking trials for the direct-biotinylated ELISA were 

only performed using recDnaK. These trials were labeled as “blocking trials” to differentiate 

between the LOD trials. 
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Table 2: Negative Controls for Direct-Biotinylated ELISA 

Y indicates that a particular reagent was added. N (Diluent) indicates that a particular reagent 
was NOT added and instead, the diluent (specific for trial) was incubated in lieu of that reagent. 
All negative controls received the chemiluminescent substrate. 

*Note: CB = coating buffer 

Negative 

Control 

CB* Antigen Block MAB Strep-HRP 

Conjugate 

NO AG Y N (only CB) Y Y Y 

NO MAB Y Y Y N (Diluent) Y 

Block (only) Y N (only CB) Y N (Diluent) Y 

PBST (only) Y N (only CB) N (PBST only) N (PBST only) N (PBST only) 

 
 The first blocking trial we performed using the direct-biotinylated ELISA, the MAB 

dilutions were too concentrated. Once the chemiluminescent substrate was added, a dark brown 

color was produced. Figure 47, A (Appendix) shows the layout for this first trial and Figure 47, B 

(Appendix) shows an image of the microplate taken after the microplate was read. At first, we 

thought this could have been due to too much strep-HRP enzyme, as this can cause the “oxidized 

and inactive portion” of the HRP enzyme to appear as a brown color on Western blots 163. We 

thought that this same phenomenon could have been translated to the ELISA platform. However, 

when we looked at the NO MAB negative control (for all diluents), there was no color change. 

Therefore, we attributed the dark brown color to possibly a too concentrated dilution of the 

biotinylated MAB. We also observed a titration of the dark brown color for the “sample” as the 

MAB was diluted.  

 Therefore, for the second blocking trial using the direct-biotinylated ELISA for recDnaK, 

we diluted the MAB further. We also changed some of the microplate reader program 

parameters. We first read the plate with the normal parameters (standard dynamic range, 1 s 

reads per well), but all the “samples” were in OVRFLW. We then re-read the plate and changed 

the signal output to include an “extended dynamic range” with reads at 20 ms per well. The 

extended dynamic range allowed us to capture the signal output values £ 5,800,000 RLUs. The 
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quicker (20 ms) reads per well allowed us to capture intense signal outputs, as the sensor was not 

saturated with light as it would have been at 1 s reads per well.  

Figure 32 depicts the results from the second direct-biotinylated ELISA blocking trial for 

recDnaK. Even though the NO AG negative control signals were graphed, they were so low in 

comparison to the “sample” signals that they were not visible. The way the graph is set up 

demonstrates a large sample: background noise ratio. The graph also clearly demonstrates the 

proportionate decrease of the “sample” signal as the MAB was diluted further. Figure 32 

demonstrates how sensitive this direct-biotinylated ELISA was, with a signal of ~1.3 million 

RLUs for the lowest dilution of the MAB of 1:160,000 (for all three diluents). We also did not 

see a stark difference between the diluent types when looking at the “sample” signals. This was 

different than what we observed with the sandwich ELISA type where there was a discrepancy 

between the diluents. The 1:160,000 MAB dilution was the only dilution with clear “sample” 

wells on the microplate. Figure 48, A (Appendix) shows the layout for this second trial and 

Figure 48, B (Appendix) shows an image of the microplate taken after the microplate was read. 

There may have been a slight yellowing of the wells for the 2%BSA/PBST and PBST diluents. 

However, this dilution was used for a subsequent LOD trial. The NO MAB negative control 

wells were clear for all diluents (Appendix: Figure 48, B).  
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Figure 32: DnaK BSA Direct-Biotinylated ELISA Blocking Trial (#2) Comparing Signal 

RLUs 

Direct-biotinylated ELISA blocking trial #2 for recDnaK. The averaged duplicate signal output 
values in RLUs for the “sample” (blue) and the NO AG negative control (orange) are graphed on 
the Y-axis. The MAB dilutions are graphed on the X-axis. The entire microplate was blocked 
with a 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. PBST, 2%BSA/PBST, and 2%Milk/PBST were 
used as the “standard diluents”. The diluents are labeled appropriately under each group of four 
MAB dilutions. A serial 1:2 dilution series (starting at 1:10,000) was performed for the MAB 
(purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) dilutions (1:20,000, 1:40,000, 1:80,000, and 1:160,000) in 
all three diluent types. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL 
in PBST, 0.4%BSA/PBST, and 0.4%Milk/PBST diluents (corresponding to respective “standard 
diluent” type). Only the first read (20 ms) data was used for graph.  
 
3.3.3.2 Direct-Biotinylated Limit of Detection ELISA Trials (For All Antigens) 

 The first LOD, with the MAB at a dilution of 1:160,000, had a sensitivity of 10 ng/mL 

(Appendix: Figure 49). However, this trial produced a poor linear curve with a 1:10 serial 

dilution series of recDnaK (Appendix: Figure 49). A polynomial curve fit the data better for this 

trial, but regression analysis was not performed. Another checkerboard titration assay was 

attempted with more concentrated MAB dilutions and a 1:2 serial dilution series of recDnaK 

(Appendix: Figure 50), Most of the “sample” signals were in OVRFLW and the recDnaK 
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antigen concentration was too high (~ 3,220,000 RLUs for the last antigen concentration) 

(Appendix: Figure 50).  

 Therefore, for the third and final LOD trial for recDnaK, a checkerboard titration assay 

was performed with even more concentrated MAB dilutions and even more dilute recDnaK 

antigen concentrations. Figure 33 (Graphs A and B) demonstrates the “sample” signals for the 

1:1,000 MAB dilution only. This MAB dilution was chosen for the detection of the lowest 

concentration of antigen (Appendix: Table 6). The recDnaK antigen concentrations were diluted 

using a 1:2 dilution series.  

 Figure 33 (Graph A) demonstrates a high degree of linearity with an R-squared value of 

0.9943. However, the lower data points created an irregular curve prior to the linear portion of 

the data (highlighted in the green box in Figure 33, Graph B). Figure 33, Graph B demonstrates a 

polynomial trendline. This DnaK LOD trial would need to be repeated to determine if 1) this 

irregular curve persisted and 2) a polynomial regression model would be the best fit for these 

data. Thus, the data points within the irregularly curved area of the graph for this LOD trial were 

inaccurate data and a regression model for the polynomial trendline was not calculated. Since the 

linear portion of the data was above the LOD, a linear regression model could be used for these 

data. The linear regression model was then used for determination of the LOD and LOQ for the 

DnaK antigen.  

For this trial, a readable signal at 1.2207 ng/mL of the recDnaK antigen was detected 

(Appendix: Table 6). This was the lowest concentration that had a signal above background noise 

(NO AG). The calculated LOD for this trial was 6.310 ng/mL and the LOQ was 21.032 ng/mL 

(Table 3).  
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A. Linear Trendline  

 
 
B. Polynomial Trendline  

 
Figure 33: DnaK Direct-Biotinylated ELISA LOD Trial (#3) 
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Direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial (#3) for recDnaK. The average duplicate RLU signal 
output values for the “sample” (for MAB dilution at 1:1,000 only) are graphed on the Y-axis. The 
recDnaK antigen concentrations are graphed on the X-axis in ng/mL. Graph A) a linear trendline 
was added and Graph B) a polynomial trendline was added and the lower antigen concentration 
data points were zoomed in on, as highlighted in the green box. The recDnaK antigen was 
diluted in coating buffer using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 78.125 ng/mL. The entire 
microplate was blocked with a 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. 2%BSA/PBST was used as 
the “standard diluent”. The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) was diluted in the 
“standard diluent”. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in 
0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Only the first read (20 ms) data was used for graph.  
 
Table 3: LOD & LOQ of Direct-Biotinylated ELISA for DnaK 

Calculated LOD and LOQ values for DnaK direct-biotinylated ELISA. Data were taken from 
Graph A only and calculated with a linear regression model. Final values are expressed in 
ng/mL. The equations, standard errors (from linear regression), and slope (from graph equation) 
are given. 

 
 
 For Mpt32, we performed the same LOD checkerboard titration assay as DnaK (trial #3). 

Figure 34 demonstrates the “sample” signals for the 1:1,000 MAB dilution only. This MAB 

dilution was chosen for the detection of the lowest concentration of antigen (Appendix: Table 7). 

The nMpt32 antigen concentrations were diluted using a 1:2 dilution series. Figure 34 also 

demonstrates a high degree of linearity with and R-squared value of 0.9995.   

 For this trial, a readable signal at 0.61035 ng/mL of the nMpt32 antigen was detected. 

However, considering the NO AG negative control signal was so low (145 RLUs) (Appendix: 

Table 7), a lower antigen dilution could have theoretically been attempted to see if the LOD 

decreased further. The calculated LOD of this trial was 1.884 ng/mL and the LOQ was 6.278 

ng/mL (Table 4). It seems this direct-biotinylated ELISA platform performed better for the 

nMpt32 antigen than the recDnaK antigen. 
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Figure 34: Mpt32 Direct-Biotinylated ELISA LOD Trial #1 

Direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial for nMpt32. The average duplicate RLU signal output 
values for the “sample” (for MAB dilution at 1:1,000 only) are graphed on the Y-axis. The 
nMpt32 antigen concentrations are graphed on the X-axis in ng/mL. The nMpt32 antigen was 
diluted in coating buffer using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 78.125 ng/mL. The entire 
plate was blocked with a 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. 2%BSA/PBST was used as the 
“standard diluent”. The MAB (purified, biotinylated Mpt32 Clone B, “wash 3”) was diluted in 
the “standard diluent”. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL 
in 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Only the first read (20 ms) data was used for graph. 
 
Table 4: LOD & LOQ of Direct-Biotinylated ELISA for Mpt32 

Calculated LOD and LOQ values for Mpt32 direct-biotinylated ELISA. Final values are 
expressed in ng/mL. The equations, standard errors (from linear regression), and slope (from 
graph equation) are given. 

 
 

 For GroES, we performed the same LOD checkerboard titration assay as DnaK (trial #3). 

Figure 35 demonstrates the “sample” signals for the 1:1,000 MAB dilution only. This MAB 

dilution was chosen for the detection of the lowest concentration of antigen (Appendix: Table 8). 
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The nGroES antigen concentrations were diluted using a 1:2 dilution series. Figure 35 also 

demonstrates a high degree of linearity with an R-squared value of 0.9995.   

For this trial, a readable signal at 0.61035 ng/mL of the nGroES antigen was detected. 

However, considering the NO AG negative control signal was so low (~3,000 RLUs), 

(Appendix: Table 8), a lower antigen dilution could have theoretically been attempted to see if 

the LOD decreased further. The calculated LOD for this trial was 1.959 ng/mL and the LOQ was 

6.531 ng/mL (Table 5). It seems this direct-biotinylated ELISA platform performed better for the 

nGroES antigen than the recDnaK antigen but about the same as the nMpt32 antigen. 

 
Figure 35: GroES Direct-Biotinylated ELISA LOD Trial #1 

Direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial for nGroES. The average duplicate RLU signal output 
values for the “sample” (for MAB dilution at 1:1,000 only) are graphed on the Y-axis. The 
nGroES antigen concentrations are graphed on the X-axis in ng/mL. The nGroES antigen was 
diluted in coating buffer using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 78.125 ng/mL. The entire 
plate was blocked with a 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. 2%BSA/PBST was used as the 
“standard diluent”. The MAB (purified, biotinylated a-GroES, SA-12) was diluted in the 
“standard diluent”. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in 
0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Only the first read (20 ms) data was used for graph.  
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Table 5: LOD & LOQ of Direct-Biotinylated ELISA for GroES 

Calculated LOD and LOQ values for nGroES direct-biotinylated ELISA. Final values are 
expressed in ng/mL. The equations, standard errors (from linear regression), and slope (from 
graph equation) are given. 

 
 
3.4 Conclusions  

3.4.1 Direct-Biotinylated ELISA Assay Sensitivity 

The LOD trials using the direct-biotinylated ELISA platform demonstrated a highly 

sensitive assay for all three antigens. Literature is very limited for direct-biotinylated ELISA 

assay detection limits and ranges. However, one study developed a chemiluminescent direct 

ELISA that was able to reach an LOD of 0.5 ng/mL 164. The setup differed from ours as they 

plated serum antibodies as their “antigen” of interest 164. However, this study demonstrates how 

sensitive a simpler ELISA format can be. The LOD results from our study were slightly less 

sensitive in comparison, with LODs of ~ 2 ng/mL for both Mpt32 and GroES and ~ 6 ng/mL for 

DnaK direct-biotinylated ELISAs. However, we demonstrated that this type of ELISA with a 

biotin-strep-HRP conjugate complex and a chemiluminescent substrate can be very sensitive, 

which is a promising feat.  

The nMpt32 and nGroES antigens produced a more sensitive assay than recDnaK, 

although all had LOD values < 10 ng/mL. The LOQs for Mpt32 and GroES demonstrated that 

the “reliable detection” 157 of these two antigens for this direct ELISA platform was more 

sensitive and could detect lower concentrations of antigen. The LOQ for DnaK was a little more 

than three times higher than the LOQs of Mpt32 and GroES. However, an LOQ of 21.032 ng/mL 

on a direct-biotinylated ELISA assay is still sensitive.  
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We demonstrated that the purification and biotinylation methods for the monoclonal 

antibodies produced a high-quality reagent that aided in increasing ELISA assay sensitivity. The 

resultant of the development and production of highly specific MAB reagents to detect Mtb 

polypeptides was the subsequent development of an ultrasensitive direct-biotinylated ELISA. 

This direct-biotinylated ELISA helped circumvent the non-specific binding interactions of the 

chaperone proteins and the BSA block whilst still maintaining a highly sensitive assay. We were 

able to lower the background noise levels and produce relatively high sample signals (when 

compared to the NO AG negative controls). Thus, we demonstrated successful development and 

optimization of this direct-biotinylated ELISA platform for these three antigens.  

3.4.2 SPR Analysis Using the Biacore Instrument 

 The Biacore system is based on surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technology. This can 

be used to characterize binding interactions among a ligand and an analyte, including protein-

protein interactions 165. The Biacore is the instrument that is used to measure this SPR 

phenomenon 165. 

Kinetics data was not extrapolated due to the need for further optimization of the ligand 

and analytes. The 1:1 binding fit model (surface bound) indicated a poor fit for both analytes 

(data not shown) for the single-cycle kinetics method. One of the most important indicators for 

calculating accurate kinetics data, the Chi-squared value, determines “the quality of fit” for the 

“experimental data” compared to the software algorithm analyses 166. The experimental data 

indicated a Chi-squared value of 95 (RU2) for nMpt32 analyte and 199 (RU2) for recDnaK 

analyte. It is recommended the Chi-squared value be < 10 (Ru2) 166.  

The binding level of recDnaK was also low (413 RU) compared to how much BSA 

ligand was immobilized (8,266.4 RU). The amount of ligand bound originally was also too much 
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to calculate accurate kinetics data and led to inaccurate readings from inappropriate analyte 

interactions with the surface 166,167. There were high bulk contributions for both analytes, which 

has to do with the difference in composition of the running buffer and analyte buffer 168. The 

analytes were originally in 1X PBS (without TweenÒ20) but such a small volume was used to 

create the analyte solutions. Therefore, it is possible the TweenÒ20 in the running buffer added to 

these bulk contributions. 

Even though kinetics data could not be extrapolated from this run, the data, as previously 

mentioned, still qualitatively demonstrated the binding of the recDnaK analyte to the BSA 

ligand. This qualitative data helped support what was observed in the sandwich ELISAs between 

the recDnaK antigen and the BSA block. Further optimization of these Biacore methods is 

needed to determine binding kinetics between recDnaK with BSA, as well as to look at binding 

interactions of nGroES and BSA.  

3.4.3 Other Considerations for ELISA Optimization 

The sandwich ELISA failed to produce reliable, reproducible results. The high 

background noise from the NO PAB negative control created a problem within the assay that 

was difficult to resolve for the chaperone proteins. Therefore, we were unable to fully optimize 

this ELISA type and in turn, were not able to determine the sensitivity of this assay (LOD & 

LOQ). The trials performed for the sandwich ELISA demonstrated the difficulty in designing 

and developing an assay, even one as “simple” as an ELISA. This sandwich ELISA, if used in 

the future, would need further, extensive optimization.  

The trials described in sections 3.3.1 Sandwich ELISA Trials and 3.3.3 Direct-

Biotinylated ELISA Trials demonstrated how difficult it is to develop an ELISA assay. Fine 

tuning the ELISA system requires optimal pairing of reagents to create a highly reproducible 
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assay. However, the ELISA may need to be optimized to a certain antigen, which can cause 

problems in different ELISA assay types (sandwich versus direct), as demonstrated in this 

chapter. The background problem could be amplified with the addition of complex samples like 

serum or serum EVs. The trials presented in this chapter are not an exhaustive list of all the trials 

performed. Other optimization trials included dialyzed milk as a blocking solution and diluent, 

different strep-HRP conjugate dilutions, different washing steps between blocking and antigen 

incubations, higher salt PBST as the diluent (2X), incubation parameters (time and temperature), 

cross-contamination, and other milk blocking trials. These trials did not directly pertain to the 

story told so are not detailed here; however, they demonstrated the complex process of trial and 

error of designing and developing an ELISA assay. 

 
1  

 

1
 The Biacore instrument includes a liquid flow and injection system (for buffers and samples, 

respectively), a gold-plated sensor chip, a light source, and a monitoring system 165. There are four flow cells (Fc) 

within each sensor chip. The glass plate within each sensor chip is coated on one side with “a gold film” 165. A chip-

specific matrix is then applied to the gold-coated side of the sensor chip 165. The Biacore system defines the ligand as 

the molecule of choice that is bound to the matrix on the surface of the chip. The Series S CM5 sensor chip was 

used. This chip includes a matrix of “carboxymethylated dextran” to aid in the immobilization of proteaceous 

ligands via covalent bonds 162. The dextran matrix also aids in ligand-analyte interactions by “provid[ing] a 

hydrophilic environment” 162. 

On the opposite side of the glass plate, a light source is directed through a prism and is reflected at a 

specific angle after reaching the glass plate 169,170. The light source excites the electrons within the gold film which 

subsequently begin to move in a wave-like pattern across the gold film 171. This wave of electrons is referred to as 

the “plasmon” in the SPR 169,170. This directed light is partially absorbed in the plasmon but some of it is reflected 
169,170. There is a “dip” in reflected light intensity as the light is lost to the plasmon (Nguyen et al., 2015). This 

specific angle of reflection is known as the SPR angle 171. The change in SPR angle is a reflection of what is 

occurring on the opposite side (gold-plated) of the glass plate. The refractive index of a molecule binding on the 

surface influences the SPR angle 169,170. In other words, as an analyte passes through the flow cell and binds to the 

ligand, the increase in mass at the surface of the plate increases the SPR angle 171. The detector picks up on the 

change of SPR angle as molecules interact and the change is measured in response units (RU) 173. A sensorgram is 

used to depict the change in SPR angle versus time 172. A “baseline” SPR angle is created (with ligand immobilized 

and buffer running through) 172 this is also known as the “starting critical angle” 173.  

The sensorgram then depicts different phases of the ligand-analyte interactions. The association phase 

depicts the interaction of the ligand and analyte 168. An equilibrium phase is encountered when the analyte 

concentration saturates the system 172. When the analyte ceases to be injected (only buffer), the dissociation phase 

begins and a loss of mass on the gold side of the plate creates a decrease in SPR angle, which is reflected in the 

sensorgram 172. Regeneration of the surface can be performed to remove any leftover analyte bound to the ligand 172.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: FUTURE DIRECTIONS & CONCLUDING REMARKS 

4.1 Study Summary 

Diagnostic tests for TB have fallen short in differentially diagnosing active TB and LTBI. 

The current TST and IGRA tests for LTBI only provide a tentative diagnosis. However, with the 

advancement in different molecular technologies, there has been an outpouring of research 

dedicated to biomarker discovery. Biomarker discovery not only allows researchers to identify 

and characterize host-derived and pathogen-derived products that are produced during Mtb 

infection, but it also allows for the possibility of creating highly specific and sensitive diagnostic 

tools. Especially where diagnostic tests are lacking for LTBI, biomarker discovery could aid in 

fewer miss-diagnoses as well as aid in creating diagnostics with higher positive predicative 

values 9 for the progression of LTBI to the active phase of disease. Discovery of pathogen-

specific biomarkers for TB diagnosis is complicated by the fact that host-derived serum proteins 

are in an overabundance 174,88,51 compared to pathogen-derived proteins 51. However, sensitive 

technologies like mass spectrometry have allowed for the identification of “low abundance” 

pathogen-specific proteins in purified serum EVs 92. Concentration of potential Mtb biomarkers 

using different purification methods provides an opportunity to detect hidden protein signatures 

92 that could aid in identification of certain subclinical states of TB. As previously mentioned, 

these highly sensitive technologies are great for the biomarker discovery phase but fall short for 

implementation as feasible diagnostic tests in resource-limited areas.  

Here, we have attempted to combine sensitive technologies that identified potential 

biomarker candidates for LTBI with a simple diagnostic ELISA platform. This proof-of-concept 

study allowed us to create a highly sensitive ELISA that could potentially be used as a POC 

diagnostic for LTBI. Although sandwich ELISAs are generally thought to be the more specific 
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and sensitive of the ELISA types 98, we demonstrated that this type of ELISA can be complicated 

by high background from reagent incompatibility. We also demonstrated that the function of the 

antigens, in this case, chaperones, could affect assay development and performance.  

The addition of a more complex fluid, like serum EVs, could complicate the sandwich 

ELISA by further increasing the background noise. Thus, distinguishing between low abundance 

pathogen-specific protein biomarkers, complex serum matrix background, and assay background 

may be a challenge. These assay complications were highlighted in our studies (Chapter 3). To 

circumvent the high assay background that was observed in the sandwich ELISA trials, we chose 

to attempt a simpler ELISA type. We demonstrated that by purifying and biotinylating the 

monoclonal antibodies in tandem with a streptavidin-HRP system using a chemiluminescent 

substrate, we were able to ultimately create a highly sensitive direct-biotinylated ELISA against 

purified Mtb recombinant and native proteins.  

This chapter will highlight some of the future directions for this project. 

4.2 Serum EVs 

One future direction for this study includes testing the optimized ultrasensitive direct-

biotinylated ELISA on purified serum EV samples from individuals with active TB and LTBI, as 

well as healthy donor controls. This would allow us to determine if the ultrasensitive ELISA 

could not only detect pathogen-specific protein biomarkers but also differentiate between disease 

states and healthy controls.  Before testing the direct-biotinylated ELISA on serum EV samples 

from individuals with active TB and LTBI, we would first want to determine if comparable 

LODs and LOQs are found when the Mtb antigens are spiked into a more complex matrix (such 

as serum from healthy donors).  
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We would also like to compare sensitivity of the fully optimized ELISA to the MRM-MS 

methods. Previously, our lab determined that the MRM-MS methods used could detect “low 

femtomolar range…of mycobacterial products in serum” 92. Even though it is unlikely the 

chemiluminescent ELISA could be as sensitive as a targeted mass spectrometry method, 

comparing these two methods is the first step in evaluating the ELISA as a point-of-care tool.  

4.3 POC Implementation 

If we are able to detect these three protein signatures using serum EVs on the developed 

ELISA, we would need to further optimize the ELISA so that it could be implemented in 

resource-limited settings. Some settings may not have access to expensive microplate readers. 

Therefore, we would need to look for alternative technology to read the ELISA. There has been 

recent work by Bergua et al. to provide a “portable plate reader” that utilizes “cheaper” 

alternatives to the microplate reader design, detection materials, and software 175. These devices 

incorporated everything a researcher would need for a typical ELISA: plate space, smartphone 

for signal detection, and a motor for orbital shaking 175. These devices provided “comparable 

sensitivity” for colorimetric ELISAs performed in a microplate reader 175. Bergua et al. did not 

test their devices on chemiluminescent substrates but did for fluorescence 175. Bergua et al. was 

able to develop these devices for under $300 175. This could be an interesting device for 

comparative studies with a microplate reader for chemiluminescent substrates. This highlights a 

promising development for the implementation of some of these higher costing, highly sought-

after immunoassays as POC tools.  

Another technology that has been implemented at the POC is the lateral flow assay 

(LFA). LFAs are “…the cheapest, fastest, and easiest to use paper-based POC tests” 176,173,177–180. 

An LFA can be utilized for many different “sample types” 178. There are a couple of different 
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setups for the LFA, but in general, a sample moves through different sections of the LFA via 

“capillary action” 178. Each section (pads and membranes) provides manipulation of the sample 

with other reagents for capture and detection 179. A positive control is added at the end of the 

LFA to capture excess “labeled detector” reagents for “assay validation” 176. Even though the 

setup and cost of LFAs are enticing, the “sensitivity and specificity” of these tests can often be 

subpar when compared to traditional (more expensive) assays  180. However, researchers are 

attempting to circumvent these issues through the use of better detection reagents 178, “sample 

pre-enrichment” 180, and different LFA readers for different detection schemes 179 . Overall, LFAs 

show promise as low cost, low-tech POC tools. The reagents produced in our study could 

potentially be utilized in this type of LFA platform as an alternative to the ELISA platform for a 

POC diagnostic. 

The other technical problem for the potential POC diagnostic ELISA would be 

determining the best method for serum EV purification. In previous studies from our lab, 

centrifugation and Exoquick (Systems Biosciences, Inc., Mountain View, CA) were utilized for 

serum EV purification 51,86,92. However, the high cost of a centrifuge alone is a glaring problem. 

Therefore, other methods of serum EV purification need to be discovered or optimized before 

implementing the ELISA as a POC diagnostic as to limit the amount of materials needed for the 

serum purification as well as the cost of expensive laboratory equipment.  

4.4 The GlnA Challenge 

Another future direction would be to successfully purify native (n) GlnA.  Since GlnA 

was the top protein identified in serum EVs of individuals with LTBI in the Mehaffy et al., 2020 

study, creating a better antigen (nGlnA) and a high-affinity MAB is of interest 86. These results 

indicate that GlnA is a potential target for differential “diagnosis of LTBI” 86. Therefore, 
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developing an ultrasensitive ELISA for nGlnA could produce a POC diagnostic specific for 

LTBI.  

GlnA has been detected (proteomic analyses) in the whole cell lysate (and subcellular 

fractions) as well as the culture filtrates of Mtb 181. Therefore, an appropriate starting material 

with the highest concentration of nGlnA protein would need to be determined first. From here, 

we could look at fractionation methods to enrich for nGlnA. These fractions could be created 

using high speed centrifugation, ammonium sulfate precipitation, high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) columns, or a combination of all.  

We attempted and failed to replicate nGlnA purification using a protocol from Harth et 

al., 1994 152. This protocol utilized ammonium sulfate precipitation, ion exchange 

chromatography (DEAE-Sepharose CL-6B), covalent chromatography (thiopropyl-Sepharose6B) 

182, and size exclusion chromatography (Sepharose 6B), respectively 152. It would be better to 

eliminate multiple different types of chromatography, due to the potential loss of product, 

especially if starting concentration of the native protein is low. This purification of the native 

protein would be beneficial for two reasons: 1) the recombinant GlnA reagent used had gone 

through denaturation steps to remove the protein from possible inclusion bodies in the E. coli 

production model and so eliminating the need to use this recombinant protein system would 

remove this problem (data not shown) and 2) the recombinant protein had many different subunit 

or breakdown products, which is not ideal for antibody production. 

The successful purification of nGlnA would allow us to then create a MAB specific to the 

native version of this protein. We could immunize the mice with the native version, create stable 

hybridoma cell lines that produce highly reactive antibodies to the native protein, as well as 

develop ELISAs that utilize a folded protein. We could also look at utilizing recombinant 
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antibody technology to create “highly specific” antibodies to the native protein 183. We could use 

phage display libraries, mammalian cells to generate different fragmented antibodies 183,184 or 

other “expression systems” to generate recombinant antibodies 184,185. Recombinant antibody 

technology may offer more benefits than using hybridoma technology. For one, hybridoma 

generation takes a couple of months from the beginning of immunizations to the establishment of 

stable hybridoma cell lines. There are also suggestions that hybridoma-generated MABs offer 

“low-affinity in conventional assays” 184. Therefore, exploring new technologies may aid in 

increasing antibody affinities 184.  

4.5 Mpt32 Sandwich ELISA  

A final future goal would be to determine and resolve the problem surrounding the Mpt32 

sandwich ELISA. Since Mpt32 showed a different trend than what was observed with the 

chaperone proteins, we attempted a few other trials to resolve this problem. These trials included 

using less concentrated MAB dilutions, testing different diluents, utilizing a more reactive PAB 

serum batch (from production bleed #3 for rabbit R2) against nMpt32, and utilizing the purified 

R2-1 PAB serum.  However, most of them were not successful and demonstrated the need for 

more extensive optimization of the sandwich ELISA for the nMpt32 antigen. 

4.6 Concluding Thoughts 

We were able to design and develop an ultrasensitive direct-biotinylated ELISA for the 

detection of purified Mtb proteins. Further, we demonstrated that the function of the antigen 

target (i.e., chaperone) can interfere with the development of a sandwich ELISA. The future 

directions of this project could pave a way to the creation of a potential POC diagnostic for 

LTBI. This potential POC diagnostic ELISA could not only help identify certain Mtb protein 

biomarkers in serum EV samples and differentially diagnose LTBI from active TB, but it could 
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also provide a low-cost, low-tech, highly accessible tool for areas where resources are limited. 

However, as with all diagnostic tests, there are many mountains to climb before a highly 

sensitive and highly reproducible product can be provided. The ultimate goal of this study and 

subsequent master’s thesis was to provide a possible diagnostic tool to aid in the eradication of 

TB. No step is too small when it comes to ending a truly devastating disease.  
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APPENDIX 
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FIGURE 36: Rabbit R1 Production Bleed #2 Serum Western blots 

Western blot analysis of rabbit R1 production bleed #2 serum. Description of antigens loaded on 
blots: (lane L) 2 µL protein ladder, (lane 1) 1 µg recGlnA, (lane 2) 5 µg CFP, and (lane 3) 5 µg 
WCL. The PAB serum was tested at dilutions of 1:10,000, 1:20,000, and 1:40,000. Dilutions 
tested are labeled above the corresponding blots. GlnA protein band (~53 kDa) is indicated by 
red arrows.  
 

 
Figure 37: Checkerboard Titration Assay (ThermoFisher) 

This image depicts a checkerboard titration assay 186. For the sandwich ELISA layout, the 
unpurified R2-1 PAB serum concentration would correspond to the “primary antibody dilution” 
(diluted from left to right). The purified, biotinylated MABs would correspond to the “labeled 
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secondary antibody dilution” (diluted from top to bottom). The highest readable signal output 
values of these two reagents will be considered the optimal pairing.  
 

 
Figure 38: DnaK Checkerboard Trial #1 – Luminescence Read Comparison 

First sandwich ELISA performed – checkerboard titration assay for recDnaK. Figure depicting 
difference between signal output values for first, second, and third luminescence reads. The 
microplate was read using standard dynamic range with reads at 1 sec per well. The entire 
microplate was blocked with a 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. The unpurified PAB serum 
was diluted from left to right (indicated by the black arrow at the top of the graph) at 
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concentrations of 1, 5, and 10 µg/mL. The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) was 
diluted from top to bottom (indicated by the black arrow on the left-side of the graph) at dilutions 
of 1:1,000, 1:2,500, 1:5,000, and 1:10,000. The colors (in layout) coordinate with the different 
antigens used. The recDnaK antigen was diluted at 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL) (orange). The 
crude Mtb fractions, CFP and WCL, were diluted at 5 µg/100 µL (50,000 ng/mL) (green and 
blue, respectively). The antigen incubation ran long, ~ 1 hr + 30 min. Negative controls are 
indicated in columns #10-12, with descriptions of negative controls used to the right of column 
#12. The negative controls reflect an unpurified PAB serum concentration of 10 µg/mL. 
2%BSA/PBST was used as the “standard diluent”. The antigen and MAB were both diluted in 
the “standard diluent”.  The strep-HRP was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in 
0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. The strep-HRP conjugate was added to one of the negative controls 
(indicated by a red box). 
 

  
Figure 39: DnaK Checkerboard Titration Assay Trial #2 (Original) for Reproducibility 

Issues 

Original checkerboard titration assay for recDnaK. The unpurified PAB serum was diluted from 
left to right (indicated by the black arrow at the top of the graph) at concentrations of 0.1, 0.25, 
and 0.5 µg/mL. RecDnaK antigen was tested along with crude Mtb fractions, CFP and WCL. 
The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) was diluted from top to bottom (indicated by 
the black arrow on the left side of the graph) at dilutions of 1:1,000, 1:2,500, 1:5.000, and 
1:10,000. The colors coordinate with the MAB dilutions. Negative controls are indicated in 
columns #10-12 and have a PAB serum concentration of 1µg/mL. Descriptions of the negative 
controls are to the right of the negative control layout to the right of column #12. The entire 
microplate was blocked with a 3% BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. 2%BSA/PBST was used as 
the “standard diluent”. The antigen and MAB were both diluted in the “standard diluent”. The 
final concentration of the recDnaK antigen was 1 µg/100µL (10,000 ng/mL). The final 
concentration of the crude fractions, CFP and WCL, antigens was 5 µg/100µL (50,000 ng/mL).  
The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at 2 µg/mL in a 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Red boxes 
indicate optimal PAB serum and MAB pairing.  
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A. Comparing Signal RLUs 

 
 

B. Comparing sample: NO PAB Ratios 

 
Figure 40: DnaK Milk Blocking Trials (#4 and #6)  
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Blocking trials (#4 & #6) for DnaK looking at milk as sole blocking solution with different 
“standard diluents”, PBST, 2%BSA/PBST, and 2%Milk/PBST. Graph A) The signal output, in 
RLUs (averaged duplicates), corresponding to each “sample” and negative control are graphed 
on the Y-axis. The %Milk blocking solutions (1, 3, and 5%) are graphed on the X-axis and are 
grouped according to the corresponding diluents. The diluents are labeled appropriately under 
each group of three. The “sample” (blue), the NO PAB (orange), and the NO AG (grey) negative 
controls are graphed.  Graph B) Ratios of the “sample” signals divided by the NO PAB negative 
control signals. Ratio values are graphed on the Y-axis. The different %Milk blocking solutions 
in PBST (1, 3, 5%) are graphed on the X-axis and are grouped according to the corresponding 
diluents. The diluents are depicted in different colors. Data from group with PBST and 
2%BSA/PBST diluents originated from trial #4. Data from group with 2%Milk/PBST diluent 
originated from trial #6. The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted for a final concentration 
of 0.5 µg/mL in coating buffer for both trials. The antigen and MAB were diluted in the 
“standard diluents”. The recDnaK antigen was diluted at 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL) for both 
plates. Trial #4 had a MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) dilution of 1:2,500 and trial 
#6 had a MAB dilution of 1:10,000. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a concentration of 2 
µg/mL in PBST, 0.4%BSA/PBST, or 0.4%Milk/PBST diluents, corresponding to the respective 
diluent group.  
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A. Comparing Signal RLUs 

 
 

B. Comparing sample: NO PAB Ratios 

 
Figure 41: DnaK OVA (Crude) Blocking Trials (#1 & #2) Comparing Signal RLUs 

Blocking trials for DnaK looking at crude ovalbumin (OVA) protein as sole blocking solution 
with different diluents (trials #1 & #2). The OVA protein came from a crude reagent of albumin 
from chicken eggs. Graph A) The signal output, in RLUs (averaged duplicates), corresponding 
to each “sample” and negative control are graphed on the Y-axis. The %OVA blocking solutions 
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(1, 3, and 5%) are graphed on the X-axis and are grouped according to the corresponding 
diluents. The diluents are labeled appropriately under each group of three %blocking solutions. 
The “sample” (blue), the NO PAB (orange), and the NO AG (grey) negative controls are 
graphed. Graph B) Ratios of the “sample” signals divided by the NO PAB negative control 
signals. Ratio values are graphed on the Y-axis. The different %OVA blocking solutions in PBST 
(1, 3, 5%) are graphed on the X-axis and are grouped according to the corresponding diluents. 
The diluents are depicted in different colors. Data from group with PBST diluent are from OVA 
blocking trial #1. Data from group with 2%BSA/PBST and 2%OVA/PBST diluents originated 
from OVA blocking trial #2. The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted for a final 
concentration of 0.5 µg/mL in coating buffer for both trials. The antigen and MAB were diluted 
in the “standard diluents” (PBST, 2%BSA/PBST, or 2%OVA/PBST) corresponding to the 
respective group in the graph. The recDnaK antigen was diluted at 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL) 
for both trials. Trial #1 had a MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) dilution of 1:2,500 
and trial #2 had a MAB dilution of 1:10,000. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a 
concentration of 2 µg/mL in PBST, 0.4%BSA/PBST, or 0.4%Milk/PBST diluents, 
corresponding to the respective group in the graph.  
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A. Comparing Signal RLUs 

 
 

B. Comparing sample: NO PAB Ratios 

 
Figure 42: DnaK Casein Buffer Blocking Trials (#1, 2, & 3)  

Blocking trials for DnaK looking at casein protein (casein buffer) as sole blocking solution with 
different diluents (trials #1, 2, & 3). The casein protein came as a ready-to-use buffer from 
SurModics, Inc. The dilutions from the stock solution (5X concentration) are indicated as 1X, 
3X, or 5X. Casein buffer specific blocking solutions and diluents were made in ultrapure water. 
Graph A) The signal output, in RLUs (averaged duplicates), corresponding to each “sample” 
and negative control are graphed on the Y-axis. The casein buffer blocking solutions (1, 3, and 
5X) are graphed on the X-axis and are grouped according to the corresponding diluents. The 
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diluents are labeled appropriately under each group of three blocking solution concentrations. 
The “sample” (blue), the NO PAB (orange), and the NO AG (grey) negative controls are 
graphed. Graph B) Ratios of the “sample” signals divided by the NO PAB negative control 
signals. Ratio values are graphed on the Y-axis. The different casein buffer blocking solutions (1, 
3, 5X) are graphed on the X-axis and are grouped according to the corresponding diluents. The 
diluents are depicted in different colors. Data from group with 2%BSA/PBST diluent originated 
from casein buffer blocking trial #1. Data from group with 1X casein buffer diluent originated 
from casein buffer blocking trial #2. Data from group with PBST diluent originated from casein 
buffer blocking trial #3. The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted for a final concentration of 
0.5 µg/mL in coating buffer for all trials. The antigen and MAB were diluted in the “standard 
diluents” (PBST, 2%BSA/PBST, or 1X casein buffer) corresponding to the respective group in 
the graph. The recDnaK antigen was diluted at 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL) for all plates. All 
trials had a MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) dilution of 1:10,000. The strep-HRP 
conjugate was diluted at a concentration of 2 µg/mL in PBST, 0.4%BSA/PBST, or 0.2X casein 
buffer (in water) diluents, corresponding to the respective group in the graph.  
 

 
Figure 43: DnaK BSA & Protein-Free Blocking Trial (#7) Comparing Signal RLUs 

Blocking trial for DnaK looking at BSA vs protein-free blocking solutions. The signal output, in 
RLUs (averaged duplicates), corresponding to each “sample” and negative control are graphed 
on the Y-axis. The 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution and protein-free (neat) are graphed on 
the X-axis. 2%BSA/PBST diluent was used as the “standard diluent” for both blocking solutions. 
The “sample” (blue), the NO PAB (orange), and the NO AG (grey) negative controls are 
graphed. The unpurified, R2-1 PAB serum was diluted for a final concentration of 0.5 µg/mL in 
coating buffer. The antigen and MAB were diluted in the “standard diluent”. The recDnaK 
antigen was diluted at 1 µg/100 µL (10,000 ng/mL). The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK 
Clone A) dilution was 1:2,500. The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a final concentration of 2 
µg/mL in 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent.  
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Figure 44: BSA pH Scouting Sensorgram Results (Overlay of All Cycles – All pH) 

10 mM sodium acetate buffers, pH 4, 4.5, 5, and 5.5, were tested using the immobilization pH 
scouting Wizard method on the Biacore T200 Control Software, version 3.2.1. The sensorgram is 
shown for flow cell #2 with response units on Y-axis and time on X-axis. All cycles (different 
pH) were overlayed on sensorgram. Colors correspond to the different buffer pH. A black arrow 
indicates pre-concentration buffer pH chosen for BSA ligand. 10 µg/mL of BSA (in PBST) was 
used for this method.  
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Figure 45: Immobilization of BSA Ligand Sensorgram Results (Overlay of All Cycles – 

Both Flow Cells) 

Immobilization of the BSA ligand to the surface of the CM5 chip, Fc-2. The sensorgrams of the 
reference channel (Fc-1, red) and the ligand (BSA) channel (Fc-2, green) are overlayed. 25 
µg/mL of BSA (in PBST) was used for immobilization. For the immobilization method, the 
contact time was set to 420 s and the flow rate was set at 10 µL/min. An amine coupling kit was 
used for immobilization of BSA. Descriptions of each step of the immobilization process are 
added above corresponding peak (grey boxes) or via an arrow . The blue arrow indicates the 
baseline for the Fc-2 channel and the red arrow indicates the immobilization level of the Fc-2 
channel. The reference channel (Fc-1, red) is shown having an activation peak, followed by 
attraction and covalent coupling, then a deactivation (no ligand to inject or immobilize).  
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Figure 46: Immobilization of BSA Ligand Results 

Result values (RU) recorded for the BSA immobilization run. The response final (RU) reflects 
how much ligand was bound successfully to the chip surface (Fc-2). The response final (RU) of 
Fc-1 reflects the baseline response.  
 

A. Layout 

 
 

B. Microplate 
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Figure 47: DnaK Direct-Biotinylated ELISA Blocking Trial (#1) 
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Direct-biotinylated ELISA Blocking trial (#1) for recDnaK. A) layout of microplate, B) 
microplate image. Depicting brown color change with dilution of MAB and inactive strep-HRP 
conjugate. Microplate read at 1 s per well, standard dynamic range.  
 
 
 

A. Layout 

 
 

B. Microplate 
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Figure 48: DnaK Direct-Biotinylated ELISA Blocking Trial (#2) 

Direct-biotinylated ELISA Blocking trial (#2) for recDnaK. A) layout of microplate, B) 
microplate image. Depicting brown color change with dilution of MAB and inactive strep-HRP 
conjugate. Microplate read at 20 ms per well, extended dynamic range. 
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A. Linear Trendline 

 
 

B. Polynomial Trendline 
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Figure 49: DnaK Direct-Biotinylated LOD Trial #1 

Direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial (#1) for recDnaK. The average duplicate RLU signal 
output values for the “sample” are graphed on the Y-axis. The recDnaK antigen concentrations 
are graphed on the X-axis in ng/mL. Graph A) a linear trendline was added and Graph B) a 
polynomial trendline was added. The recDnaK antigen was diluted in coating buffer using a 1:10 
serial dilution series, starting at 10,000 ng/mL. The entire plate was blocked with a 3%BSA (in 
PBST) blocking solution. 2%BSA/PBST was used as the “standard diluent”. The MAB (purified, 
biotinylated DnaK Clone A) was diluted in the “standard diluent” at a dilution of 1:160,000. The 
strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in 0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. 
Only the first read (20 ms) data was used for graph. Microplate shook at 282 cpm instead of 365 
cpm by accident.  

 
 

 
Figure 50: DnaK Direct-Biotinylated LOD Trial #2 

Direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial (#2) for recDnaK. The recDnaK antigen concentrations 
were plated from left to right (indicated by top black arrow), in decreasing concentration. The 
recDnaK antigen was diluted in coating buffer using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 2,500 
ng/mL. The entire plate was blocked with a 3%BSA (in PBST) blocking solution. 2%BSA/PBST 
was used as the “standard diluent”. The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) was diluted 
in the “standard diluent”. The MAB dilutions were added from top to bottom (indicated by left 
side black arrow) at dilutions of 1:2,500, 1:5,000, 1:10,000, and 1:20,000 (1:2 serial dilution 
series). The strep-HRP conjugate was diluted at a final concentration of 2 µg/mL in 
0.4%BSA/PBST diluent. Only the first read (20 ms) data are presented. 
 
Table 6: DnaK Direct-Biotinylated ELISA LOD Trial #3 Raw Data 

Raw data “sample” values for direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial (#3) for DnaK. All antigen 
concentrations are shown in µg/ 100 µL (top colored row) and ng/mL (bottom colored row). The 
recDnaK antigen was diluted in coating buffer using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 78.125 
ng/mL. The MAB (purified, biotinylated DnaK Clone A) dilutions (1:1,000, 1:2,500, 1:5,000, 
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and 1:10,000) are indicated as well. The table depicts a checkerboard titration assay of the 
recDnaK antigen and MAB dilutions. Only the first read (20 ms) data was used for table.  

  
 
Table 7: Mpt32 Direct-Biotinylated ELISA LOD Trial #1 Raw Data 

Raw data “sample” values for direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial for Mpt32. All antigen 
concentrations are shown in µg/ 100 µL (top colored row) and ng/mL (bottom colored row). The 
nMpt32 antigen was diluted in coating buffer using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 78.125 
ng/mL. The MAB (purified, biotinylated Mpt32 Clone B, “wash 3”) dilutions (1:1,000, 1:2,500, 
1:5,000, and 1:10,000) are indicated as well. The table depicts a checkerboard titration assay of 
the nMpt32 antigen and MAB dilutions. Only the first read (20 ms) data was used for table.  

 
 
Table 8: GroES Direct-Biotinylated ELISA LOD Trial #1 Raw Data 

Raw data “sample” values for direct-biotinylated ELISA LOD trial for nGroES. All antigen 
concentrations are shown in µg/ 100 µL (top colored row) and ng/mL (bottom colored row). The 
nGroES antigen was diluted in coating buffer using a 1:2 serial dilution series, starting at 78.125 
ng/mL. The MAB dilutions (1:1,000, 1:2,500, 1:5,000, and 1:10,000) are indicated as well. The 
table depicts a checkerboard titration assay of the nGroES antigen and MAB dilutions. Only the 
first read (20 ms) data was used for table. Purple highlighted box indicates an OVRFLW value 
(> 5,800 000 RLUs).  

 
 


